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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate Council in
Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of

Doctor of Philosophy.

A METHODOLOGY FOR SELECTING AMONG
WATER QUALITY ALTERNATIVES

/'
'

. By

Gilbert S. Nicolson, Jr.

June, 1969

Chairman: E. E. Pyatt
Major Department: Environmental Engineering

The Water Quality Act of 1965 requires each state to establish

stream quality standards. The major cause of violation of the standards

is municipal and industrial waste discharges. To maintain the standards

most state enforcement agencies require a high degree of waste treat-

ment. Such requirements entail a large expenditure of private and

public funds for maintaining the standards during low-flow periods.

These funds could be used more .efficiently if provisions were made for

the examination of alternative schemes.

In the case of a municipality downstream from a reservoir,, several

alternatives exist both at the reservoir and the waste treatment plant.

One of the alternatives at the treatment plant is an auxiliary unit

which could be operated during low-flow periods. Alternatives at the

reservoir site include multi-level outlet structures, reaeration of

releases, and reservoir mixing. This dissertation presents a methodology

for evaluation of these alternatives. For each alternative considered,

optimal decisions are made which minimize the total waste treatment costs

of the auxiliary unit. Comparison of the costs of providing the

alternative enable the selection of the least-cost alternative.
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The concept of a water quality tradeoff is introduced. The

tradeoff exists in reservoirs which thermally stratify during the summer

months. Stratification permits selective withdrawal from the reservoir

and a substitution of water at one temperature and flow rate for water

at another temperature and flow rate while still maintaining water

quality standards.

The methodology utilizes a two-dimensional dynamic programming

algorithm for the optimization technique. Several water quality models

are needed to determine the reservoir release temperatures, the down-

stream temperature profiles, and the dissolved oxygen response to

waste loads. Detailed analyses of the various models are presented.

A stochastic dissolved oxygen formulation is presented which permits

the determination of waste loads that satisfy the stream standard with

a given probability.

A test case is presented which illustrates the use of the

methodology. Included in the test case is the verification of the

temperature models used in the study. The existence of a water quality

tradeoff is demonstrated and the costs for several alternatives are

determined. The methodology is sho.m to be sensitive to the deoxygenation

coefficient, and it is concluded that a good estimate of the coefficient

is needed for obtaining reliable cost comparison.

IX



I. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Introduction

During the rapid technological expansion of the twentieth century,

man's capacity to produce waste has caused deterioration of his environ-

ment. The vast quantities of waste and the sometimes acute health

hazards and unpleasant esthetic conditions have produced a public

awareness of the need to protect the environment, not only for the

present generation but also for posterity.

One of the most important natural resources that must be preserved

for man's existence is water, which is used for recreation, navigation,

water supply, power production, maintenance of fish and wildlife,

irrigation, and assimilation of domestic and industrial waste. It is

this last use that is threatening the majority of the other uses and

that recent federal legislation is designed to control.

Historical Background

Federal interest in water V7as initially for the purpose of

navigation and flood control. Public Law 845 enacted by the Eightieth

Congress was the first federal legislation intended for pollution

abatement.^ This law provided for monies to be spent for aiding in

design and construction of pollution abatement facilities. Since 1948,

several laws have been enacted, each with the general purpose of



providing more funds for abatement facilities. In 1963, Congress

directed that all new multipurpose reservoir projects should consider

additional storage for releases during periods of low flow. 2 This

was the first step toward water quality control in reservoir projects.

However, Congress specified that such releases should not be made in

lieu of waste treatment.

With the Water Quality Act of 1965, Congress transferred the

Division of Water Supply and Pollution Control within the U. S. Public

Health Service to create the Federal Water Pollution Control Administra-

tion (FWPCA) in the Department of the Interior. The Act required that

each state set water quality standards subject to approval by the FWPCA.

3

The water quality standards should be designed to "enhance the quality

and value of our national resources .... "3 In the "Guidelines for

Establishing Water Quality Standards for Interstate Waters"^ the FWPCA

stated that "no standard will be approved which allows any wastes

amenable to treatment or control to be discharged into any interstate

water without treatment or control regardless of the water quality

criteria and -water uses adopted."

The Water Quality Act of 1965, therefore, provides for the

establishment of quality standards for the preservation and maintenance

of one sector of man's environment. The maintenance of water quality

standards implies a vast outlay of public funds since all water-borne

waste must be subject to treatment and control. ^ The Water Resource.

Engineer must undertake the responsibility of providing the best

engineering plans for the expenditure of these funds.

Since v.;ater quality standards are established for an entire basin,

plans for meeting the standards should apply to the basin or to
.



.independent parts of the basin. Water resource projects usually have been

designed according to the theory of efficient allocation of resources.

In the past, the efficiency criterion provided for the maximization of

net benefits. The engineer would list the purposes for which the project

was to be built. For each purpose he would perform a benefit-cost

analysis. The purpose would be included in the project if the benefits

accruing to this purpose exceeded the cost of providing it. The scale

of each purpose would be increased until the benefits equaled the costs;

therefore, net benefits would be maximized.

With the establishment of water quality standards, the theory of

efficient allocation still can be satisfied. However, the constraint

is modified from requiring that benefits exceed costs to satisfying the

water quality standards. By changing the constraint, it is possible to

alter the efficiency criterion to selecting the least-cost method which

achieves the water quality objectives. This criterion does not require

that the standards be established under the principle of maximizing net

benefits. One can view water quality control under the stream standards

as a problem of maximizing net benefits. If water quality control is

assumed a benefit, the least-cost alternative which maintains the

standards will by necessity maximize net benefits. In either case, the

major difficulty is determining the costs of the alternatives.

The Parameter of Major Interest

As mentioned earlier, it was the deterioration of one of man's most

vital resources coupled with lethargic state programs which precipitated
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federal legislation. The stream standards are established for the

purpose of preventing further pollution and improving water quality in

badly polluted streams. Therefore, the parameters of primary concern

should be the water quality parameter which is sensitive to pollution

and for which suitable mathematical expressions exist. These expressions

should trace the response of the parameter to waste loads and provide

a prediction of the response as a function of the waste loading. The

water quality parameter frequently used for pollution investigations

is dissolved oxygen. There are many reasons for the selection of

dissolved oxygen: first, it can be accurately measured; second, the

aquatic biota and bacteria which assimilate the organic content of

the waste require dissolved oxygen to maintain their metabolic processes;

third, the level of dissolved oxygen can be a determining factor as to

the species of biota that can survive in the stream; fourth, the

absence of dissolved oxygen is readily associated with severe pollution.

For these reasons, dissolved oxygen will be the primary water quality

parameter considered in this study. Since dissolved oxygen is an

important resource with respect to the stream's capacity to assimilate

organic or inorganic waste, any action taken to increase the concentra-

tion of dissolved oxygen or the total oxygen resources would also increase

the stream's waste assimilative. capacity.

A stream's waste assimilative capacity is affected by the temperature

of the stream. The stream's dissolved oxygen saturation level is

markedly affected by temperature, and the rate at which organisms decompose

the waste also is influenced by temperature. Placing a reservoir on a

stream alters the stream temperature regime below the reservoir. Since



the reservoir is a point of control in the basin, it is possible to

change the stream's assimilative capacity simply by controlling the

temperature of the release water. (The effects of reservoirs on stream

temperature and methods for controlling the releases will be detailed in

a later chapter.) The major concern of the present study deals with the

importance of temperature and methods of improving waste assimilative

capacity through temperature control. Other methods of water quality

control are reservoir mixing, turbine reaeration to increase the

dissolved oxygen in reservoir releases, and in-stream reaeration.

Water Quality Alternatives

There are several methods employed either to increase the allowable

waste loading or to alleviate the detrimental effects of pollution. The

method quite often employed is reducing the waste discharge into the

stream, which can be accomplished by installing waste treatment facilities

or by altering industrial processes to reduce waste. In the case of waste

treatment facilities, considerable capital investment by private and

public institutions is necessary to achieve high levels of waste treatment.

These monies should not be spent without some consideration to alternative

means of meeting water quality standards.

A second method of alleviating pollution problems is to provide

adequate dilution of wastes. Iq most cases, water quality deteriora-

tion is most severe during the summer and fall months when the natural

stream flow is lowest. Storing water in reservoirs for release during

low-flow periods has become a method of water quality control.

Bramhall and Mills criticized the use of low-flow augmentation as an
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alternative method of meeting stream standards when compared to high

levels of waste treatment. However, in their analysis the authors

considered reservoir storage only for use as low-flow augmentation,

gwhich would introduce a bias in favor of waste treatment. Young

pointed out the compatibility of flood control storage and low-flow

augmentation. Flow augmentation seems to be technically feasible as

a means of maintaining water quality objectives and should be con-

sidered as an alternative to waste treatment.

A third method of water quality control is waste storage during

times when stream conditions are such that the waste discharge would

9cause violation of stream standards. Loucks illustrated the use

of waste storage in the establishment of probabilistic stream standards.

Loucks did not consider any waste treatment in the storage facility,

but Moreau presented an analysis for the pulp and paper industry of

a treatment system composed of steady-state and stochastic units. The

effluent from the steady-state unit always received a constant degree

of treatment. When the receiving stream was unable to accept the con-

stant effluent, a portion of the waste went to the stochastic unit

where it received sufficient treatment so that water quality standards

were not violated. Therefore, an alternative to a nigh degree of

treatment the year around would be the storing or treating part of the

waste in a variable waste treatment unit during low flow periods.



Objectives

In planning to meet water quality standards, all alternative

schemes and combinations should be considered in attempting to find

the least-cost alternative. A methodology or framework is needed

for comparing water quality alternatives in order to make the best

decision. The objective of this disseration is to develop a

methodology for selecting from among water quality control alternatives

for a reservoir river system. The methodology will employ mathematical

expressions for tracing the temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles,

an inventory system for reservoir operation and a dynamic programming

technique for selecting optimal reservoir releases.

In Chapter II the effects of a reservoir on temperature and

dissolved oxygen along with the models used to predict them will be

discussed. Chapter III details the stream models needed to calculate

downstream temperature and dissolved oxygen. A discussion of the

tradeoff between reservoir release temperatures and flows will be

presented in Chapter IV, and the development of the methodology to

make use of this tradeoff will be formulated in Chapter V. Data

requirements for the proposed methodology will be discussed in Chapter

VI. Chapter VII x^7ill consist of the test case illustrating the use of

the methodology and Chapter VIII will contain the summary and con-

clusions. Flow charts of programs and a glossary of terms will be

placed in the Appendices.



II. RESERVOIR EFFECTS ON STREAM QUALITY

To develop alternative plans for meeting water quality standards

in a reservoir-river system, one must first understand the changes

imposed on the river with the introduction of a reservoir. This

chapter presents a discussion of the two quality parameters of partic-

ular interest in this study: temperature and dissolved oxygen. The

discussion will include reservoir effects, methods used to predict or

describe the effects, and the model selected for this study.

Effects on Temperature

Ward^^ has studied stream temperatures in regulated and unregulated

rivers and has proposed an expression for representing the temperature

as a function of time:

T = a [sin (bt + c)] + T ^^^

where T is the stream temperature in degrees Fahrenheit; a is the

amplitude in degrees Fahrenheit;

b = ^^ = .987 degrees per day;

365 days

t is the number of days since October 1; c is the phase coefficient in

degrees; and f is the average annual temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.

The coefficients a, b and c are determined from a least-squares analysis

of the stream temperature data. Ward calculated these coefficients

for several rivers in Arkansas. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of
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placing the Bull Shoals Reservoir on the White River: the average

temperature T was lower; the annual variation 2a decreased; and the

phase coefficient |c| increased, causing approximately a forty-day lag

in the sine curve. This represents the change in the time variation

of stream temperature for one specific reservoir, but, depending on

reservoir operation and outlet elevations, this is a typical before-

and-after example. Churchill^^, 13 ^^^ studied several cases of the

temperature change caused by reservoirs built by the Tennessee Valley

Authority. In each case, the effects were similar to those in Figure 1.

Before the models used to describe the changes in reservoir

temperatures can be discussed, it is necessary to understand the

relationship between the heat budget of a body of water and the

mechanisms of heat transfer in the water and the role each plays

during the annual cycle of reservoir temperatures. Most methods for

predicting water temperature depend upon the determination of the

water's heat budget, which is a summation of the available sources

and sinks of heat acting on the water. Calculations for the heat

budget are made to obtain the net rate of heat transfer at the

surface. The development of the equations for the heat budget will

follow the work of Edinger and Geyer.

Heat Budget -
.

There are seven major mechanisms of heat transfer at the water surface.

These are incoming short-wave solar radiation, H^; incoming long-wave radia-

tion H ; reflected short-wave and long-wave radiation, Hg^. and H^^; long-

wave bick radiation. H^^; heat conduction, H^; and heat loss by evaporation,

H . Following is a brief discussion of each of these terms and their
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relative magnitudes. (For a more detailed discussion, the reader is

referred to Edinger and Geyer^^ or to the Report of the 1960-61

Advanced Seminar of the Johns Hopkins University, Department of

Sanitary Engineering and Water Resources.-'-^)

Absorbed Radiation

Short-wave solar radiation reaching any point on the earth depends

upon the latitude, cloud cover, sun's altitude, and time of year.

Empirical formulas are sometimes used for estimating short-wave radia-

tion, but it is measured more easily than it is computed. The U.S.

Weather Bureau records short-wave radiation and reports the measurements

in Climatological Data — National Sunmiary . Monthly values for solar

radiation in the northern latitudes range from 400 - 2800 Btu per square

foot per day. The solar radiation incident on a body of water is

absorbed in the first ten to twenty feet, depending upon the. optical

properties of the water.

Long-wave atmospheric radiation is a function of cloud cover,

air temperature and air vapor pressure, Raphael presents the follow-

ing formula for long-wave radiation:

H = 3 a(T +460)"^ <2)
a o a ^

where g is an atmospheric radiation factor depending on cloud cover

—8
and air vapor pressure; a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant (4.15 x 10

Btu per square foot per degrees Rankine per day) ; and T^ is the air

temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. Long-wave radiation ranges from

2400 - 3200 Btu per square foot per day.

Reflected long and short-v;ave radiation are calculated as fractions

of incident long and short-wave radiation. Reflected radiations can
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range from 100 - 300 Btu per square foot per day.

H = .03 H (3)ar a

, H = .05 H (4)
/ sr s

Edinger and Geyer combine H , H , H and H into one term called the
s a ar sr

absorbed radiation, H .

H„ = H + H - H - H (5)
R s a sr ar

The absorbed radiation is independent of the water temperature and is,

therefore, conveniently calculated from meteorological data. Absorbed

radiation ranges from 2500 - 5700 Btu per square foot per day.

Heat Losses

Long-wave back radiation is emitted from the body of water and

depends on the temperature at the water surface. The equation for back

radiation is:

H = a Y (T + 460)
or w s

where a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant; y^ is the emissivity of water

(0.97); and T is the surface water temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.

Back radiation is a substantial heat sink and ranges from 2400 - 3600

Btu per square foot per day.

Another large heat sink is Evaporation, which is a function of

wind speed and the vapor pressure gradient between the air and the

water surface. Several empirical formulas are used for calculation of

heat loss due to the latent heat of vaporization. The general form

of the equation is:

Hg = (a + bW) (e^ - e^) (7)

where a and b are constants depending upon the evaporation formula

^ : (6)
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employed; W is wind speed in miles per hour, mph; e is the saturation
s

vapor pressure of water in millimeters of mercury, mm Hg, determined

from the water surface temperature, T ; and e is the air-vapor pressure
s a

in mm Hg. For the Lake Hefner Formula, a and b are and 11.4, respec-

tively; while in the Meyer Equation, for monthly evaporation, they are

73 and 7. 3, respectively.-*-^ Evaporative heat loss ranges from 2000 -

8000 Btu per square foot per day.

Heat conduction is positive or negative depending upon whether

the difference between the air temperature and the water temperature

is positive or negative. The Bowen ratio is used to relate heat

conduction to evaporative heat loss.-*-'

^= \ (8)

He

B is the Bowen ratio and is determined from the equation

„ C (T - T ) P

^^__L_1_ . (9)

(e^ - e^) 760
*

where T , T , e , and e are as defined in preceding equations; P is
s a s a

the atmospheric pressure in mm Hg; and C is a coefficient determined

from experiments to be approximately 0.26. Substituting Equations (9)

and (7) into Equation (8) and assuming P is 760 mm Hg yields:

H = 0.26 (a + bW) (T - T ) (10)
c s a

Heat conduction can range from a minus 320 to a positive 400 Btu per

square foot per day.

Net Heat Transfer

The net rate of heat transfer, AH, is the algebraic sum of the

absorbed radiation, back radiation, evaporative heat loss, and

conductive heat losses. Assuming conductive heat transfer as positive
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when the air temperature is greater than the water temperature, the

equation for net heat transfer is:

AH = H - (H + H + H ) (11)
R br e c

The following discussion of Equation (11) is abstracted from Edinger and

Geyer. When the absorbed radiation, H , is greater than the rate at which

heat is lost by a body of water through evaporation, conduction, and

back radiation, the net rate at which heat enters through the water surface

is positive (AH > 0) and heat is added to the water. Heat leaves the water

(AH > 0) when absorbed radiation is less than the rate at which heat is

lost. When the net rate of heat transfer is zero (aH = 0) , a special con-

dition arises, which leads to the definition of the equilibrium temperature.

(The role of the equilibrium temperature in reservoir temperature predic-

tion will be discussed later in this chapter.) Substituting Equations (6),

(7) and (10) into Equation (11) yields:

AH = H -ay (T + 460)^ - (a + bW) (e - e ) - .26 (a + bW) (T -T )

R s s a s a

(12)

Equation (12) is referred to as the "basic" heat transfer equation

because it can be derived without any assumptions as to the type of water

being studied or specification of an evaporation formula. -* Equation (12)

cannot be used to predict' water surface temperatures unless some other

method is used for obtaining AH. However, Equation (12) will be used to

derive the predictive equation used in this study.

Internal Transfer Mechanisms

The discussion of the heat budget was limited to the heat transfer

mechanisms at the water surface. The heat transfer mechanisms which
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distribute the heat downward into the reservoir are the core of the

predictive reservoir temperature models. There are two modes of heat

transfer, other than absorption, in a body of water which distribute

the heat vertically.

One mode of heat transfer in a body of water is advection.

Advective heat transfer is the result of heat transferred in a flowing

fluid by macroscopic particles. The source of advected heat in

reservoirs is inflow, either surface or underground, outflows and

rainfall. In most reservoir studies, advected heat from inflow and

outflow is an important heat transfer mechanism.

The second mode of heat transfer is diffusion. Diffusion in water

can be either molecular diffusion or eddy diffusion. The heat flux

per unit area due to molecular diffusion is given by the product of

the temperature gradient and the molecular diffusivity coefficient a.

The diffusivity coefficient in water is very small in conparison to

eddy diffusivity (a = .00144 cm^/sec) and is considered independent of

water temperature.

Heat flux by eddy diffusion is the result of eddy diffusivity

caused by wind-induced currents, convectional currents resulting

from surface waters cooling and sinking to lower depths, inflow

currents from tributaries to the reservoir, or outflow currents.

Wunderlich and Elder^ present a detailed discussion of what they term

turbulent diffusion mechanisms and their importance in reservoirs.

They indicate that convective currents are the most important source of

eddy diffusivity in the surface layer of reservoirs and that inflow

and withdrawal currents are important in the lower layers. The heat

flux per unit area by eddy diffusion is the product of the thermal
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gradient and the eddy diffusivity coefficient (E) . The eddy diffusivity

coefficient is not constant and varies from point to point in the

reservoir and from time to time. The eddy diffusivity coefficient is

large in comparison to the molecular diffusivity coefficient (E ranges

from .01 to 10 cm /sec).

The Heat Transfer Equation

Basic mathematical expressions representing the modes of heat

transfer can be combined into a differential equation for the rate of

heat exchange within the water. The equation for heat transfer in a

fluid will be derived making use of the principle of conservation of

heat. This principle states that the rate of change of heat within

the body (stored heat) is equal to the difference between the rate of

heat inflow and rate of heat outflows by the mass transport mechanisms

plus the rate of external heat added or lost. In equation form this is:

[rate of change of stored heat] = [r.ate of heat inflow by mass

transport] - [rate of heat outflox^7 by mass transport] + [rate

of external heat added] (13)

The three-dimensional coordinate system and unit cube shown in-

Figure 2 are used in the derivation. The heat content of any body is

given as .

where P is the density of the substance in pounds oer cubic foot; cr .

p

is the specific heat of the substance in Btu per pound per degree

Fahrenheit; and T is the temperature of the substance in degrees

Fahrenheit. For this derivation the substance will be water, in
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Z=Z+AZ

->- X

FIGURE 2 . COORDINATE SYSTEM

which the density and specific heat can be considered constants. The

rate of change of the heat content of the cube is

pc_ ir
P 9t

where t is time.

The heat advected across the x-y plane in the positive z-direction

is;

P^p ^x T - PCp v^ T

z = z+Az

= PC V -^ Az
P X 3x

z = z

where v is velocity in the x-diuection in feet per day.

The heat diffused across the x-y plane in the positive z direction

by molecular and eddy diffusion is:

Pc (E + g) 9T

X
PC (E + a) ^

P X 3x

z = z+Az

.3Ti
PC I- [(E +a)^ Az

z = z
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where E is the eddy diffusivity coefficient in the x-direction in
X

square feet per day.

Let the external heat term be represented by S in Btu per

cubic feet per day. Taking the sum of the advected and diffused terms

in the x, y and z-directions, substituting the appropriate terms into

Equation (13), and dividing by c , the final expression becomes:

Tt =[^ <Ex + °') -3^] + [l^CEy + a)
gy] +[(3^ (e, + «) "^J

- r,3T^^ |T^ |T]^_S_ (U)
3x y 3y z 3z pc

p

Equation (14) represents the equation for temperature distribution

within a body of water. It entails the basic principles of heat transfer

used by other investigations, however, it is virtually impossible to

solve Equation (14) without making several simplifying assumptions.

Thermal Stratification of Lakes

The preceding discussions on the heat budget and heat transfer

mechanisms are germane to all studies of water temperature and models

developed for predicting water temperature. The annual variation of

lake temperature with discussion of the important heat transfer

mechanisms will now be presented.

Initial discussion on thermal stratification will be limited to

lakes since it is the most elementary body of water found in nature.

Figure 3 shows an annual cycle of temperature profiles for a lake.

Most lakes in the temperate zone approach isothermal conditions
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sometime around March 21. At this time, the slightest wind will

provide enough energy to mix the lake so that it is of constant

quality throughout. The eddy diffusivity coefficient is constant from

top to bottom. As spring begins, short-wave solar radiation is

absorbed in the surface layers, warming the upper strata. At first,

wind on the lake will mix warmer surface water with the lower water;

but the rate of solar absorption soon exceeds the capacity of the

wind for mixing, and the surface water becomes warmer than the lower

water. During this early warming period, heat is transferred

vertically by the eddy diffusion resulting from wind currents. Since

warm water is less dense than colder water (above 4°C) , the warm

water will remain at the surface and form a layer of constant temper-

ature called the epilimnion. The formation of a temperature gradient

and, hence, a density gradient creates a stable condition within the

lake. It would take considerable energy to mix the lake. Beneath

the epilimnion, the temperature profile decreases until it reaches

another layer of constant temperature. Tfiis layer is called the

hypolimnion and it contains the coldest water in the lake. Since

there is no temperature gradient in the hypolimnion, the water in it

is easily mixed and, therefore, the quality of the water is essentially

constant. The layer between the epilimnion and hypolimnion is called

the metalimnion and contains the thermocline (defined as the maximum

rate of decrease in temperature, 9^T = 0). Once the lake stratifies,
9 z2

the effect of eddy diffusion is limited because of the stable condition

20
of the reservoir. Orlob discusses the change in the eddy diffusivity

with depth. Since the rate of heat exchange is greatest at the sur-
.

face, the eddy diffusivity coefficient would be expected. to be greatest
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at this point. The coefficient would decrease somewhat in the

epilimnion, but would still be relatively large since the epilimnion

is completely mixed. The lake is most stable at the thermocline,

and the eddy coefficient \i70uld be expected to be lowest at this point.

It would then increase slightly to a second maximum in the hypolimnion.

Figure 4 shows the change of the eddy diffusivity coefficient with depth.

As summer approaches, the epilimnion absorbs more solar radiation

and the temperature of the surface layer rises, increasing the stabil-

ity. The heat loss by evaporation and by back radiation prevents the

temperature of the epilimnion from exceeding the mean ambient air

temperature. As water evaporates at the surface, it loses its heat of

vaporization and thus a small layer of cooler water is formed at the

surface. During the summer evenings, vjhen the air temperature falls

below the epilimnion temperature, more heat is transferred from the

water surface by evaporation, conduction, and back radiation than is

absorbed in the epilimnion. In both cases, an unstable condition

exists since the surface vc^ater is more dense than that below it. The

slightest wind will upset this condition and set up convective currents

which mix the cooler water into the epilimnion.

During the fall, the epilimnion begins to cool. The rapid

decrease in the air temperature causes large transfers of heat from

the epilimnion and thus sets up large convective currents. These

currents go deeper and deeper into the metalimnion as the temperature

gradient decreases and cause a deep layer of constant quality. The

lake continually cools until sometime in November V7hen the lake becomes

isothermal and the fall "turn-over" takes place.
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Depending upon the climate, the lake will remain essentially

isothermal until March or will stratify inversely if the temperature

of the water goes below 4°C. Since water is most dense at about 4°C,

further cooling of the surface will cause the warmest water to be at

the bottom. When vzinter ends and solar radiation warms the colder,

upper layer to 4°C, the lake will again be isothermal and the spring

"turn-over" occurs. The annual cycle is completed at that time.

(Hutchinson presents a classification of lakes according to their

annual temperature properties and discusses the formation of additional

layers within lakes. 2^)

During the annual temperature cycle of lakes, the largest portion

of heat transferred is confined to the upper layer. Almost all the

short-wave radiation is absorbed in the epilimnion and transfer of

heat through long-^^?ave radiation, evaporation and conduction takes

place at the surface. The major modes of heat transfer are eddy

diffusion from wind currents and convective currents. Dake and

Harleman22 derived an equation similar to* Equation (15) for the

prediction of temperature profiles in lakes. Their equation is

(using the notation of this study)

:

9T d^T
3t '^ 3 z2

+ S (15)

PCp

Since there are no velocity components in lakes, the advection

term is zero. Because of the difficulty of selecting the diffusivity

coefficient, E, a priori, Dake and Harleman assumed it to be zero in

their formulation. The source term, S, was a function of incident

solar radiation, (H - H^^.) in (Btu per square foot per day) the
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absorption coefficient of the fluid, n in centimeters , and the

fraction of radiation absorbed at the water surface, g xhe source

term in equation form is:

s -nil^ll^
^„^_„^^,

,-n.
^,,,

The linearity of Equation (16) permitted the superposition of

solutions for temperature distributions caused by surface solar

absorption, internal radiation absorption, and surface evaporative

loss. During the heating period, the evaporative loss at the surface

caused a negative thermal gradient in the upper layer. VJhen this

occurred, Dake and Harleman mixed the epilimnion to a uniform temperature.

This effect is shown in Figure 5. Even though eddy diffusivity was assumed

zero, the negative temperature gradient caused by evaporation and the

resultant mixing procedure could be interpreted as eddy diffusion

resulting from convective cooling.

The preceding discussio,n of the annual temperature cycle was limited

to lakes. Th'e major difference between lakes and reservoirs is that

advective heat transfer is not negligible in reservoirs whose inflows

and withdrawals can have considerable effect on the temperature distribu-

tion. These effects are dependent upon several factors — the quantity

and time distribution of the inflow, the withdrawal rate, and the level

of the outlet structure in the reservoir.

Density Currents

A density current is a gravity flow of a fluid of a specific

density through fluid of another density. V/hen a reservoir is
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thermally stratified, layers of different density vrill be present, and,

therefore, any flow of fluid will constitute a density current. Church-

hill^'' reported density currents in TVA reservoirs and their effects

on reservoir and stream quality. Cold water releases from deep reser-

voirs were observed to underflow dovmstream reservoirs and to be dis-

charged from low-level outlets with only a small detention time in the

reservoir. This was made possible because the incoming i^ater was

colder than that in the reservoir and was, therefore, more dense.

Gravity pulled the heavier water into the lowest stratum in the

reservoir creating the underflow. Since outlets from the dam V7ere

also at the level of this- low stratum, the underflow moved directly

through the reservoir.

Koberg and Ford 2'* cited density currents at different depths

within the reservoir. These currents appeared to be caused by inflow

to the reservoir sinking below the surface and following the slope of

the reservoir until the layer of corresponding density was reached.

At this point the water spreads out horizontally causing a velocity

profile within that layer in the reservoir. This phenomenon was also

observed in a dye study on the Fontana Reservoir. ^^ The dye was mixed

into the inflow and monitored. The inflow V7as observed to seek a layer

of approximately the same temperature. The layer containing the dye

was found to be three degrees Fahrenheit higher than it was upon

entering the reservoir. This was caused by mixing with warm surface

water vjhen the water entered the reservoir.

In view of these observations, most investigators assume that

water withdrav/n from a reservoir under stratified conditions is
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selectively taken from the layer at the elevation of the outlet. The

larger the density gradient near the outlet, the more confined the

withdrawal layer becomes. Inflow is assumed to be confined to the

layer in the reservoir of corresponding temperature.

With the background of the annual temperature cycle of lakes and

the concept of density currents, the change in the downstream temper-

ature variation, as shown in Figure 1, can now be explained. If the

outlet structure is located in the hypolimnion, the colder water in

the reservoir will be released first. Incoming water will seek that

level in the reservoir corresponding to its temperature and will

remain in that layer until the water beneath is released. Thus,

incoming water is not released until it settles to the level of the

outlet. The overall effect is a prolonged release of cold water

from the reservoir. This has the combined effect of smoothing the

annual temperature variation of released water, decreasing the average

temperature of released water, and causing a shift in time of the

11point of maximum temperature,. The extent of these effects is dependent

upon the level of the outlet structure, the volume of water above this

level, and the rate of inflow and outflow.

If the outlet level is deep in the reservoir, more hypolimnion

water must be released before the temperature will rise. The greater
ft

the volume of water above the outlet, the longer it will take to release

the hypolimnion water. If the operating rule of the reservoir requires

a high discharge rate in the spring and early summer, hypolimnion water

will be discharged earlier and the phase shift of the regulated sine

curve in Figure 1 will be less. By constructing multi-level outlets.
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the reservoir operator could release water from any level in the reser-

voir during the stratified period and thus select that temperature which

best meets dovmstream requirements. The methodology developed in this

dissertation is based on the assumption that water can be released from

any desired level in the reservoir.

Reservoir Prediction Models

Early models used to predict reservoir temperatures were quite

simple. Raphael ' proposed a model for temperature prediction in

reservoirs that were well mixed during the summer months. He assumed

the reservoir to be completely mixed and added the heat budget to the

advected heat, in the form of. inflow and outflow, to give the total

heat input. This total was then distributed throughout the reservoir

to produce an average reservoir temperature. Since most reservoirs

undergo thermal stratification during the heating period, Raphael's

model had only limited application.

Delay and Seaders aeveloped a procedure for predicting temperature

profiles in proposed reservoirs. Their method was based on the use

of temperature profiles from existing reservoirs of comparable size

and nearby locale. Again, a procedure of this nature would have

limited application.

Orlob and Selna developed a mathematical model which was used

to simulate reservoir thermal stratification. In their formulation

they combined molecular diffusivity and eddy diffusivity coefficients

into the "effective" diffusivity coefficient. "Effective" diffusivity

can only be determined from thermal profile measurements made at the
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reservoir. Since diffusion is a function of time and space, the

measurements must be made periodically during the heating cycle.

Therefore, considerable data must be obtained to determine the varia-

tion of the "effective" diffusivity coefficient for a single year.

Since reservoir conditions may change from year to year because of

different sequences of reservoir inputs, the "effective" diffusivity

coefficient should be determined for several years in order to have

a satisfactory knowledge of its behavior for a particular reservoir.^'

Orlob and Selna's model required considerable data input for applica-

tion to a single reservoir. Their model could not be applied to

proposed reservoirs without considerable knowledge of the "effective"

diffusivity coefficient in several geographical regions.

Huber and Harleman^^ have developed a mathematical model for

predicting thermal stratification in reservoirs. Their model requires

knovjledge of the reservoir geom.etry, inflow volumes and temperatures',

meteorological conditions at the reservoir and outflow volumes. The

model is, to some degree, an extension of Dake and Harleman's work

on lakes as the eddy diffusivity is assumed to be zero. Included

in the model are consideration for mixing of the inflov? with reser-

voir surface waters before diving into the reservoir as a density

current and a technique for handling the inflov; and withdrawal

velocity profiles as Gaussian curves. Figure 6 illustrates these

velocity profiles.

Koh^S and Kao ^0 have demonstrated in the laboratory that

withdrawals from a fluid under a density gradient do not come only

from the layer at the elevation of the outlet, but are a composite
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I

of the layers in the vicinity of the outlet. The velocity profile in

Koh's work was very similar to that shown in Figure 6. The degree to

which the velocity profile extends into other layers is dependent upon

the density gradient at the outlet. If the gradient is large, the

discharge will be composed of a rather narrow swath of water from the

reservoir. However, when the gradient is small, the width of the layer

affected by the discharge increases.

Ruber and Harleman combine the heat transfer equation with the

continuity equation and the equation for continuity of mass to derive:

-n X
9T lT_a_9_9T qi (Tjn- T) t\(1 -Bo)<^o e

8t 8z A 82 ^ 9z^ A
.

pc (17)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the reservoir and is a function

of depth; q^^ is the inflow rate per unit of vertical distance; T^j^ is

the temperature of the inflow; and all other terms are as defined earlier,

Equation (17) was solved by finite difference techniques on a digital

computer. The equation yielded excellent laboratory agreement between

observed and predicted temperatures. The'model was tested on data

collected by -the TVA at the Fontana Reservoir. The observed temper-

atures at Fontana ranged from 7 - 18°C. The model yielded very good

results until October when the predicted temperatures were about 2''C

less than those observed. The model developed by Ruber and Harleman

could be used to obtain predicted temperatures for proposed reservoirs.

Huber and Harleman' s model was not chosen for this study due to the

amount of computer time necessary for an annual cycle.

A suitable modeT. should provide a satisfactory representation of

thermal stratification and the volume and temperature of water in the
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three layers of the reservoir and should be easily adapted to com-

putation on the digital computer.

Wunderlich and Elder-*-" have developed a graphical procedure for

determining reservoir outflow temperatures. Their technique is based

on several simplifying assumptions. First, the heat exchange between

the reservoir and the atmosphere occurs only in a ten-foot layer at

the surface of the reservoir. In the light of preceding discussion on

convective cooling, this assumption might be improved if the depth

were allowed to increase, as the heating season progresses, from, per-

haps five feet in early April to twenty or twenty-five feet in July

and August. This layer would correspond to the epilimnion and would

have the same temperature throughout

.

Second, the temperature of the ten-foot surface layer corre-

sponds to the equilibrium temperature of the exposed body of water.

This is a convenient assumption as the equilibrium temperature can be

easily calculated from the heat budget, as will be explained in a later

section of this chapter.

Third, each water parcel entering the reservoir spreads into

a horizontal layer corresponding to its temperature. Inflows of

approximately equilibrium temperature enter just below the surface

layer. Field investigations show this to be approximately correct

and to simplify calculations, most investigators make this assumption.

The same assumption was made concerning outflows, i.e., the water

withdrawn from the reservoir comes from a layer between the top and

bottom of the intake.
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Fourth, heat transfer by molecular and eddy diffusion is

neglected below the surface layer. Since molecular diffusion is

very slow and eddy diffusion is limited by the thermocline, this

assumption appears to be valid.

Wunderlich and Elder applied the graphical procedure to the Fon-

tana Reservoir in Tennessee. The observed temperatures agreed very

well with the predicted temperatures except in the month of September

when the predicted temperatures were about 5°F less than the observed

temperature.

31
Ross and MacDonald have applied a very similar model to

reservoir projects in Montana. The major differences were the

method of predicting surface water temperature and the assumed

thickness of the surface layer. Ross and MacDonald used an equation

similar to Equation (12) for the net rate of heat transfer at the .

surface. Assuming that the epilimnion was completely mixed, they

expressed the time rate of change of epilimnion temperature as:

^. = AKA4- (^pVt)(Ti-T,)
^^g^

^pK + m.)

where T^ is the temperature of the epilimnion; AH is the net rate of

heat transfer at the surface; A is the reservoir surface area; Cp is .

the specific heat of water; m-j^ is the change in mass of the epilimnion .

during the time interval dt; m^ is the mass of the epilimnion; and

T. is the temperature of the epilimnion at the beginning of the time

interval. Data averaged over a seven-day period were used to calculate

AH. The epilimnion temperature computed for the end of one time period

was used as the water temperature for calculations in the following
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period. This technique for calculating the surface temperature

yielded results v/hich agreed very well v/ith observed temperatures.

Ross and MacDonald selected a surface layer depth of thirty

feet for Hungry Horse Reservoir. This value was selected because of

previous thermal observations at the site. They also assumed that

inflowing water sought that level in the reservoir corresponding to its

temperature and that withdrawals w'ere made from the layer at the outlet.

Their procedure yielded good agreement betv/een observed and predicted

temperature profiles.

These last two temperature predictive techniques lend themselves

t' to digital computation vrith a minimum of machine time. The model used

for predicting reservoir temperatures in this study will now be

-, presented employing features from each of the tv70 techniques.

Reservoir Temperature Model Used in This Study

The purpose of the reservoir model is to provide an inventory of

the volume and temperature of the reservoir resulting from various

operating schemes. To fulfill this purpose, it is necessary to devise

a method for keeping account of the inflow and outflow from the various

layers and the temperature within these layers.

Since reservoirs stratify into three layers, an inventory method

was selected for adding inflows and subtracting outflows from three

independent layers. Each layer was considered to have a constant

temperature and to be completely mixed. Withdrawals from a particular

layer during any time interval were assumed to have the quality

parameter predicted for the layer at that time. Since the epilimnion
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and hypolimnion have approximately constant temperature profiles, and

thus a small density gradient, releases made from these layers will

create constant velocity profiles as shov/n in Figure 7.

It seems logical to consider the hypolimnion and epilimnion as

being completely mixed. However, the metalimnion has a varying

temperature profile and thus a steep density gradient. Releases made

under a density gradient have a velocity profile as described by Koh. ^

Withdrawals from the metalimnion will be a composite of the quality

parameters in that layer and will be approximately the average of

those parameters. Therefore, the release parameters from the metalim-

. nion can be considered to be from a completely mixed layer, though

actually the layer has a steep temperature gradient.

Inflows to the reservoir were considered to enter the epilimnion,
J.

metalimnion, or the hypolimnion depending upon their temperature. In-

flows were added to the respective layers at the end of the time

interval.

Since hypolimnion temperatures change very little during the

heating season, they were assumed to remain constant throughout the

period of analysis. Any underflow currents in the hypolimnion were

mixed with the entire hypolimnion water. Inflows to the metalimnion

were mixed with that volum.e present at the end of a time interval,

and a new temperature determined.

Over the heating period, provision was made for increasing the

epilimnion depth, which could be taken as constant or changing

depending upon experience v/ith the reservoir being considered. As the

epilimnion volume increased, the "makeup" v/ater v;as taken from the

metalimnion and mixed into the epilimnion. The temperature of the
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epilimnion was assumed to equal the equilibrium temperature. When the

net rate of heat transfer at the water surface is zero (AH = 0) , the

surface water temperature is considered to be at its equilibrium

temperature. VJhen the equilibrium temperature is greater than the

surface water temperature, the net rate of heat transfer is positive

and the surface water temperature rises. When the equilibrium tem-

perature is less than the surface temperature, the net rate of heat

transfer is negative and the water temperature decreases. Since

reservoir surface temperature increases in the spring, one would expect

that the equilibrium temperature is greater than the water temperature.

During the summer, the surface water temperature is approximately

constant, indicating that the equilibrium temperature is approximately

equal to the surface temperature. In the fall, the surface water

temperature decreases; therefore, the equilibrium temperature must

also be decreasing. Since the surface temperature is always striving

toward the equilibrium temperature, the equilibrium temperature should

be a relatively good predictor of the surface water temperature. The

following development of the equilibrium temperature is according to

Edinger and Geyer.^'^

If in Equation (12) the surface water temperature, Tg, is equal

to the equilibrium temperature, Tg, then the net rate of heat transfer,

AH, is zero and the equation becomes:

Hj^ = aY^(Tg+460)'* + (a+bW) (eg-e^) + .26(a+bW) (T^-T^) (19)

where Tp and ep have been substituted for T and e , respectively.

Subtracting Equation (20) from Equation (12) eliminates Ht,:
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AH = - {y„ a[(Tg+460)^ - (Tg+460)^] + (a+bW) (e^-e^)

+ (a+bW) 0.26 (Tg-Tg)} ' (20)

Edinger and Geyer use a linear relationship to approximate

saturation vapor pressure and water temperature for ten-degree Fahren-

heit temperature ranges. The constants for the temperature increments

are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

PROPORTIONALITY COEFFICIENTS AND INTERCEPTS FOR
THE TEMPERATURE, VAPOR PRESSURE APPROXIMATION ^^

Temperature Range, "F 6, mm-Hg/'F Intercept C (6)mm-Hg

40-50 .2910 -5.47

50-60 .4050 -11.22

60-70 .5553 -20.15

70-80 .6667 -27.80

80-90 .9900 -53.33

90-100 1.289 -89.28

*

The term B in Table 1 is the proportionality coefficient in the

equation below:

(eg - eg) = B (Tg - Tg) (21)

The expressions to the fourth power in Equation (2 0) were

approximated by the binomial expansion, keeping the first and second

order terms. The approximation is:

oy(T:+U60)'* = oyLeo'* [1 + i^ + 6(_^)^] (22)
^^ s w

' 460 460

Substituting for o and Y^^ and including the approximations

Equation (2 0) becomes:
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AH = - [15.71 (Tg-Tg) + .051(Tg2-Tg2) + (g+bw) BCTg-Tg)

+ 0.26 (a+bW)(Tg-Tg)] ".

(23)

Combining like terms yields:

AH = - [15.7 + (0.26+B)(a+bW)] (T^-Tp) +.051(T 2-T„2) (24)S £. S Ij

From Equation (24), Edinger and Geyer define the exchange

coefficient, K in Btu per square feet per day per degree Fahrenheit,

as:

K = 15.7 + (.026 + 6)(a+bW) (25)

Using the binomial approximation for the fourth power term in

Equation (19), and the expressions:

a+bW = ^ " ^^-"^
(26)

0.26 + B

and,

eg = B Tg + C (6) (27)

Edinger and Geyer reduced Equation (19) to:

Te + -O^ITe ^ = Hr-1801 + K-15.7
[
63-0(6) + 0.267^

] (28)

K K K 0.26+B 0.26+B

By estimating an initial temperature range for the constants 6

and C (6), Equation (2 8) can be solved for the equilibrium temperature.

Ta» e^, Hg^ and K are determined from meteorological data. If the

equilibrium temperature falls within the assumed range used for 6 and

C (B), the calculation is complete. Otherwise, the calculation must

be repeated until Tp falls within the estimated range..

Computer programs have been coded for calculating the epilimnion

temperature using Equation (2 8) and for keeping the inventory of water

volume and temperature in the three reservoir layers. The program list-

ings are in the Appendix v;ith appropriate flow charts and Glossary of terms,
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The next section will discuss the effects of reservoirs on dissolved

oxygen and the technique employed in this study to account for these

effects.

Dissolved Oxygen

I

Dissolved oxygen levels in natural streams, with little or no

pollution, are generally near saturation, which depends upon the temp-

erature and chloride content of the stream. However, with the intro-

duction of a reservoir on a stream, dissolved oxygen concentration of

32releases may range from to 100% of saturation. This alteration

in dissolved oxygen levels is the result of many physical, chemical,

and biological processes taking place within the reservoir. The more

important processes will be discussed in this section along with recent

attempts at improving reservoir water quality.

Sources of Dissolved Oxygen

One of the principal sources of oxygen in natural waters is

atmospheric oxygen that is absorbed into the water across the air-

water interface. Oxygen absorbed at the water surface is diffused

downward by wind-induced turbulence. The rate of oxygen absorption

is proportional to the difference between the saturation level and

the dissolved oxygen present:

dC
dt

- K,
2 (Cs - C) , (29)

where C is the dissolved oxygen in milligrams per liter (mg/1) ; K is

the reaeration coefficient in days ^; and Cg is the saturation level

of dissolved oxygen in milligrams per liter. The saturation values for

33pure water can be expressed as:
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Cg = 14.652 - 0.41022T + 0.0079910T ^- 0,000077774T
'^

(30)

where T is temperature in degrees Centigrade'.

The reaeration coefficient is dependent upon the turbulence and

temperature of the water. Expressions for the reaeration coefficient

and its relation with temperature will be given in Chapter III. For

lakes, the reaeration coefficient has been reported as ranging from

0.05 to 0.10 day~^ (see Babbitt and Baumann'^) .

Since dissolved oxygen is diffused into a body of water by wind

action, thermal stratification in reservoirs prevents atmospheric

oxygen from being transferred to the metalimnion and hypolimnion.

The absence of stratification in the epilimnion virtually insures

saturation-dissolved oxygen levels within the epilimnion.

Photosynthesis by phytoplankton and aquatic plants is another

source of oxygen in water. Since sunlight is the catalyst for photo-

synthesis, oxygen produced by this process is usually confined to the

layer absorbing the most sunlight. In reservoirs, this layer is the

epilimnion. Depending upon the concentration of phytoplankton,' these

organisms can be an oxygen credit or debit. In the production of

oxygen, phytoplankton also respire, thus consuming oxygen. Large

concentrations of phytoplankton, "blooms," have been observed to almost

2 1deplete oxygen from the water during night hours. Hutchinson points

out a case in which the oxygen varied from 18.7 mg/1 in the afternoon

to 2.2 mg/1 in the early morning.

An important source of oxygen to the lower layer of a stratified

reservoir is inflowing water. If the oxygen content of the inflow is

larger than that at the level it enters the reservoir, the total oxygen

level will increase in that laver.
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Dissolved Oxygen Sinks

The primary sinks of dissolved oxygen are chemical oxidation of

inorganic compounds and biological respiration. The presence of

oxidizable inorganic compounds may be from surface inflows, under-

ground inflows, sediments and industrial pollution. In the presence

of oxygen, compounds such as sulfide and nitrite are oxidized to

sulfate and nitrate. Reservoirs which have large concentrations of

these compounds may have very little oxygen in the lower strata.

Biological respiration in reservoir waters may be from animals,

phytoplankton, zooplankton, or bacteria. Since fish require oxygen

to survive, they will certainly exert a demand on the oxygen resources

of a reservoir; however, the relative amount of oxygen consumed by fish

is probably very small.

Dissolved organic compounds are biochemically oxidized by

bacteria in the reservoir. The bacteria consume oxygen as they degrade

the organic material. The rate at which oxygen is consumed is directly

proportional to the amount of organic material present. In some lakes,

this rate has been observed to range from 0.07 to 0.28 mg/l/day.

The zooplankton and phytoplankton are sometimes interdependent.

Zooplankton consume oxygen as they feed on phytoplankton and bacteria

in the water. Naturally, large algal growths xvill spawn large pop-

ulations of zooplankton and hence create an even larger oxygen sink

during night hours.

Dissolved Oxygen Profiles

The sources and sinks of oxygen combine to cause a variation in

dissolved oxygen with depth and time. This effect is shox%rn in Figure 8
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with corresponding temperature profiles for data collected on the

Clark Hill Reservoir in Georgia. The dissolved oxygen is seen to

stratify as the reservoir undergoes thermal stratification. The

oxygen concentration is constant in the epilimnion, decreases in the

metalimnion, and increases in the hypolimnion before reaching a

minimum at the bottom. The high concentration in the epilimnion is the

result of surface aeration and phytoplankton. As mentioned earlier,

the oxygen sources are confined to the epilimnion with little, if any,

oxygen being diffused to the lower layer.

The point of lowest dissolved oxygen occurs in the metalimnion,

which is not uncommon and is termed the metalimnetic minimum. ^^ The

most widely kno\<Ti theory of the minimum is that it represents a region

into V7hich dead phytoplankton, organic material, and zooplankton have

settled from the epilimnion. It is believed that the increasing

viscosity of the V7ater in the metalimnion prevents this suspended

material from settling into the hypolimnion. The result is a large

growth of bacteria and zooplankton consuming the oxygen as they feed

on the dead phytoplankton. Churchill and Nicholas 35 report data

collected on the Boone Reservoir in Tennessee which seem to corrob-

orate this theory. Profiles of zooplankton counts in the reservoir

shov7 a maximum of zooplankton at the metalimnetic minimum.

The dissolved oxygen in the hypolimnion \i7ater of Figure 8a

decreases from June 30, 1967, to August 16, 1967. Evidently there is

oxidizable organic material being degraded by bacteria. At a depth of

one hundred ten feet, the rate of oxygen depletion is 0.077 mg/l/day,

which is in agreement v;ith Hutchinson.
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By December 7, 1967, the dissolved oxygen concentration is

uniform in the reservoir. This is to be expected after the fall turn-

over. If another profile were shown for March or April, it probably

would show very little thermal gradient and uniform dissolved oxygen

concentration

.

Improving Release Water Quality

Kittrell discussed several alternative methods for improving water

quality in released water. The most promising methods were multi-level

penstock intakes, turbine reaeration, and reservoir mixing.

Multi-level intakes permit the selection of that quality of water

which best meets downstream needs. The installation of multi-level

penstock intakes adds considerable expense to the reservoir capital

costs. However, there is very little operating expense and benefits

from increased flexibility in reservoir management to meet downstream

quality requirements may offset the capital cost. It should be pointed

out that no methodology exists at this time for estimating the benefits

accruing from multi-level intakes, but the methodology developed in

this study will provide a basis for comparison with single outlets..

Turbine reaeration is easily employed at power installations where

the turbines are higher than the tailwater level, creating a substantial

vacuxim at low flows. Vents opened to the atmosphere introduce large

quantities of air in the discharge water.' The loss of power when the

vent is opened may range from 2.5 to 10.6 % of the total power

being generated. The loss is inversely proportional to the head on

the turbines. In a test case of several hundred feet of head, the
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37power loss was negligible. Oxygen increases may range from 5000

to 10,000 lbs/day/1000 cfs.^^

Since the work of Symons at al.-^^ and Irwin et al., much

attention has been given to reservoir mixing as a means for controlling

water quality. It was shown that pumping water from the deepest portion

of small lakes would effectively modify the thermal gradient and in-

crease the dissolved oxygen at lower depths. In short, the quality of

the lakes was improved. The Corps of Engineers in the South Atlantic

Division has completed one year of work on the first attempt to de-

stratify a reservoir. ^^ Air diffusers were used at one location in

Alatoona Reservoir in Georgia to disrupt thermal stratification and

improve dissolved oxygen concentrations. The Corps is now in the

process of evaluating the data collected in the summer of 1968. No one

has yet determined the benefits of reservoir mixing, but a reasonable

comparison can be made from the methodology developed in this study.

Reservoir mixing causes warming of hypolimnion water in the

reservoir. If the reservoir is completely mixed for the entire heating

season, then the cool hypolimnion water will not be available for down-

stream fisheries or for cooling water in steam-electric power plants.

This could be a severe detriment to overall basin economy and should be

included in analysis of reservoir mixing.

In the preceding discussion, the effects of reservoirs on

dissolved oxygen have been outlined and some methods of improving

water quality have been mentioned. The next section will outline

the method employed in this study to predict dissolved oxygen in

reservoir releases.
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Method Used in This Study

In several water quality studies (e.g., Bramhall and Mills,

Davis, ^ Worley et al.,^1 Feigner'^^) little, if any, consideration

is given to temperature and dissolved oxygen variation in reservoir

releases. Bramhall and Mills, as well as Davis, make no mention at

all of reservoir water quality in their evaluation of low-flow aug-

mentation. Worley et al. assume the dissolved oxygen of reservoir

releases to be at the saturation level. Feigner does evaluate the low-

flow augmentation requirements due to arbitrary changes in temperature,

but does not attempt to control temperature in the releases at the

reservoir.

Probably the reason few attempts have been made to account for

the dissolved oxygen variation is that little work has been done to

develop a predictive model for dissolved oxygen in reservoirs. Due

to the complex biological processes taking place in reservoirs and the

variation in the processes from time to time and from reservoir to

reservoir, it is very difficult to formulate a dissolved oxygen model

which can be applied to reservoirs. In view of the previous dis-

cussion on the effects of dissolved oxygen, assuming dissolved oxygen

saturation in the release water would be unrealistic and would

result in a bias in allowable waste loads. Saturation levels in

releases probably would be maintained in the stream until waste loads

are discharged. With low dissolved oxygen releases, the stream will

receive oxygen through reaeration; but, depending upon the degree of

turbulence in the stream and time of travel to the point of waste

discharge, the dissolved oxygen level may be much less than saturation.
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Therefore, the waste loadings in the saturated release may be much

larger because of total oxygen resources at the point of v/aste discharge,

In an attempt to better represent the dissolved oxygen content

of released water, a method for permitting dissolved oxygen to vary in

time and among layers is employed. This method consists of using a

matrix of coefficients which vary both vertically and horizontally.

The variation of the coefficients in the vertical represents the change

in the percentage of saturation for each time period. The horizontal

variation represents the change among layers. Figure 9 illustrates

the formation of this matrix.

t=l
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•H
CO

s

11

21

31
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^12

22

32
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^13

23

33

nl n2 n3

FIGURE 9, MATRIX FOR REPRESENTING DISSOLVED OXYGEN
VARIATION WITHIN THE RESERVOIR

An example of the use of this matrix might be that in the first

time interval the reservoir is completely mixed with dissolved oxygen

at saturation. For this interval a = 1.00, a - 1.00, and a „ =
11 12 13

1.00. In the second time interval the dissolved oxygen might vary as

follows: 95% saturation in the epilimnion, 80% saturation in the

metalimnion, 85% saturation in the hypolimnion. Then the second row
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of coefficients is a = .95, a = .80, and a = .85. The matrix

is filled in this manner from the first time interval until the nth

interval, which in this study represents the last time interval.

The use of this matrix permits the calculation of dissolved

oxygen within the reservoir given the temperature of the water in

each layer. A method of this type can be adapted very easily to data

taken on existing reservoirs and can be employed in the analysis of

proposed reservoirs to see what levels of dissolved oxygen in the

reservoir cause downstream water quality problems. As simple as it

may be, this method is an improvement over previous V7ork in which no

variation in dissolved oxygen is assumed.

In this chapter, the effects of impoundments on temperature and

dissolved oxygen have been discussed. The marked variation of temper-

ature and dissolved oxygen in time and space were illustrated by

Figures 3 and 8. Discussion \\?as presented on the causes of these

variations, models used to describe them, and the methods employed

in this study to predict temperature and dissolved oxygen changes.

In addition, alternatives for improving v/ater quality in reservoir

releases were mentioned, and it vjas stated that the methodology

developed in this study will provide a means for comparing these

alternatives.

Upon release from the reservoir, temperature and dissolved oxygen

do not remain constant, but vary as the stream flows through the basin.

In Chapter III, the models used in this study to describe the variation

in temperature and dissolved oxygen along the stream profile vjill be

presented.



III. STREAM TEMPERATURE AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN MODELS

In Chapter II, the models used in this study to predict the

effects of reservoirs on temperature and dissolved oxygen were

presented. Since this study deals with a reservoir-river system, it

is necessary to develop mathematical models to predict the downstream

variation of the water released from the reservoir. The changes in

stream quality will be discussed in this chapter, and mathematical

models used to describe these changes will be derived.

Stream Temperature

Since the water in the deeper layer of the reservoir is usually

at a low temperature, upon release it will approach the equilibrium

temperature determined by meteorological conditions. The rate at which

the water approaches equilibrium will depend upon the difference

between the Water temperature and the equilibrium temperature, the

wind over the river, and the area of the stream water surface.

In the previous chapter, the concept of equilibrium temperature

was discussed and it was stated that water temperature is continually

approaching equilibrium. The difference between the equilibrium

temperature and the water temperature is the driving force for the

rate of change of water temperature. When the difference between the

equilibrium and water temperature increases, the rate at which the

\j&tev temperature changes will also increase.

. 51
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The rate of temperature change also depends upon the wind. If

the water temperature is increasing, meteorological conditions are

such that the equilibrium temperature of the water is greater than

the in situ water temperature, causing the water to absorb heat.

Since the heat is provided from the air over the water, the more air

brought into contact with the water, the faster the water temperature

will increase. The source of air movement is wind; therefore, the

greater the wind velocity, the faster the rate of change of water

temperature. A large percentage of the heat exchange between the

stream and the overlying atmosphere takes place at the water surface.

If the water surface is small in comparison to the total volume of the

stream, the stream will exchange heat with the air at a slower rate

than if the surface were larger.

Heat exchange in streams is affected by thermal stratification

in the stream. Thermal stratification is caused by a rapid warming

of the surface and by high temperature discharges into the stream.

The thermal gradient may remain in sluggish streams, but it is

usually destroyed by turbulent mixing in swiftly flowing streams.

To make calculations easier, complete mixing usually is assumed.

Model Used in this Study

The derivation of the stream temperature model will be after

Edinger and Geyer. It is convenient to begin with Equation (14):

97 = ^37" ^^x + «) 3x U by (Ey + a) g^] + [g^ (E^ + a) J^]

- rv^|^+ v„JT + 9T + _S_
(31)
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where T is temperature in degrees Fahrenheit; t is time in days; E^,

Ey,and E2 are coefficients of eddy diffusivity in the x, y,and 2

directions in square feet per day; 0. is the coefficient of molecular

diffusivity in square feet per day; v^, Vy,and v^ are velocity components

in the x, y, and z directions in feet per day; and S is the external heat

source in Btu per cubic feet per day.

The x-direction is along the length of the stream, the z-direction

is vertical, and the y-direction is laterally across the stream. In

most stream temperature models, the first assumption is that the stream

can be considered to be completely mixed (e.g. Raphael, Duttweiler,

and Velz and Gannon )

.

If a stream is completely mixed, there will be no lateral or

vertical gradients of temperature; i.e.,— =0 — = 0. Therefore,

two diffusion terms and two advection terms become negligible. This

leaves:

3T 9 , 3T 9T S

^=[^ (^x + ") "5^5 - ^x^+^^ (32)

For the purposes of this study, two additional conditions will be

required in the stream. First, the temperature at any point along the

stream will remain constant during the time interval for which the

temperature is predicted. This is the condition of steady-state,

3T _ n A condition of this nature will negate diurnal temperature
"at •

variations. Secondly, the primary mode of heat transfer will be

advection. Under this condition, the heat transferred by diffusion

will be considered negligible when compared with advected heat. Thus,

the heat source term is balanced by the heat advection term:
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^ 3T _ S
" 3^ - ^ - (33)

Taking the intergral of Equation (33) over the depth, 2, yields:

d ^d

/ '^ f '^ -J _S_ dz (34)
3x -^ PC

o .0 p

For the purposes of this study, all heat exchanged into or out of the

body of water is assumed to go through the surface; hence, the term

J S dz is the net rate of heat transfer, AH. The termJ v dz canO O X

be thought of as the stream flow per unit width of stream. Then,

Equation (34) becomes:

PCp d„v,|l =AH
(33J

where d^ will be taken as the mean depth of the stream. If in Equation

(24) of Chapter II the second order terms are neglected, the net rate

of heat exchanged becomes equal to the product of the exchange coeffi-

cient and the difference between the water temperature and the equilib-

rium temperature:

AH =-K (T^_y
(3^^

where K is the exchange coefficient defined in Equation (25) in Btu per

square feet per degree Fahrenheit per day:

K = 15.7 + (0.26 + 3) (a+bW) (37)

Substituting Equation (36) into Equation (35) and solving for the

rate of change in temperature in the downstream direction yields:

f = - K (T3 _ Te)
9x

pc„ d V (38)
P m X '

Comparing Equation (38) with previous discussion on the change in

temperature reveals that the change in the longitudinal gradient is
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a function of the driving force, (T - Tg) , the exchange coefficient,

K, the mean depth and stream velocity. Further scrutiny shows that the

wind velocity is present in the exchange coefficient, and the surface

area of the stream is found in d^j^ Vj^ by substituting in the continuity

equation for velocity:

where x is distance downstream 'in feet; Ag is stream surface area in

square feet; A is average cross-sectional area in square feet; and Q is

the stream flow in cubic feet per second; and B is the average width

in feet. Thus it can be seen that all the factors which were said to

influence the rate of change of the release water are present in

Equation (38) . Integrating Equation (38) between the limits x = and

X = xj^ yields the predictive equation used in this study.

Tf = (Ti - Tg) e-^2 + Tg (40)

where Tj is the temperature at xj^ in degrees Fahrenheit; T^ is the

temperature at x = in degrees Fahrenheit; and

K x^
^^2

PC d v^ (41)
'^ p m X

If the river do;\mstream from the reservoir is divided into several

reaches. Equation (4 0) can be used successively in each reach to

calculate Tj at the end of the reach, with T-j^ being the temperature at

the end of the previous reach. The reaches should be divided in such

a manner that the flow and hydraulic properties of the stream can be

considered as constants within the reach. To use Equation (40") one

must have available meteorological data to determine the equilibrium

temperature and the exchange coefficient. The temperature predicted
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by Equation (40) is the average temperature during the time interval

for which the stream flow and meteorological data are considered

constant. The shorter the time intervals between data collection, the

closer the estimate becomes to observed stream temperature behavior.

However, temperature predicted from monthly data should be approximately

equal to the mean monthly temperature. It should be noted that pre-

dictions for reaches whose travel times are longer than the intervals

between data collection can not be made because steady-state conditions

would not exist. The data averaging interval, the period for which the

data can be assumed approximately constant, can not be less than the

time for which the equation is assumed valid or the steady-state

condition is violated.

Dissolved Oxygen

The sources and sinks of dissolved oxygen in reservoirs were

discussed in Chapter II. It was pointed out that almost no methodology

exists for predicting dissolved oxygen in reservoirs. However, in the

case of streams, several attempts have been made to develop predictive

equations for dissolved oxygen. The equations estimate the dissolved

oxygen as a function of various parameters, which are determined from

data collected at the river or are assximed when data are unavailable.

The parameters generally are taken as constant throughout the reach of

the river to which the equation is applied. The estimated values often

disagree with observed values with the result that little reliability

can be placed on the estimated oxygen sag curve. One of the major

reasons for this discrepancy is that biological regimes are assumed to

be constant, when actually they vary among rivers and even within the
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same river. Hence, there is an increasing need for a predictive model

which reflects the uncertainties of the dissolved oxygen balance in

streams

.

Streeter and Phelps derived the most frequently used model for

predicting the stream dissolved oxygen profile. In their model, the

only oxygen sink was the utilization of oxygen by bacteria during the

decomposition of dissolved and suspended organic material. The rate

at which the organic material was oxidized was assumed proportional to

the concentration of the organic material. The equation used to

represent this process V7as the first order kinetic equation:

dL

dt = -% L
(42)

where L is the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) in milligrams per

liter at time t and Kj is the deoxygenation coefficient in days"-^ .

Integration of Equation (42) yields:

L = La e 1 (43)

where La is the ultimate BOD in milligrams per liter.

The only source of oxygen in the Streeter-Phelps equation was

surface reaeration. The equation for the rate of dissolved oxygen

transfer was also expressed in a first order equation as:

^ - - K D
dt - ^2"

(44)

vjhere D is the dissolved oxygen deficit in milligrams per liter and K2

is the reaeration coefficient in days"-* . The dissolved oxygen deficit

is expressed as the difference between the dissolved oxygen saturation

value, Cg in milligrams per liter, and the actual dissolved oxygen, C

in milligrams per liter:

D =.Cg-C .• (45)
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The reaeration coefficient was determined to be proportional to

the stream velocity and inversely proportional to the stream depth.

Their work on the reaeration coefficient has been confirmed by several

authors with only minor changes in exponents and constants. A recent

formula for the reaeration rate \ias presented by Langbein aiid Durum: '*^

V
^2 = 3.3 1^33 ^^gj

m

where d is the average depth iii feet and v is the stream velocity in

feet per second.

Streeter and Phelps combined the oxygen source and sink into the

equation for the rate of change of dissolved oxygen deficit:

dD
-^ =

K-L L - K2 D (47)

Integrating Equation (48) yields the classical Streeter-Phelps

Equation:

D =^ (e-Klt _ ,-K2t)
^ i,^^-K2t (^8)

K2-K1

where Da is the initial dissolved oxygen deficit in milligrams per

liter. The dissolved oxygen sag curve, afe predicted by Equation (48),

is sho^^m in Figure 10 . The curve shown is typical of the oxygen

profile below waste discharges. The accuracy with which the Streeter-

Phelps Equation predicts the sag curve depends upon many factors; among

them are: the selected, deoxygenation coefficient, K-^; the variation

of the reoxygenation coefficient, K2 ; other sources of deoxygenation

such as phytoplankton respiration and benthol demand; and oxygen

production from photosynthesis.

Variation of K-^ and K2

Streeter and Phelps determined that the deoxygenation coefficient

was 0.23 days in their study. However, the coefficient varies from
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river to river and for different wastes, and estimates have ranged

from 0.1 to 0.7 days"-*-. Because of the variation in K^ and K2,

Churchill and Buckingham^^ used linear regression to develop a pre-

dictive equation for dissolved oxygen. They felt that the results

of using K, and K2 as constants for predicting dissolved oxygen under

varying conditions were highly questionable. Kothandaraman^^ studied

K-, values calculated from data on the Ohio River and found them to be

indistinguishable from a random sample. He also found the K^ values

to vary randomly according to Gaussian probability with a mean of

0.173 day"-'- and a standard deviation of 0.066 day" .

Variation in the reaeration constant has been found in several

investigations. ^^' ^^' ^° In each study, empirical expressions were

derived to predict K2 as a function of stream velocity and depth.

Langbein and Durum^^ developed Equation (46) to predict K2 over a

wide range of data collected in the field and laboratory. They

presented a graphical representation of the data points which showed

considerable scatter of the points about Equation (46). Kothandaraman

examined data reported by the TVA^^ and performed a regression analysis

to obtain an empirical equation for K2 of the form:

924
K, = 5.827 JLlIlL- (^9)

dml-705

He found that percentage variation about Equation (49) was normally

distributed with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.368.

In view of Kothandaraman 's findings about the random behavior of

K^ and K it is easier to understand the discrepancy between predicted

and observed deficits. If K^ and K2 can be represented by a random
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function, the deficit in Equation (49) is a function of random

variables and has a probability distribution of its own. In this

study, the dissolved oxygen deficit will be assumed to be a function

of random components and thus will have a mean and standard deviation.

This will permit a probabilistic expression for the effect of the waste

load—for example, 100,000 lb BCD/day may cause a violation 5% of the

time. This means that if the same stream flow and waste loads were

combined on one hundred occasions, one would expect a violation of the

stream standard on five occasions.

Additional Sources and Sinks of Dissolved Oxygen

Other investigators have attempted to add additional sources and

sinks of dissolved oxygen to the Streeter-Phelps Equation. Modifications

are warranted in situations where these additional sources and sinks play

significant roles in the stream's dissolved oxygen balance. Thomas

presented a technique for stream analysis in which he added a rate

constant K_ to Equation (42) to represent the removal of organic material

by sedimentation. This was the first modification to the Streeter-Phelps

Equation. Other investigators have added parameters such as K, to account

for organic addition from runoff and scour, D, for benthol demand, R for

oxygen consumption by respiration of aquatic biota, and P for oxygen

producted by photosynthesis . When these parameters are included in

Equations (43) and (48), the result is a cumbersome equation for

dissolved oxygen deficit and organic removal:

dL

dt
CK^ + V L + ^ (50)

-rr = K,L - K^D - P + D, + P. (51)
dt 1 2 D

An extensive data survey is necessary to estimate the values of
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the parameters. It is often hard to obtain data from which reliable

estimates of the parameter can be made. For example, Carap^^ found it

necessary to assume K^ = 0.1 in order to estimate K^ from the collected

data in a stream study. In his analysis, Camp found D, to range from

0.5 to 1.0 mg/l/day; (P-R) , 0.55 to 2.9 mg/l/day; and K^, 0.07 to

0.11 day"^.

In many instances, one cannot neglect the terms represented in

the modification to the Streeter-Phelps , but, on the other hand, to

try to determine the relative contribution from each term requires

extensive data collection. Also, the variance in K, and K„ must be

taken into account when determining the other parameters. Because

of the difficulty in estimating the parameters, Moreau and Pyatt -^

suggested lumping the added parameters to the Streeter-Phelps

Equation into a composite term. These terms could be determined

from field data by subtracting the contributions of K, and K2 in the

oxygen balance of the stream. Moreau and Pyatt represent the term in

the organic load by r in Equation (42) and in the deficit equation by

s:

dL^ = -Kj^L + r (52)

dD

dt " Kj^L-K^D+s (53)

The signs of r and s terms are important. In Equation (52), r is

positive, which represents added organic loading, and in Equation (53),

s is positive, representing a dissolved oxygen sink. The combination

of these positive terms, therefore, causes the predicted dissolved

oxygen sag curve to be a conservative estimate. Equation (52) and (53)

will be used in the derivation of the dissolved oxygen equation used

in this study. .
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Dissolved Oxygen Equation Used in This Study

Since the stream temperature changes after discharge from the

reservoir, this factor must be included in the determination of the

dissolved oxygen saturation level. Liebman^'* proposes a method for

handling the changing saturation level by assuming a linear relation-

ship within reaches:

Cs(t) = Cgi + Bt (54)

where
B = '-sf ~ ^si (55)

T.

C^f - C

t

C_(t) is the saturation level at time t, C„- is the saturation level

at the top of the reach, C £ is the saturation level at the bottom of

the reach, 1^ is the travel time in the reach, and B is the slope of

the saturation curve within the reach. This is a good approximation

since the saturation level is almost linear with temperature. The

slope B is positive vrhen the water temperature drops vjithin a reach

and thus represents a dissolved oxygen sink. The final representation

in differential form is:

-^ = - % L + r (56)

and

^ = K^ L - K2 D -B+ s (57)

Integration of Equations (56) and (57) for steady, uniform flow

yields:

L = (La - -X) e~^ l*" + -I (58)

^1 H

(59)
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As pointed out by Kothandaraman, ° the "constants" K, and K- can

be represented by probability distribution functions each having its

own mean and variance. Due to the uncertainty of r and s, Moreau

and Pyatt^-^ suggest that each be assumed to be random variables which

may be represented by probability distribution functions. Therefore,

in this study K, Ko > r and s are assumed to be random variables

which may be represented by a probability distribution function having

9 2 2 2
means Vij^ , Pj, , ^r''^s ^^'^ variances a

j, , a'^^ ,
a ^, a ^. One would

expect that K would be independent of K since K represents a^1 2 1

biological process and K is a physical process. For the same reason,

K-, is independent of r. However, K, and s represent biological

processes which, for purposes of this analysis, will be assumed to

be independent. It is felt that any dependence would contribute

only a small degree of variance to the dissolved oxygen deficit. In

a like manner, the remaining parameters are assumed independent.

Therefore, the dissolved oxygen deficit becomes a function of indepen-

dent random variables and has a probability distribution of its own.

Meyer^^ shows that a function Y of n independent random variables

x^, X2 •••> x^ (for instance, Y = f (x^ X2, ..., x^)) has the follow-

ing approximations for its expected value and variance:

E(Y) = f (y^, 1^2'' ••• V "^ ^ ^ 1^ a 2 (60)
2 i=l 3x2 i

1

n
VarCY) = - ,3f s2 a 2 C61)

.". (p,^ ) i
1=1 ox^

where y. and a.^ are the mean and variance of the random variable x^.
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Taking the indicated partial derivatives in Equations C60) and (61)

,

the mean and variance of L and D are:

E(L) = L +1 r 32l . , d\ ^x
2 ^ -^ \' ^ ir^2 ^^^'^ (62)

Vara)=C||)2 ,^2 ,
, ,

^^^^11 or

E(D) = D + 1 {
|_D^

0^ 2 + 3^ ^ 2 + 32d 2 8^ ,, 2 } . . (64)

Var(D) = (||-)' a, 2 + (|^ , 2 -. (|D)2 ^ 2 + (3,)2 ^
^,3

The partial derivatives of Equations (62), (63), (64) and (65)

are given in Appendix A along with the expressions for E(L), Var(L),

E(D) and Var(D). The results of Kothandaraman indicate that the

distribution function of the dissolved oxygen sag is approximately

Gaussian. If such an assumption can be made, confidence limits of a

predetermined probability can be established for the deficit when the

expected value and variance are known. For instance, 90% of all

values of a Gaussian distribution lie within the interval y + 1.645 a,

where y is the expected value and a is the standard deviation

(a = variance). In the case of dissolved oxygen, if the standard

required that dissolved oxygen should remain above 4.0 mg/1 95% of

the time, the standard would be met if the maximum deficit, calculated

as E(D) + 1.645 /Var(D), did not cause the dissolved oxygen to fall

below 4.0 mg/1. When the minimum dissolved oxygen is larger than

4.0 mg/1, a maximum allowable waste load can be determined which

satisfies the standard.
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Sensitivity Analysis

The expressions for the variance of L and D afford a convenient

method for determining relative sensitivities to the parameters K^,

K2, r.and s. The terms on the right hand side of Equation (65) are the

contribution of the respective parameters to the total variance. By

substituting nominal values of the parameters into Equation (65)
,
one

can evaluate the partial derivatives and determine which parameters

cause the largest variance in D. Such an analysis was made for several

values of K^, K2, r, and s. Kothandaraman found the deoxygenation

coefficient for the Ohio River to have a coefficient of variation, C^,

of 0.38 (C = v/o). If this value is assumed constant, for a K^ of

0.23 days"^ the standard deviation would be 0.0874 days" .
This

relationship was assumed to hold for K^ in order to determine its

standard deviation. For the reaeration coefficient, the standard

deviation was assumed to be 0.368% of the m.ean, as found by Kothandaram.

The remaining nominal values are given in Table 2. A tim.e of one day

was chosen to make the analysis since most river basins are subdivided

into reaches with travel times of about one day.

Examination of the results in Table 2 reveals that the variance

of D is caused entirely by K^, K2, and s\ however, the expected value

of D is dependent on all four parameters. The percentage of the variance

from K2 increases with increasing K2 indicating that in swift, shallow

streams variation in the deficit is due mostly to variation in K2.

As K2 decreases the relative importance of K^ in the variation of D

increases. Therefore, for deep, sluggish streams a reliable estimate
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of K, would be more important than streams with high K2 values. An

increase in K-,^ from 0.23 to O.AO caused a large increase in the

variance of D, Such increases in K-^ might occur during V7arm summer

months, the period of most pollution problems.

Large changes in r and s cause little change in their contributions

to the variation of D. VTien s is negative, corresponding to a photo-

synthetic oxygen source, the expected value of D decreases and the

relative contribution of K2 in the variance decreases. This indicates

a decreasing importance in K2 for streams with a photosynthetic oxygen

source.

Also listed in Table 2 is the effect of Kj^ ^^'^ r on L. One can

see that K-. has considerably more contribution in the variance of L

than r. Therefore, the estimation or determination of K-j^ is more

important than r. In summary, the sensitivity analysis reveals that

most of the variation in D is caused by variation in K-j^ and K2 while

in some cases s plays a more important role. It would seem, therefore,

that in field studies more time and data collection should be devoted

to determination of K^^ and K2 than to r and s.

Application of Equations (63) and (65 )

The application of Equations (63) and (65) requires special

consideration if the equations are used in piecemeal fashion from reach

to reach. In such cases the dissolved oxygen deficit and remaining

BOD at the end of a reach are used as the initial deficit, D^, and

ultimate BOD, L^, in the next reach. If D^ and L^ are deterministic

values at the beginning of the first reach and take on the values of

D and L at the beginning of the second reach, then D^ and L^ are no
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longer deterministic, but are stochastic. Since the deficit then becomes

a function of two more stochastic variables, the partial derivatives of

D with respect to these variables must be included in the determination

PI T 2 2
of the variance of D. Therefore, (^—^) o^ should be added to Equa-

3Lg ^a

tion (63) and (,^-^f a 2 + (i_2)2 n 2 gi^oui^ ^.e added to Equation (65).
8Da Da dL^ ^a

The values for a ^ and a ^ are simply the variance of L and D at
La Da

the end of the previous reach. The expected values of L and D at the

end of a reach are used for L^ and D^ in the next reach.
a a

In this section, a stochastic model for dissolved oxygen has been

formulated as a function of various parameters which, because of the

uncertainty in assuming them constant, are taken to be independent

normally distributed random variables. The use of the stream temper-

ature and dissolved oxygen models for determining the allowable waste

loading will be discussed in the following section.

Determination of Allowable Waste Loading

The thrust of many pollution studies is toward finding the maximum

allowable waste load the stream, can assimilate under various conditions

of stream flow and stream temperature. To determine waste loadings there

are several parameters in the stream and dissolved oxygen models which

must be known. In this study, stream velocity and depth are parameters

in the stream temperature model and are needed for determining the

reaeration rate in the dissolved oxygen equation; the equilibrium

temperature for the stream is fundamental to the stream temperature

model; the temperature at the upper and lower ends of each reach

determine the dissolved oxygen saturation slope and the values of the
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deoxygenation and reaeration constants within the reach; and the maximum

deficit determines the allov/able waste discharge.

Although the stream's velocity and depth are important in the

overall methodology, the model used to predict the relationship is

of little significance as long as it predicts reasonable values for

the particular stream being studied. In this study, velocity and depth

will be in terms of stream flow:

\ = %Q^ <66)

^m = %Q'^ ^''^

where ct^, B^, ot, , and B, are constants in each reach, which are

determined from observed data. The first step in determining the allow-

able waste load under given conditions is to calculate the mean velocity

and mean depth for each reach. The flow in any reach is assumed steady

and uniform. Tributary inflows to a reach occur at the upper end of

the reach.

The second step is the evaluation of the meteorological data to

determine the equilibrium temperature. (The procedure for calculating

the equilibrium temperature was discussed in Chapter II.) The

equilibrium temperature is assumed constant for all the dov/nstream

reaches; however, when geographical situations indicate this assumption

to be false, another equilibrium temperature can be calculated for the

remaining stream sections.

After determining the equilibrium temperature, one calculates the

stream temperature profile by the stream temperature model. The

deoxygenation and reaeration coefficients are calculated using the

average stream temperature vjithin the reach.
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The final step is to determine the minimum dissolved oxygen for

a given waste discharge. The sag curve is calculated at the end of

each reach, with the remaining organic load and dissolved oxygen deficit

becoming the initial conditions in the next reach. The minimum dissolved

oxygen is found when the slope of the sag curve becomes positive. Tracing

back to the beginning of the previous reach and calculating the dissolved

oxygen at the third points of each of the last two reaches will approxi-

mately locate the minimum point if the change in slope is not too large.

The minimum dissolved oxygen is tested against the allowable minimum and

adjustments are made in the loading until the minimum is within 0.02 mg/1

of the standard. The waste loading which satisfies the dissolved oxygen

Standard within 0.02 mg/1 is the maximum allowable waste load for the

given stream flow and reservoir release temperature. The program listing

for the determination of allowable waste loading is included in

Appendix B.

In the next chapter a discussion of the factors which influence

a stream's waste assimilative capacity will be presented. The concept

of a tradeoff between release flows and temperatures will be introduced,

with hypothetical curves depicting the relationship between waste

assimilative capacity and the flow and temperature parameters.



IV. THE TRADEOFF BETWEEN STREAM TEMPERATURE AND STREAM FLOW

As mentioned in Chapter II, few investigators consider

discharge temperature variation from reservoirs in water quality

models. However, the variation in temperature may be quite significant

and provides the basis for considering a tradeoff between the temper-

ature of the release and the quantity of discharge. The term "trade-

off" in this study will mean that water at one temperature and

discharge rate may be exchanged for water at a different temperature

and discharge rate while still maintaining specified water quality

standards downstream. The exchange is possible because of the

variation in temperature within the reservoir.

The Effects of Temperature on Waste Assimilative Capacity

The effect of temperature on dissolved oxygen in streams is

two-fold. First, temperature has a pronounced effect on the

biological activity in the stream, and secondly, the physical parameters

of the stream vary with stream temperature. In general, biological

activity increases with increasing temperature. This phenomenon is

caused by the dependence of enzyme reaction rates on temperature.

Increasing temperatures cause higher reaction rates, which in turn

stimulate metabolic activity and cause the oxygen requirements of the

organism to increase. Thus, increasing the temperature in a stream

causes faster oxidation of soluble organic material and a sharper rate

72
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of decrease in the oxygen sag curve. The variation of the deoxygenation

coefficient with temperature is often expressed as: 57

•^l.T ' ^20^-°""""' '''->

where K is the value of the coefficient at 20°C; T is the temper-

ature in degrees centigrade; and K-, ^ is the value of the coefficient

at temperature T.

The physical properties affected by temperature relate primarily

to dissolved oxygen resources in the stream. Increasing temperature

causes the solubility of oxygen in water to decrease. This lowers the

saturation level of dissolved oxygen (Equation (30)). Also, increas-

ing temperature decreases the viscosity of water, the rate of molecular

vibration, and the rate of oxygen dispersion. These factors cause the

reaeration coefficient to increase with increasing temperature. The

33reaeration rate as a function of temperature is:

where K is the reaeration coefficient at 20°C; T is the temper-

ature in degrees centigrade; and K- is the reaeration coefficient

at temperature T.

The high summer temperatures in streams cause lower levels of

dissolved oxygen saturation and higher coefficients of reaeration and

deoxygenation. However, comparing Equations (68) and (69) reveals

that changing temperatures cause larger changes in K, than in K„ . A

change of 5°C from 20°C causes a 20% change in K-|_ and a 9% change in
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When the biological and physical effects are combined at high

temperatures, one observes that the demand on the stream's dissolved

oxygen resources is highest at the time when the total available oxygen

is lowest. The net result is, a decrease in the stream's waste assim-

ilative capacity during the summer months. If cool water were avail-

able in a reservoir and if it v/ere of suitable quality, then releasing

the cool water would increase the assimilative capacity. However, the

degree of increase in assimilative capacity will depend upon the

distance of the vjaste outfall from the reservoir. Since the cool

water v/ill warm as it passes through the basin, waste discharges far

dovmstream will not have the benefit of the cool water.

Examples of the effects of temperature on the waste assimilative

capacity were reported by Worley'^'* and Krenkel 56 gt al. Worley was

investigating low flow augmentation requirements in the Willamette

River Basin. He found that increasing the temperature from 20°C to

25°C caused a 14% decrease in the total allowable waste load in the

basin for a streamflow of 5500 cfs. Krenkel et al. studied the effects

of impoundment on the Coosa River in Georgia. Under free flow condi-

tions of 940 cfs, they reported large variations of allowable vjaste

loading with temperature. Decreasing the temperature from 20°C to 15°C

increased the allowable loading 40% from 45,000 lbs BOD/day to 63,000

lbs BOD/day, while a 5°C increase to 25°C decreased the allowable

loading 20% to 32,000 lbs EOD/day. Such evidence supports the tradeoff

among temperatures for the purpose of improving waste assimilative

capacity.
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The Effects of Stream Flov7 on Waste Assimilative Capacity

Stream flow influences the extent of dilution of the organic

waste and the reaeration coefficient of the stream. By increasing

flows, the concentration of the waste is decreased, and one would

expect a corresponding increase in the assimilative capacity of the

stream. Discussion will be presented in this section which questions

the validity of this assumption.

The equation for determining the reaeration coefficient was

given in Equation (46) as:

K, = 3.3 —^— (70)

m

Increasing flow increases the velocity of the stream as well as its

depth, but the reaeration coefficient is influenced to a greater extent

by the depth of the stream than by the velocity. Langbein and Durum'*

^

point out that the reaeration coefficient at any location decreases

at about the 0.13 power of the discharge. Therefore, increasing flows

causes a decrease in the capacity of the stream to reaerate.

Low -flow augmentation as a means of water quality control is

usually employed in the summer months. If earlier releases at the

reservoir have emptied the colder water, the releases will be at

warmer temperatures, and by the time the flow reaches the waste

discharge point the temperature will probably have reached equilibrium.

The warmer temperature will cause high K, values in the stream. The

sensitivity analysis in Chapter III indicated considerable variation

in the dissolved oxygen deficit for high K-, values and marked increases

in the expected value of the deficit. The sensitivity analysis also
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revealed larger variations in the deficit with decreasing K values,

as well as an increase in the expected value of the deficit. In view

of these results, augmenting low flows with warm water releases would

cause an increase in K and a decrease in K with correspondingly larger

variations in the dissolved oxygen deficit. Therefore, considerable

case study should be made before low-flow augmentation is used as a

method for water quality control. Arbitrarily releasing water without

regard to temperature and influences on K may create water quality

problems instead of solving them.

The Stream Flow Stream Temperature Tradeoff

In the previous sections, the effects of temperature and flow

on waste assimilative capacity were discussed. With this background,

it is possible to infer the existence of a tradeoff between water

temperature and stream flow.

The effects of increasing temperature were said to decrease the

stream's assimilative capacity. With this in mind, hypothetical

curves for assimilative capacity versus temperature are shoxm in

Figure 11a. The curves are shown for various flow rates. For flow

rate Q, , the assimilative capacity decreases with increasing release

temperature. For the same temperature, increasing the flow increases

the assimilative capacity, but the effect of this increase is shown

to decrease as the curves slope to the right. The tradeoff can be

seen by noticing that the assimilative capacity for the coldest discharge

at flow rate Q exceeds the assimilative capacity at flow rate Q^- If

the waste discharge were at a distance from the reservoir such that

temperature had no effect on K, , then the curves would become horizontal

lines as shown in Figure 11a.
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The tradeoff is illustrated, also, in Figure lib. For the

warmest temperature, To, the flow requirements become increasingly

large for small increases in waste assimilative capacity. This is

based on the assumption of diminishing returns for increasing flows.

If no tradeoff exists, the curves of Figure lib would collapse to

the bottom curve.

For situations in which the tradeoff in temperature does not

exist, the water quality variations in the reservoir have very little

effect on the stream's assimilative capacity. The only alternatives

to meeting the stream standard become waste treatment, with methods

such as variable waste treatment, in-stream aeration and increasing

flows. Since the methodology developed in this dissertation is based

on the consideration of reservoir vjater quality variations, the

existence of a tradeoff is required for application of the methodology.

In Chapter V, earlier water quality models will be discussed and the

strategy employed in this study v;ill be developed.



V. DEVELOPMENT OF METHODOLOGY

The construction of a reservoir in a river basin causes

water quality variation v/ithin the reservoir, which in turn modifies

the annual variation in the downstream reaches. Thermal stratifica-

tion in the reservoir presents the opportunity for selectively with-

drawing the quality of water which best meets do\smstream require-

ments. In this chapter, a methodology vzill be described which enables

the selection of the "best" water at successive time intervals. The

methodology is based upon the concept of a tradeoff among the layers

vzithin the reservoir.

Description of the Problem

The river-reservoir system is shown in Figure 12. The

system consists of a reservoir upstream from a large municipality,

which discharges its wastes into the stream. Water quality standards

are established for the reaches downstream from the reservoir.

There are various alternative methods at the two control points,

reservoir and v/aste treatment plant, that can be employed to meet

the water quality standards. The objective is to determine which

alternative or combination of alternatives is the most economical.

This can be achieved by comparing the costs of various schemes.

79
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Given any combination of alternatives (e.g., reservoir

mixing and waste treatment) and various constraints at the reser-

voir (such as minimum releases for navigation and maximum flood

control storage), the problem is to minimize annual doxmstream waste

treatment costs while maintaining water quality standards and satisfy-

ing the constraints. It is not sufficient to minimize dox^mstream

treatment cost during each time interval because this policy would

release the best quality each month with no consideration to

the following months. Conceivably, this might lead to the point

that all water releases violate the stream standards. Nor is it

sufficient to release the. minimum quality of water which, when com-

bined with waste treatment, meets the stream standards. A policy of

this nature conserves the higher quality water in the reservoir

instead of allocating the water among the various time intervals.

This policy also would encourage high levels of BOD removal in the

waste discharge and implies that even during severe water quality

periods the high quality V\'ater might remain in the reservoir. The

best policy is to allocate the. water in the reservoir in such a

manner that annual dovmstream vjaste treatment is minimized. Since

the reservoir is thermally stratified during the heating cycle, and

most water quality problems occur during the summer and early fall,

the term "annual" will apply to the period from April to October.

Most reservoirs are only slightly stratified between November and

March, with the result that there is no temperature tradeoff vjithin

the reservoir.

To minimize annual waste treatment costs, an optimization

technique is needed vjhich will enable the consideration of the tradeoff
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between release temperature and flov;. In each time period, decisions

must be made on the temperature of the release water and the amount

of water to release. Since the decisions made at each time interval

affect the state of the reservoir in the next time interval, the

technique must be able to incorporate the dynamic characteristics

of the reservoir. Before formulating the optimization technique,

I

• discussion will be presented on the different techniques used in

water quality studies.

Water Quality Optimization Models

There are several features which all water quality optimi-

zation models have in common. First, the models must be formulated

so that decisions can be translated into a ranking function or objec-

tive function. The ranking function serves as a means for determining

the effectiveness of decisions, and should provide a well-defined

ordering of alternative decisions. The optimization technique is

applied to this function.

Second , the decisions are required to meet certain con-

straints, such as maintaining water quality standards or releasing of

a minimum quantity of water from the reservoir at all times. Some-

times the constraints are not imposed directly on the decision, but

rather on the consequences of the decision. For example, if a

decision were made on the quantity of waste discharge at a treatment

plant and the constraint was a minimum dissolved oxygen level in the

stream, the decision would be disallowed if the response of the stream

to the waste violated the standard.

A third feature is the result of the constraints. Most water
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quality models are formulated to investigate the effects of pollution

on the dissolved oxygen standard. Therefore, a predictive model for

the dissolved oxygen response to various waste loadings is necessary.

The model selected is usually the Streeter-Phelps Equation.
/'

Fourth , an optimization technique is chosen which best

handles the formulated model. The technique should be amenable to

programming on a digital computer. In water quality studies, the

techniques fall into three categories: nonlinear programming, linear

programming, and dynamic programming. An example of the application

of each of the techniques will be presented.

CO
Kerri -^ developed a model which might be used by regulatory

agencies to determine waste treatment requirements for several muni-

cipalities and industries within a river basin. His objective func-

tion was to minimize total waste treatment costs in the basin for

various dissolved oxygen standards. The degree of treatment required

at each treatment plant was determined at the optimal solution. He

used nonlinear programming to solve for the degree of treatment and

the Streeter—Phelps Equation for predicting the dissolved oxygen

profile in the river. The model was tested on the Willamette river

basin for a critical low flow period to investigate several treatment

alternatives. The model provides a means for determining the economic

impact of setting uniform waste treatment standards. Kerri found that

in the Willamette basin, the minimum annual cost solution was

$2,999,000 for a dissolved oxygen standard of 5.0 mg/1. At the opti-

mal solution, the municipalities were not required to provide waste

treatment, but four sulfite pulp mills were required to maintain 90%
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BOD removal. By forcing all municipalities and industries to pro-

vide 74% BOD removal, the cost increased to $4,733,000.

Liebman^'^ and ReVelle et al.^^ applied different optimizing

techniques to the same problem described by Kerri. The objective

function was that of minimizing total basin costs of waste treatment.

N

Liebman formulated the model as minimizing Z c.(p.)... subject

i=l ^ ^

to o"" >s. (i=l,2,3,...,N): where p. is the percentage BOD removal

i ~ ^

at the i*^^ discharge point; o^^ is the minimum dissolved oxygen

concentration in reach i resulting from the i^^ discharge of waste

and all preceding waste discharges; s-^ is the minimum allowable

dissolved oxygen concentration in reach i. The function Ci(pi) is

the total annual cost of providing p. percentage BOD removal at the

^th treatment plant. The function can be expressed in mathematical

form or in tabular form. Liebman used the Streeter-Phelps Equation

to predict the dissolved oxygen response in the stream. He used

dynamic programming to optimally allocate the dissolved oxygen resources

in the stream. The model was tested on the Willamette River Basin and

yielded a minimum cost similar to that of Kerri; however, in Liebman 's

study all municipalities were required to furnish primary treatment

of 35% BOD removal. In Liebman 's model, the effects of changing the

dissolved oxygen standard in the downstream direction can be studied

permitting monetary evaluation of the standards in each reach.

ReVelle et al. assumed a linear relationship between organic

loading and dissolved oxygen response. They required the cost func-

tion to be linear and minimized the total waste treatment cost in a
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basin subject to the inequality constraints of the water quality

standards (e.g., dissolved oxygen required to be greater than or

equal to the minimum allowable dissolved oxygen) in each reach. The

Streeter-Phelps Equation was linearized and formulated as equality

constraints in each reach. They used linear programming to solve

for the optimal solution. \Theu solving the linear programming algo-

rithm, the reach in which the water quality constraint is restrictive

can be found in the solution to the dual. For each water quality

constraint, a dual variable exists which v;ill be non-zero if the con-

straint is binding at the optimum. By relaxing that constraint, the

minimum cost can be decreased. ReVelle et al. applied the linear

programming technique to the Willamette River Basin and achieved

approximately the same results as Liebman; however, they were able

to identify the reach in which water quality standards could be

lowered to reduce the overall treatment costs.

The water quality models described above may aid the regula-

tory agency in setting stream standards. In each model, the objective

is to lower waste treatment costs for the entire basin. The optimal

efficiency is determined for each plant to satisfy the standards

during the low-flow period. The low flow usually selected for sewage

treatment plant design is the lowest consecutive seven-day or ten-day

flow which has a frequency of once in ten- years. To construct a

plant based on this low-flow criterion means that the plant will

actually "over treat" for the stream a large part of the time.

Moreau suggests the use of a steady-state treatment plant and an

auxiliary unit which is used during low-flov7 periods for providing
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sufficient BOD removal to meet stream standards. He showed that

the combined cost of the steady-state and auxiliary units was less

than the cost of a single unit designed to satisfy the low-flow

criterion.

Davis investigated the use of advanced waste treatment

during critical flow periods as a substitute for low-flow augmenta-

tion. He found that in the Potomac Estuary advanced waste treatment

was approximately the same cost as lov7 flow augmentation. Advanced

waste treatm.ent provided more flexibility since the processes could

be operated only during the critical period. He also showed that

operating costs can be evaluated vis a vis capital costs in the

selection of an advanced waste treatment process. In his example,

step aeration plus microstraining had a capital cost of $20,000,000

and an annual operating cost of $56,000 while chemical precipitation

had a capital cost of $200,000 and an annual operating cost of

$426,000. If the tv70 processes are compared at an annual operation of

3.5 months, a 50 year project life and a 4% interest rate, the present

value of treatment costs are $38,700,000 for the step aeration plus

microstraining and $32,300,000 for chemical precipitation. At higher

interest rates chemical precipitation becomes more favorable.

For many municipalities, the establishment of stream stand-

ards will require the construction of additional treatment plants.

In view of the work of Moreau and Davis, the addition of a low capital

cost, high operating cost auxiliary unit may be the most economical

alternative. If auxiliary units were installed, the objective could

be changed to minimizing the operating cost of the auxiliary treatment

unit.
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Little formulated a model for optimizing reservoir

^"releases for hydroelectric power generation,' which is similar to

minimizing auxiliary treatment costs. Since future river flows are

unknown and the release decision is made under uncertainty, he chose

to maximize the expected return, not the return itself. Little

considered the case of a hydroelectric dam and a steam plant operating

I

conjunctively to produce electric power for a region. The steam

plant was used to supply the demands which water could not satisfy.

His objective function was minimizing expected supplemental costs from

the steam-electric plant. He used stochastic dynamic programming to

determine the optimum releases for minimizing the objective function.

He assumed that the inflows to the reservoir were random variables

which could be represented by a Markov model of lag one. The optimi-

zation technique required that the problem have a fixed end condition

from which to start. The expected value of the cost function was thea

computed using the probability distribution of inflows for each time

interval beginning at the known point and working back to the present.

This technique is called backward looking stochastic dynamic programming.

Young commented on the various dynamic programming tech-

niques and developed what is termed Monte Carlo Dynamic Programming..

Young used a forward looking dynamic programming model to determine

reservoir operating rules in flood control reservoirs. He assumed the

annual inflow to be known and then optimized the release quantity.

By generating many years of synthetic flows and optimizing the draft

for every additional flow. Young could find the optimal release rule.

Young also developed another method of determining the release rule.
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By assuming the optimal draft to be a linea?: function of storage,

inflow, and an inflow forecast, the optimal draft can be determined

for each time interval by making a regression analysis on the selected

variables.

In reviewing the previous models, one observes that dynamic

programming was used for optimizing releases from reservoirs. This

technique is particularly useful for nonlinear cost functions, for

problems involving txco or more decision variables, and for a system

which changes with time. The problem of interest in this study is

that of selecting the release water temperature and flow which mini-

mizes dovmstream treatment costs during the summer months, Since

this involves two decision variables and a reservoir which changes

in accordance with the decisions, dynamic programming will be selected

as the optimizing technique. The formulation of the algorithm will

be presented in the next section.

Dynamic Programming

There are several general features of dynamic programming

Xi7hich make the procedure applicable to water resource studies. The

technique is especially useful in determining the allocation of a

limited resource among various uses. In the problem at hand, it is

necessary to allocate water from a reservoir for succeeding time

intervals. Dynamic programming is very useful for multiple decision

problems which change over time in accordance with decisions made in

earlier time intervals. The dynamic nature of a reservoir is apparent

when one considers the marked effect releasing water from the various

layers has on the state of the reservoir. Another important feature
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of dynamic programming is that nonlinear cost functions can be used.

This feature is particularly useful if the cost function itself

changes with time. If several constraints are required in the formu-

lation of a dynamic programming algorithm, the constraints tend to

simplify the problem instead of making it more complex. This point

will be brought out in the development of the algorithm.

To facilitate the derivation of the algorithm, a one -

dimensional decision process will be considered. It is desired to

allocate a kno^m quantity, Q, of water over several time periods, N.

The water is to be allocated in such a manner that the total cost, C,

of auxiliary waste treatment is minimized over the intervals. The

cost, c^, in the i^h period is some function of the water, q-j^, re-

leased in that period:

Ci = gi(qi) (71)

The objective function is

N N
minimize C(q-i jqo, • • .qjj) = E c^ = E giCq^) (72)

i=l . i=l

The minimization is subject to the constraint that the sum of the

q.'s must be less than or equal to -the total resource Q. This is

expressed as: .

N
E q^ < Q (73)

i=l

The sequence of functions fjj(q) is introduced as follows:

fjj(q) = min C(q-j^,q2, .. .,qjj) (74)

The function fM(q) is the optimal solution for an allocation of the

quantity of resource to N time intervals. It is seen that when N
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is 1, ffj^*!^ -"-^ simply the minimum of Equation (71) for i=l; i.e.,

fl(q) = gi(q)
(75)

To develop the dynamic programming algorithm, it is necessary to

find a recurrence relationship connecting fj^(q) with fjq-iCq) for an

arbitrary N and resource Q. If q^ ^^ ^^^ amount of resource allpcated

to period N, then, regardless of the cost of q^, the remaining re-

source Q-qM is used to obtain the minimum cost in the remaining N-1

periods. By definition, the minimum cost of allocating Q-q^^ resource

to N-1 periods is the function f^-l^'^'^^' ^'^ initial allocation of

qy, to period N has the cost:

^N = %(V + Vi^^'V ^^^^

The optimal allocation of q^^ resource to the N^^ period is that

allocation which minimizes Equation (76) . The basic functional equa-

'tion can be expressed as:

fj^(Q) = min {gj^(qj^)+fj^_-L(Q-qj^)} ... (77)

0<qN<Q

In the derivation of Equation (77), a general principle

was used: The Principle of Optimality. This principle expressed

en
by Bellman is: "An optimal policy has the property that whatever

the initial state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions

must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting

from the first decision."

To make the allocation of the resource Q am.enable to digital

programming, the resource is divided into discrete units. Also, to

make the problem realistic, constraints are placed on the possible

states of 0. Such constraints might be a minimum release, qj,^^^'
^'"^^^^

must be maintaD,ned at all. times for navigation, and a maximum release,
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q , which miehU be the physical limit of the reservoir release

structures. These constraints change Equation (77) into the form:

fj^(Q) = min^ ^%(^n)+Vi^^"V^ ^^^^

^min~"N~"max

Example Problem

To illustrate the vise of the algorithm, an example alloca-

tion problem is hj'pothesized. It is desired to allocate ten units

of water over four time periods in such a manner as to minimize the

total cost of treating waste to maintain water quality standards. A

minimum discharge of one unit must be maintained during each interval,

and the maximum discharge is four units. The cost of waste treatm.ent

as a function of units of discharge is given in Table 3.

TABLE 3

COST MATRIX FOR DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING EXA>IPLE

Costs for Each Period

Units Released 12 3 4

1 3 4 5 7

2 . 2 2 3 4

3 111
4 GOOD

Costs for waste treatment during the first time interval are

given by Equation (75) . These values are simply the costs as given

for period one in Table 3. For period two, the function f2(Q) is

developed by finding the minimum cost of allocating from two to eight

units to the first two periods. A minimum of tvjo units in the result

of the constraint that one unit must be released at all times and
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eight units is the result of allocating a maximum of four units to

each of the first two intervals. The function f2(Q) is given in

Table 4. To illustrate the formation of Table 4 with Q equal to

five units, there are four possible ways to allocate the resource

between periods one and two: one unit in period two and four units

in period one; two units in two and three units in one; three units

in two and two in one; or, four units in two and one unit in one.

The fourth column of Table 4 gives the costs of these possibilities.

It is seen that the optimum allocation of five units to periods

one and two is two units in period two and three units in period one.

Thus f2(5) equals two is the value retained in the last column of

Table 4.

For period three, Table 5 is formed in the same manner

using only the values for f2(Q). During this period, the values of

Q may range from three to nine. Nine is the maximum since one unit

must be saved for release during the fourth interval. Only the

feasible possibilities are included in Table 5. The allocation of

four to ten units is given in Table 6. Examination of the function

f^(Q) reveals that the minimum cost occurs when Q is ten. Beginning

at this point and tracing back through Tables 6, 7, and 3, one can "

obtain the optimal set of decisions. From Table 6, the optimal de-

cision is to allocate three units to period four and seven units to

the first three periods. The optimal allocation of seven units in

period three is obtained from fo(7) in Table 5. There are three

possible optima for allocating seven units to periods one, two, and

three. Such cases as this cause more than one oDtimal set of decisions,
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TABLE A

EVALUATION OF EQUATION (78)
FOR N EQUAL TWO IN EXAMPLE

Q
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TABLE 5

EVALUATION OF EQUATION (78)

FOR N EQUAL THREE IN EXAl'IPLE

Q
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TABLE 6

EVALUATION OF EQUATION (78)

FOR N EQUAL FOUR IN EXAMPLE

Q
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If the first, possible optimum is taken, then the decision in period

three would be to allocate two units in period three and five units

to periods one and two. From Table 4, it is seen that f^CS) is

obtained by allocating two units in period two and three units in

period one. This example illustrates the procedure of dynamic pro-

gramming: start at a known point, such as f-,(q) equals gi(q), and

allocate the resource at each interval or stage; at the N^'^ stage

the minimum cost is obtained and that resource allocated to the N*"^

period is the starting point for tracing backwards through the stages

to obtain the optimal set of decisions.

At first, dynamic programming appears to be simply an enumer-

ation of all possibilities of allocating the resource. In the example

above, enumeration of all possibilities would result in determination

of the costs for 4 possibilities. By using dynamic programming, the

problem of finding one equation in four unknowns was decomposed into

finding four equations with two unknowns. This resulted in evaluation

of sixty combinations of two variables.

Two-Dimensional Algorithm

Since this dissertation involves determining from which

layer the water should be released as well as the quantity to be

released, it is necessary to usd a two-dimensional algorithm for

determination of the optimum decisions. This requires that the costs

in each time interval be a function of not only q. but also the layer

released from, ^. . . This is expressed as

•

<^i
= qi<qi'^i,j) (79)

where i is the period under consideration and j is the release layer
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in the i^" period. Since the reservoir stratifies into three layers,

j has the values 1, 2, or 3. The objective function is to

minimize CCq^^, q2, ..., q^^;
l-^^y l^^y "" ^, 2^

N N
= ^ c = I gi(qi, ^i .) (80)

i=l i=l
'^

Proceeding as in the case of a one-dimensional allocation process,

the function fj^Cq, £) is:

%(q. ^) = min C (q-,^, q2, ... q^j; ^.^j, ^2 j' •••^,j^'- ^^^^

Hail^.y

The function fM(o, i-) is now the minimum cost from the allocation of

resource from layer I over the N time periods. The recurrence

relation is:

fj^(q,£) = min min {gN(qN'^N i )+^N-l^^"%' %) ^ ^^2)

q„. <q<q_ 1<2.<3
Tiiin" -Tnax ~ ~

Equation (82) is the algorithm used in this study to determine the

optimal pairs of decisions q^^ and l^
^ subject to the constraints

'Imin^'li-qmax

N
s qi^Q

i=l } (83)

!<£-: .<3

Equation (82) and (83) form the basis of the computer program coded

for this study. The program flow chart is given in Figure 13 and an

outline of the various steps is presented in the succeeding paragraphs,
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START

READ Control variables, physical constants of reservoir

hydraulic characteristics of the reaches belov? the

reservoir, reservoir dissolved oxygen constants, mean

and standard deviation of parameters in stochastic

dissolved oxygen model, values for K-,^, and values for

epilimnion depth.

READ Reservoir input data, reach input data, meteorolo

data, and initial conditions of reservoir.

gical

&
&
&

Determine PMIN, PMAX, and INCRE|

Initialize state variables

VOL(I,J,K,L), QUAL(I,J,K,L)

D01(I,J,K,L), B0D1(I,J,K,L)

FK(J,K), and FKMl(J.K)

Set JMl equal to the maximum

number of J in the first time

interval. Set J>IAX equal to

the number of increments of

flow release in the first

time interval.

1 = 1

J = 1

[I

BETA = large positive number

Release quantity equals zero.

Release temperature equals zero.

IPS = PMIN

T

FIGURE 13. DYNA>1IC PROGRA>MING FLOW CHART
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©-

&

IJ2 = 1 I

L = 1

J3 = J1-J2+1

Determine parameters of

reservoir release - quantity,
temperature, and dissolved
oxygen.

Determine allovjable waste
loading which meets the stream
standards 95% of the time.

Determine COST in the auxiliary
treatment unit.

ALPHA = COST + nMl(J3, L)

YES

BETA = ALPHA

Retain decisions which yielded
a new BETA

L = L + 1

-NO- L > 3,

FIGURE 13. CONTINUED
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E ) NO-

(T) NO-

(^ NO-

&

Transfer state I,J,K,L to state

I + 1,J,K,L according to the

decisions retained which yielded

the minimum BETA.

I K = K + ri

Fl<2a(I,J) = FK(I,J)

1=1 + 1

JMl = JMAX

Determine Optimal Decisions

X'l'JRITE Optimal Decisions /

END

FIGURE 13. CONTINUED
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Step 1. The first part of the procedure consists of

^reading the control variables, the physical -constants of the reser-

voir, the hydraulic characteristics of the downstream reaches, the

reservoir dissolved oxygen constants, the parameters used in the

stochastic dissolved oxygen model, the values for the deoxygenation

coefficient, and the values for the epilimnion depth variation V7ith

time. The control variables determine the various options which can

be employed with the dynamic programming algorithm. These options

are explained later in this chapter. The physical constants of the

reservoir are the minimum and maximum allowable design storage for

the reservoir. The hydraulic characteristics of the reaches are the

constants in Equations (67) and (68) which determine the mean veloc-

ity and mean depth as a function of stream discharge rates. The

reservoir dissolved oxygen constants are the values which constitute

the matrix of Figure 9. The mean and standard deviation of r and s

in Equations (63) -(66) as well as the constants for determining the

standard deviations of K-^ and K2 are placed in a READ statement.

The values for the epilimnion depth were discussed in Chapter II.

The variables mentioned above are assumed to be invariant from year

to year and are, therefore, the first variables read into the computer.

Step 2. This step also involves the reading of variables,

but it is limited to those that change annually. These data Include

the monthly flows into the reservoir, the monthly flows from tribu-

taries do^'mstream, and the average monthly meteorological data. The

initial conditions of the reservoir, storage and isothermal tempera-

ture are included as annual data requirements.
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Step 3. In this step, the total available v/ater resource

for the periods under consideration is determined by adding the

reservoir inflows for each period to the initial storage. It is

this total which is optimally allocated among the various intervals.

The minimum flow, PMIN, to be allocated during each period and maxi-

mum flow, PMAX, are determined from the total available resource.

These two flows may be governed by consideration of flood control

requirements, navigation requirements, or fish and wildlife require-

ments. The number of discrete values of release quantities determines

the incremental release rates, INCRE. For example, if PTIIN were

4000 cfs and PlIAX were 12,000 cfs and five increments of discharge

were to be considered, then INCRE would be 2000 cfs. In this case,

the five discharge rates would be 4000, 6000, 8000, 10,000, and 12,000

cfs. Computer time increases with the number of discharge rates con-

sidered; therefore, one must be careful to vzeigh the cost against the

information obtained by considering several discharge rates.

Step 4. This step consists of initializing the state

variables for the first time interval and setting the first cost

matrix, FMKl, equal to zero. The major state variables are the

storage in the various layers, VOL, the temperature of the layers,

QUAL, and the dissolved oxygen in the layers, DOl. To illustrate the

meaning of the subscripts of the state variables, VOL(I,J,K,L) is the

storage in layer L resulting from the release rate J from layer K in

period I-l. If in period two, the optimum decisions for a quantity

of resource, Q, were to release 6000 cfs (e.g., corresponding to J

equals tvro) from layer 3 (corresponding to K equals- three), then
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VOL(3,2,3,L) v.'ould be the volumes in layers L equal 1, 2, and 3

resulting from the decisions J equal 2 and K equal 3 in period tv70

.

Step 5. Since the subscript J increases from period to

period as more resource is allocated, it is important to define the

limit, JMl, on J for any one time period. In the first time interval,

the limit is the number of discharge rates to be considered. It also

is important that the maximum limit, JMAX, for J be established. For

the first interval, JMAX is the number of discharge rates considered.

After the .first interval, JMl is always JMAX of the previous interval.

In the example of dynamic programming given earlier, JMl and JMAX

were four for the first interval. In the second interval, JMl was

four and JMAX was seven; and in the third interval, JMl was seven

and JMAX was seven.

Step 6. The index I for the number, of periods is initial-

ized to one.

Step 7. The index J for the discharge is initialized to

one. J equals one corresponds to the minimum discharge rate for the

current period. Vlhen J is two, the discharge rate is PMIN + INCRE.

For any J, the discharge rate is PMIN + J(INCRE).

Step 8. The layer index K is initialized to one corres-

ponding to the epilimnion.

Step 9. BETA represents the minimum cost for decisions J

and K, For each nev7 K, BETA is initialized to a large positive value

so that the first decision will force a neM BETA. Also, the quantity
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released, GAMMAl, and temperature of the release, GAMMA2 , are ini-

tialized to zero. The discharge rate, IP3, is initialized to PMIN.

Step 10. An artificial variable, J2, is initialized to one.

The limit on J2 is J.

Step 11. The layer, L, from which the release could have

been made in the previous period is set to one. Since the release

rate, IPS, could have been made from any of the three layers in the

previous period, each of these possibilities must be considered. The

value J3 is determined as J-J2+1. The values of J3 and L correspond

respectively to Q-q^j snd Z^ . of Equation (82) .

Step 12. If J3 is larger than JMl , the index on J for the

previous interval is exceeded and the computer skips to Step 19.

Othervjise, the computer goes to the next step.

Step 13. If IP3 exceeds JMAX, optimization for decisions

J and K is completed and the computer skips to Step 20.

Step 14. In this step, the quality of the water to be

released is determined. These parameters are dissolved oxygen,

temperature, GAMMA2, biochemical oxygen demand, and release quantity

GAMMAl.

Step 15. The allovzable Xizaste loading is determined which

maintains the dissolved oxygen above the minimum allowable dissolved

oxygen standard 95% of the time.

Step 16. The cost of treating the waste .to meet the alloxv?-
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able loading is calculated. This is the cost of treatment in the

auxiliary unit.

Step 17. The total cost of treatment for allocating the

resource Q is determined by Equation (82). This cost is represented

by ALPHA.

Step 18. If ALPHA is less than BETA, the computer goes to

Step ID. Otherv7ise, it skips to Step 20-

Step 19 . BETA is set equal to ALPHA and the decisions on

GAMMAl and GA>Itt'\2 which yielded the new minimum are retained.

Step 20. In this step, the next layer is considered and

the computer goes back to Step 13 if L is not greater than three.

When L exceeds three, the computer goes to the next step.

Step 21. A new value for IPS is calculated and J2 is

incremented by one. If the new value of J2 is not greater than J,

the computer goes back to Step 11.

Step 22. When J2 exceeds J, the computer transfonp.s the

reservoir according to the decisions v.'hich yielded the minimum BETA

and stores the values of GAMMAl and GAM'IA2.

Step 23. The value of K is incremented by one and the com-

puter goes back to Step 9 with instructions to release from the next

layer.

Step 24. \\Tien K is greater than three, a new value for J

is calculated. This increases the available resource allocated to the
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current time interval. The computer then proceeds to Step 8. The

decisions concerning from which layers the resource shou].d be removed

are determined for the new J.

Step 25. When J exceeds JMAX, the optimization for period

I is complete. The FK]M1(I,J) matrix is transferred to the FK(I,J)

matrix for use in the next interval. The FK(I,J) matrix corresponds

to the left side of Equation (82) and the matrix FKM1(I,J) corresponds

to the function fj^_i(q,2.). The value for I is incremented by one and

the procedure for the next period is repeated by going back to Step 7.

Step 26. After the optimal decisions have been made for

the last interval, the minimum total cost in the matrix FKMl(I.J)

corresponds to the optimum set of decisions from period one to the

last period. By beginning at this point and tracing through the

decisions stored in Step 20, these optimal decisions are determined.

Step 27. The optimal decisions are printed in the output

and the computer proceeds to the next year by going to Step 2.

The computer listing of the dynamic programming algorithm

is given in Appendix B along with the subroutines and definitions

of terms. For a more detailed discussion of the developm.ent of

dynamic programming, the reader is referred to Bellman and Dreyfus.

Alternatives

The use of the control variables mentioned in Step 1 pro-

vides the methodology with a capability of evaluating several reser-

voir alternatives. Since the programming is coded for a two-dimensional
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algorithm, the first alternative is that of considering a multi-level

outlet structure for release in any layer. To do this, the number

of layers, Nl, is set to three. If reaeration of the reservoir outlet

is to be considered, the variable lAERAT is made positive and the

level of reaeration to be used is the variable DORELS. Thus, the

costs of waste treatment for various dissolved oxygen levels main-

tained in the reservoir release can be compared.

The alternative of one outlet in the hypolimnion can be

evaluated by forcing the values for K and L in Steps 8 and 11 to be

three. This is done by making the variable IKS positive. The main-

taining of various dissolved oxygen levels can be considered by use

of the variables lAEEAT and DORELS. In this manner, the costs of

waste treatment with a multi-level outlet can be compared with those

for a single outlet.

Another reservoir alternative is to mix the reservoir to

an isothermal condition. This is done by making NL equal one.

Thus, the mixed reservoir can be compared to the stratified reservoir

by evaluating the costs of waste treatment for the various alterna-

tives.

Each of the three reservoir alternatives can be evaluated

using the sam.e dynamic programming formulation. However, in the cases

of one outlet and a mixed reservoir, a fundamental change in the algo-

rithm takes place. T«Jhen only one outlet is used, the decision of con-

sidering release from the other layers is foregone, and the two-

dimensional algorithm is transformed to a one-dimensional algorithm for

optimizing the release quantity. The reservoir remains stratified,

but only release from the hypolimnion is considered. The same trans-
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formation of the algorithm occurs v/hen the reservoir is mixed because

releases from any level in the reservoir have the same temperature.

The methodology proposed in this dissertation provides a means

for evaluating several reservoir water quality alternatives by com-

paring the waste treatment cost of the auxiliary unit for each alter-

native. The fundamental question for the basis of this methodology

is: If the reservoir inputs and meteorological factors are known,

how should the available resource be allocated over the summer months

to minimize the cost of meeting the stream standards? By maintaining

optimal allocation of the resource for the various alternatives, the

least-cost alternative can be found. Then the question can be asked:

How should the reservoir be operated using the least-cost alternative

in the case of uncertainty of inflow and meteorological data? In the

next section, a method for determining optimal release rules will be

discussed.

Operating Rules

As pointed out earlier. Young used Monte Carlo Dynamic

Programming to obtain release rules for flood control reservoirs.

The rules were obtained by determining optimal releases for various

traces of simulated flows. Vlhen this was done, a set of observations

of optimal releases for various conditions of inflow and storage were

recorded. The optimal release was assumed to be a linear function

of the reservoir storage and inflow in the preceding interval. A

regression analysis on the generated data and storage yielded the

release rule. Young found that forecasting the inflow for the next

period gave better multiple correlation for the release in the current

period.
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The Monte Carlo Dynamic Programming technique appears to

be applicable to determining release rules, and it is suggested that

this technique be employed to answer the question of reservoir

operation under uncertainty. After determining the least-cost

alternative, the reservoir operation could then be simulated for

several years of synthetic flows and meteorological data. The opti-

mal sets of releases could be recorded along with the reservoir

storage and previous inflows. Forecasts could be made for each

inflow and monthly operating policies established by performing a

regression analysis of releases as a function of storage, inflow, and

forecasts.

In this chapter, the methodology for evaluation of alterna-

tives was presented. The technique required the use of a two-

dimensional dynamic programming algorithm for obtaining the optimal

decisions for release quantity and layer. The methodology is demon-

strated in Chapter VII on a test case. Young's method was proposed

for obtaining the release rules for each time period. In the next

chapter, the -data requirements of the methodology are outlined.



VI. DATA REQUIREMENTS

The various models described in Chapters II and III for

predicting reservoir and river responses require a certain amount

of data. The data requirements can be grouped into four cate-

gories: reservoir, river, waste, and meteorological. Each of the

four groups will be discussed with respect to the type of data needed

and the purpose of the data.

For existing reservoirs, in situ observations of dissolved

oxygen and temperature profiles over severaj. years are needed. The

measurements provide the data necessary for determining the varia-

tion of the epilimnion depth with time and the reservoir dissolved

oxygen constants. The volumes of inflowing water and their tempera-

tures provide input to the reservoir temperature model. Also, the

biochemical oxygen demand of the reservoir -releases should be known

for use in the stream dissolved oxygen model. The area-capacity curves

for the reservoir are needed for calculation of evaporation and

volumes of the different layers in the reservoir.

To use the reservoir model for evaluating alternatives for

proposed reservoirs, one must assume the dissolved oxygen constants

discussed at the end of Chapter II. The epilimnion depth might be

assumed constant or an analysis of reservoir stratification using the Huber-

28Harleman Model might be performed to determine variation of the epilimnion

depth.

110
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The river data Include the dovmstream tributary flows

and temperatures, the distance between reaches, and the constants

of Equations (66) and (67) for determining the mean depth and mean

velocity in each reach. The biochemical oxygen demand and dissolved

oxygen of the tributary floX'7s are quality data used in the dissolved

oxygen model. The composite parameters, r and s, and their variance

also are needed in the dissolved oxygen model. The stream standards

for the various reaches are an integral part of the determination

of the allovjable waste load. The minimum reservoir release to main-

tain navigation, fish and wildlife, or any other purpose should be

known to establish one of the constraints in the reservoir release

policy.

The volume and concentration of the municipality's waste

discharge must be kno^<fn to calculate the waste treated in the

auxiliary unit. The auxiliary waste treatment process and its operating

cost establish the cost of this unit. It is most desirable to have

accurate auxiliary waste treatment costs since this cost is minimized

and since the methodology is established for comparing costs of

alternatives

.

The meteorological data are inputs needed to calculate the

equilibrium temperature used in the reservoir and stream temperature

models. These data include air temperature, air vapor pressure, cloud

cover, wind velocity, and short-wave solar radiation. If the down-

stream climate is much different from the reservoir climate, then two

sets of meteorological data must be used to adequately determine the

equilibrium temperature in the tvjo models.
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Since the stream models are based on steady, uniform flovj,

the data should be averaged over time intervals for which the flo\s's

can be considered constant. There is a practical limit in the

methodology to the number of periods v/hich may be considered. The

methodology is applied to the seven-month period from April through

October. The largest time interval should be no longer than a month

so that adequate representation of reservoir dynamics is maintained.

The time of flow through a basin determines the minimum time interval,

since predicting water quality for periods less than this would violate

the steady-state requirements mentioned in Chapter III. If the travel

time approaches one week, then probably bi-weekly intervals would be

sufficient to represent the system. In allocating the vjater to the

various time periods, it is not necessary that the interval for each

period be identical. Therefore, a monthly interval might be chosen

for the first three or four periods and a bi-weekly interval selected

during the critical months. It should be mentioned that increasing

the number of periods increases computer time. By weighing the cost

of computer time against the additional information obtained from

consideration of several time periods, a decision can be made as to

how many periods should be included in the model. This provision of

varying time intervals gives the users of the methodology some flexi-

bility in the selection of the number of periods.

In the final analysis, the selection of time intervals is

limited more by the data sampling interval than the time of travel in

the basin. If the average of the data for the intervals is based on

one or two data observations, then the average might not be an adequate

representation and a larger time interval should be selected. The
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availability and sources of the data needed for this methodology

are discussed in the next chapter as the test case is developed.



VII. TEST CASE

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the use of

the methodology outlined in Chapter V. Such a chapter might consist

of defining a hypothetical river basin v/ith appropriate assumptions

for inflows and data; however, an actual river basin is selected

in order to more accurately demonstrate the steps necessary for

applying the methodology. Since inadequate data acquisition is

always a problem, several assumptions are made to fill the holes in

the input to the various models. The description of the test case

and list of necessary assumptions are presented in the follov/ing

sections.

Description of River Basin

The basin selected for illustration of the methodology

was the Savannah River from the Clark Hill Reservoir, at river mile

237.3, to river mile 37.5 above Savannah, Georgia. The Clark Hill

Reservoir has a normal surface area of 70,000 acres and a volume of

2,600,000 acre-ft. ' It was designed and constructed by the U. S.

Army Corps of Engineers for the purposes of flood control, generation

of hydroelectric power, and for maintaining sufficient flows for

navigation. Since construction of the dam in 1951, the Corps has

maintained several data collection programs both at the reservoir site

114
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and do^'Tnstream. The data include dissolved oxygen and temperature

profiles in the reservoir and dissolved oxygen and temperatures

at various stations downstream from the reservoir. In addition, stream

flow measurements have been made by the U. S. Geological Survey for

several years at gaging points throughout the basin.

The city of Augusta, Georgia is located about thirty-five

miles downstream from the reservoir. In 1960, the city population

was about 100,000 people with a suburban population of an additional

100,000 people. Several small communities and an Army post add

to the population. Major industries such as pulp and paper, textile,

and food processing are located at Augusta.

The average annual flow of the Savannah River at Clark Hill

Reservoir is 8,400 cfs. There are two m.ajor tributaries to the

Savannah River below Clark Hill Reservoir: Stephens Creek and Brier

Creek. The confluence of Stephens Creek and the Savannah River is

12.8 river miles below the dam.. The average annual flow of Stephens

Creek is 365 cfs. Brier Creek flows into the river 132.3 miles below

the dam and has an average annual flow of 684 cfs.

In accordance with the Water Quality Act of 1965, the state

of Georgia established stream water quality standards. The dissolved

oxygen standard for the Savannah River belov; Clark Hill is 4.0 mg/1.

The river-reservoir basin described above meets the requirements

described in Chapter V for which the methodology v;as developed. An

outline of the basin is given in Figure 14.

Reservoir Data

The reservoir data collected by the Corps of Engineers
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enabled the determination of the reservoir dissolved oxygen constants

and the variation of epilimnion depth. The dissolved oxygen profiles

for the summer months of 1967 were used to determine the reservoir

dissolved oxygen constants. Three of these profiles are shovm in

Figure 8a. The temperature profiles taken in 1956, 1957, 196-^ and

1967 were used for the determination of the variation of epilimnion

depth V7ith time. The reservoir dissolved oxygen constants and epilim-

nion variation are given in Table 7 .

TABLE 7

RESERVOIR DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONSTANTS
AND EPILIMNION DEPTH VARIATION

Time Dissolved Oxygen Constants
in Per Cent Saturation

Epilimnion Netalimnion Hypolimnion

April
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temperature recorder has been in use at this location since 1956.

The monitor is near Clyo, Georgia. There have been very few obser-

vations of inflowing temperature at Clark Reservoir. Since the in-

flow would probably be at some equilibrium value, it was assumed that

average monthly temperature recordings at Clyo would be approximately

equal to the inflows at the reservoir.

There have been a few BOD and DO measurements reported on

the Savannah River and its tributaries. °'' The data indicate BOD

values of less than 2.0 mg/1 and DO levels of at least 85% saturation.

Since no continuous monitoring is made of BOD and DO within the

basin, all reservoir releases and tributary flows were assumed to

have a BOD of 2.0 mg/1 and all DO levels of the tributary flows were

assumed to be at 85% saturation.

Stream Data

The Savannah River was divided into ten reaches. The

reaches were established at changes in the river's slope, at confluences

with tributaries, at locations with cross-section data, at the point

of waste discharge, and at approximately twenty-five-mile intervals

when none of the aforementioned reasons occurred.

Two cross-section soundings were available from the U. S.

Geological Survey at river miles 129.2 and 65.0. Using techniques

of open channel flow, the river cross-section data were assumed to be

approximated by a fourth order polynomial. By routing various flows

through the basin and using an equation similar to Manning's Equation,

having a corresponding Manning roughness of 0.056, the mean depth

and mean velocity, as a function of discharge, were found for each of
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TABLE 8

RIVER HYDRAULIC DATA

REACH
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The average annual runoff at Clyo is 11,840 cfs. When the

average annual runoff at Clark Hill, Stephens Creek, and Brier Creek

are added, there remain some 2,391 cfs. This additional runoff

was apportioned to the various reaches according to the incremental

drainage area for each reach. The values for the ungaged runoff are

shown in the table below.

TABLE 9

DISTRIBUTION OF UNGAGED RUNOFF

Reach Drainage Area
sq. mi.

River Mile Runoff
cfs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6150

545

7508

8650

645

9850

237.3

224.5

220.0

212.0

202.0

178.0

154.0

130.0

105.0

65.0

Reservoir Discharge

Stephens Creek

377

Waste Discharge

398

263

363

363

Brier Creek

529

Meteorological Data

Average monthly meteorolgical data were found in the

National Summary of Climatolgical Data . The monthly averages

of air temperature, relative humidity, cloud cover, and wind speed

at Augusta, Georgia were assumed valid for Clark Hill Reservoir.
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The short-wave radiation values were obtained by linear interpolation

of the recordings at Charleston, South Carolina, and Atlanta, Georgia.

The air-vapor pressure was obtained from the relative humidity and

air temperature readings using a psychrometric chart.

Model Verification

It was felt that some attempt should be made to see if

the models outlined in Chapters III and IV yielded reasonable pre-

dictions of reservoir and river temperatures. Therefore, several

tests were made using existing data to determine the agreement be-

tween observed and predicted temperatures.

Several years of monthly reservoir temperature profiles

were taken after the reservoir was built. The equilibrium tempera-

ture was determined for each of the months using the meteorological

data described above. The observed temperatures and calculated

equilibrium temperatures are shown in Figure 15 for data collected

from 1953 through 1954. The surface water temperature is observed to

lag the equilibrium temperature as pointed out in Chapter III. The

results indicate that the equilibrium temperature can be used for

estimating the surface water temperature. More confidence can be •

placed in the estimate during the summer months, which is the period

of primary interest. It appears that the assximptions made in the use

of the meteorological data will provide a reliable estimate of the

surface water temperature.

The Corps of Engineers conducted temperature surveys down-

stream from Clark Hill Reservoir from June 1955 to October 1958.

The data include average monthly temperatures in the tailwater. The
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values for the heating period in 1958 were used to test the reser-

voir release temperature model. The reservoir withdrawal volumes

were taken from the Summary of Clark Hill Operations, The results

of the test are given in Table 10.

TABLE 10

RESERVOIR RELEASE TEMPERATURES
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The downstream temperature studies made by the Corps pro-

vided an opportunity for checking the stream temperature mode] . A

summer month was selected for the test since this is usually the

critical time. The downstream profiles were predicted for various

release temperatures in increments of five degrees. Figure 17 shows

the comparison of the observed data with release temperatures at

65 and 70°F. Each profile has approximately the same shape as the

observed profile. The predicted profiles are approaching an equili-

brium temperature somewhat higher than that of the observed profile.

The discrepancy is probably because the equilibrium temperature at

the reservoir is not the same as that tvjo hundred miles doumstream.

It is felt, however, that the agreement is certainly adequate for the

purpose of this study.

Waste Discharge Model

In 1960, the municipal and industrial waste discharge

which could be considered to enter the Savannah River near Augusta,

Georgia had a population equivalent of 335,157. Assuming 0.18

lbs. of 5-day BOD per person per day yields a daily waste load at

Augusta of 60,328 lbs. of 5-day BOD. It was felt that such a load

would hardly be enough to tax the oxygen resources of the Savannah

River. Therefore, several computer runs were made using the stream

temperature and dissolved oxygen models (with various release tempera-

tures and flows) for the purpose of ascertaining the allovjable waste

loading of the Savannah River. In doing this, a minimum base flov7

was calculated for the reaches below Clark Hill. The assimilative

capacity, therefore, would be primarily from the reservoir releases
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and not from the tributary flows. The base flows were determined

from stream flow measurements in the summer- of 1958. That year was

chosen because very little rainfall occurred and flows were almost

constant. The base flows are listed in Table 11.

TABLE 11

BASE FLOW

Reach 1 23 4 56789 10

Base Flow, cfs Reservoir 5 360 Waste 380 55 55 55 205 67

The allowable waste load was found as that load which would

satisfy the dissolved oxygen standard 95% of the time. To simulate

actual conditions, 1958 meteorological data were used to determine

the equilibrium temperature needed in the stream temperature model.

Figures 17 and 18 illustrate part of the results. The curves shown

in Figure 17 were for releases with dissolved oxygen levels main-

tained at 6.0 mg/1 and an equilibrium temperature, T^, of 86°F. The

shapes of the curves in Figure 17 exhibit the features of the hypo-

thetical curves in Figure 11. A tradeoff between temperature and

flov7s is clearly demonstrated for the Savannah River. The slopes of

the curves for constant release flows are greater than those for

constant temperatures, indicating that temperature has a more important

effect on waste assimilation than stream flows.

The curves in Figure 18 illustrate the effect of equilibrium

temperature and dissolved oxygen on allowable waste loading. The

allowable waste loading is observed to decrease with increasing
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equilibrium temperature. This effect corresponds to decreasing

assimilative capacity during the summer months. The temperature

tradeoff is quite evident for changing equilibrium temperatures.

Increasing the dissolved oxygen levels in the reservoir release in-

creases the streaTii's assimilative capacity', as shouTi by the curves

on the right in Figure 18. Certainly this would be expected when

reservoir water quality has such a marked effect on waste assimilative

capacity.

The results of the computer runs for determining the waste

assimilative capacity of the Savannah River indicated marked varia-

tion of waste loading with equilibrium, temperature, dissolved oxygen,

and release temperature, but only slight variation with stream flow.

A linear regression was performed for the vjaste assimilative capacity

as a function of equilibrium temperature, dissolved ox^'gen, release

temperature, and stream flov;. It was found that the linear m.odel

accounted for 91% of the variance of the waste assimilative capacity.

The results of the regression are given in Table 12. Analysis of

these results would lead one to conclude that the best method of

improving the waste assimilative capacity of the Savannah River

would be through temperature and dissolved oxygen contro]. . It would

seem that since release flows contribute so little to the total

variance of the x^raste assimilative capacity in the Savannah River a

larger reservoir for flov; augmentation might not be the best method

of improving water quality.

Auxiliary Treatment Unit

Since the assimilative capacity of the Savannah River almost

always exceeded the 1960 waste loading, a larger loading v/as assumed
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TABLE 12

LINEAR REGRESSION RESULTS

Variable

Equilibrium Temperature

Dissolved Oxygen

Release Temperature

Release Flow

Proportion of
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No data could be found from which estimates of the

parameters in the dissolved oxygen model could be obtained or veri-

fied. The value for k, was selected as 0.3 day" and Equation (49)

was used to estimate the reaeration constant, k-. The means of the

values for r and s in Equations (58) and (59) were assumed zero,

but with variances of 0.25.

The remaining assumptions were made concerning the reser-

voir storage capacities and release rates. The maximum allowable

storage was taken as 3,400,000 acre-ft and the minimum allowable

storage as 1,600,000 acre-ft. The minimum allovjable discharge was

assinned to be 4,000 cfs and the maximum discharge was arbitrarily

set at 16,000 cfs.

Because of the constraint of average monthly meteorological

data, the time interval selected for the test case was one month.

This does not forego any of the uses of the methodology, but it does

have the significant attribute of reducing computer time required

to make an annual run.

Discharge Rates

Since there were an infinite number of possible discharge

rates, it was necessary to limit the number which could be considered.

The number of discharge rates had two effects on the computer usage of

programs: the storage requirements and computer tine increase V7ith the

number of discharge rates. Increasing the number of rates increases

the possible decisions which can be made and, therefore, the amount

of computer memory necessary to- store the decisions. In the case of
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considering multi-level outlets, the machine time required for

considering two rates was approximately 1.5 minutes, while three

rates required about 3.5 minutes (the computer at the University of

Florida is an lBM-360) . Thus, the number of discharge rates was limited

to two for multi-level outlet runs and four for single outlet and mixed

reservoir runs.

The discharge rate V7as limited by the maximum allov/able and

minimum allowable rates. To consider only these two would not have

been realistic. The total available resource which could be allocated

was found by adding the reservoir inputs to the difference in required

storage levels between April and October. There required levels were

obtained from the Corps' operation guide. An average rate was then

found from the available resource. In the case of two rates, PMIN

was 1500 cfs less than the average and PWAX was 1500 cfs greater than

the average. For four rates, PMIN was 2000 cfs less and PMAX AOOO cfs

larger.

Alternatives Examined and Results

To illustrate the use of the methodology for several

alternative schemes of vjater quality control, tv7o years of record

were chosen. It was felt that two years should be selected in order

to compare variation of the costs betv/een years. The years 1958

and 1951 were selected. The data for these two years are shov/n

in Table 13.

The alternatives considered were a single outlet in the
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hypolimnion layer, a multi-level outlet, and a mixed reservoir.

Two dissolved oxygen levels were imposed on the releases from the

reservoir. Since the dissolved oxygen standard was 4.0 mg/1, a

release which violated this standard was not allowed. For some

runs, the minimum dissolved oxygen was set at 5.0 mg/1. It was

assumed that some form of aeration would provide the necessary dissolved

oxygen when releases violated the standard.

Table 14 shows the costs of the various alternatives considered.

It is seen that a multi-level outlet with aeration to 5.0 mg/1 yielded

TABLE 14

MINIMUM TOTAL COSTS FOR VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES

Year
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the lowest cost. Marked improvement in assimilative capacity resulted

from higher dissolved oxygen levels in the release water. The multi-

level outlet permits the saving of the hypolimnion water for release

during the summer months. Table 15 shows the optimum decisions which

yielded the minimum costs. The decisions can be compared to those

TABLE 15

0PTI1M4 DECISIONS FOR RUN A

Period
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TABLE 16

OPTIMUM DECISIONS FOR RUN C

Period
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TABLE 17

OPTIirUN DECISIONS FOR RUNS F AND G

Period Releases for Run F

Volume Temperature
Acre-ft OF

Releases for Run G

Volume Temperature
Acre-ft OF

April
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The sensitivity analysis of the parameters in the dissolved

oxygen model in Chapter IV indicated considerable variance in the

deficit due to k, when the reaeration constant, k2, was low. Analysis

of the reaeration constant for the reaches below Augusta shows that ky

is approximately 0.15 to 0.20 day" . Therefore, it was felt that

several runs should be made to observe the changes in the costs re-

sulting from changes in the deoxygenation constant. The values for

k-j^ in these runs were selected as 0.25 and 0.35. The results are shown

in Table 18, using the 1958 data. Comparison of the costs for Run A

TABLE 18

RESULTS OF RUNS FOR DIFFERENT k^ VALUES

Alternative Comparable To
Costs

kj^ = .25 k^ = .35

Run A

Run F

Run G

$ 46,000

77,000

102,000

$ 91,000

157,00.0

145,000

and Run F in Table 18 with those in Table 14 indicate increasing

savings with multi-level outlets over a single outlet with increasing

k-j^. This effect is not observed comparing multi-level outlets with a

mixed reservoir; however, the comparison of a single outlet with the

mixed reservoir indicates that the mixed reservoir becomes more favor-

able at higher ki values. Because of this sensitivity to k-i , a good

estimate should be obtained before application of this methodology.
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Summary of Test Case

In this chapter, the use of the methodology was demonstrated

on the Savannah River. The verification of the temperature models

yielded good agreement with observed data. The identification of a

water quality tradeoff for the Savannah River xras established, and

several alternative schemes for maintaining water quality were examined.

It was found that the minimum cost of the auxiliary treatment unit

occurred when the hypolimnion water could be saved for release during

the warmer months by use of multi-level outlets. The savings of the

different schemes must be iv'eighed against the costs of providing the

alternative in order to determine the least-cost alternative. Con-

siderable sensitivity to k^ was demonstrated and it was stated that one

must obtain a good esti.mate of the deoxygenation coefficient to

effectivel}' use the methodology.



VIII. SWMARY

The objective of this study vjas to formulate a methodology V7hich

could be used for the evaluation of water quality alternatives in a

river-reservoir system. The basis for the study vjas the question:

if the annual reservoir inputs are known, hov? can the water be

allocated among different time intervals in order to minimize the

cost of meeting stream water quality standards? The development of

the methodology required the use of a reservoir inventory model for

determination of reservoir temperatures and volumes, a stream tempera-

ture model for predicting downstream temperature profiles, and a stream

dissolved oxygen model for predicting the dissolved oxygen response

to \\raste loads.

In Chapter II, the methods for predicting reservoir temperatures

during thermal stratification were outlined, and the model used in

this study was presented. The equilibrium temperature, determined

from the reservoir heat budget, was selected as the reservoir's

surface temperature, A method for representing dissolved oxygen

deterioration with time was discussed and included as a segment of the

reservoir model.

The stream models were developed in Chapter III. An exponential

decay function was selected as the stream temperature model V7ith the

driving force being the difference between the equilibrium temperature

and the stream temperature. Since research by other investigators had

lAO
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shoxim that the parameters of Streeter-Phelps Equation vjere essentially

random variables, the stream dissolved oxygen model V7as formulated as

a stochastic function. By doing this, the allowable V7aste load which

satisfied the stream standard 95% of the time could be calculated.

In Chapter IV, the concept of a water quality tradeoff was

presented. Hypothetical curves showed that water at different

temperatures and volumes could be substituted for one another v/hile

still maintaining vjater quality objectives. It v.'as pointed out that

the methodology could be applied only to situations in which the

tradeoff existed.

The methodology V7as formulated in Chapter V as a two-dimensional

dynamic programming algorithm. Because of the considerable expense

of building V7aste treatment facilities to meet water quality problems

which recur at ten year intervals, the objective function V7as selected

as the minimization of annual treatment cost of an auxiliary unit.

The two-dimensional formulation had the capability of determining the

costs for several alternative schemes by the use of control variables.

A test case was presented in Chapter VII. The Savannah River in

Georgia was selected as the basin to illustrate the use of the

methodology. Several tests were conducted to determine the agreement

of tlie reservoir and stream models with observed data. It was found

that the epilimnion temperature provided adequate representation of

the reservoir surface temperatures; the predicted reservoir release

temperature agreed fairly closely V7ith observed temperatures; and

the stream temperature model yielded good agreement with observed

temperature profiles. The existence of a water quality tradeoff was
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established, and treatment costs for several alternatives v/ere obtaiiied.

It was found that a multi-level outlet with release flows aerated to

5.0 mg/1 yielded the minimum treatment costs; however, the savings in

waste treatment must be compared with the costs of the various alter-

natives in the selection of the least-cost alternative. The sensitivity

of the methodology to the deoxygenation coefficient v/as demonstrated,

and it V7as concluded that a good estimate of the coefficient v.'as needed

to effectively use the methodology. In summary, the objective of

formulating a methodology for evaluation of v.'ater quality alternatives

has been accomplished. The use of the methodology has been demonstrated

in a test case for several alternatives.

The user of this methodology is not restricted to minimizing only

waste treatment costs. If the reservoir is used for recreation, an

opportunity cost can be included in the cost function. Also, if other

do\\mstream users need the hypoliranion waters, for cooling purposes, the

cost to the user for vjarm water discharges might be added to the cost

function.

A natural extension of this methodology would be to incorporate

several do\\Tnstream waste discharges and minimiize the total annual

waste treatment in the basin. In such a case, the reservoir dynamic

programming technique might be superimposed on a linear programming

formulation such as that of R.eVelle et al.^^ Another extension would

be to include several reservoirs in the methodology; hov7ever, such a

problem vjould be very difficult, and one must remember that the v;ater

quality tradeoff must exist. Additional research could be conducted

to see if Young's techniques'^ might be used to develop operating
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rules for the reservoir. In doing so, a regression equation for the

waste assimilative capacity could be used to reduce the computer time

for determination of allowable waste loadings.
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A. PROBABILISTIC DEFICIT FUNCTION

The dissolved oxygen deficit is given in Equation (60) as;

K2 - kl
(Da e ) + (—-—) (1-e ^ ) . . (A-1)

The expected value and variance of D are given in Equation (63)

and (65) as:

E(D) = D -f 1 (-^^ o,J -,- i^ 0,2 +3lB ,^2 + 1!d ,)

'8K^2
Ki

gj^^2
K^

9D 9dVar(D) = (-"^) o, 2 + (_lli) „, 2 + (^) ^ 2 + (_«U) „ 2^D^

8s'

'8d>

8K^ ^1 aic^ 2

Let PDPKl =

PDPK2 =

9D

9K
1

9D

PDPR

PDPS

9K2

_9D

9R

_9D

9S

9r r 9s s

9 2dPDPKl

2

PDPK22 =

PDPR2

PDPS2

aKj

9 2d

9X2^

9fD

9r^

9 2d

9s2

(A-2)

(A- 3)

The derivative of the product and quotient of a function is

combined as follo\<'s:

f(x) = h(x) • ^(x)

y(x)

df (x) ^ [h'(x) • £(x) + h(x) &'(x)] y(x ) - h(x) ' 1(k) y' (x)

dx (y(x))2

where the h' (x) denotes the first derivative with respect to x.

The partial derivatives of D are as follows:

PDPKl = La
^

[(e-^-1^ - e-K2t) „ Kj^t e-I^l^ (K2-K1) + K^ (e'^-l'^-e-^Zt)

- r

(K2 - ^y

t e-^l^ (K2 - Ki) + (e-^^lt - e-^2t:)

(K2 - K^)'
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Simplify and collecting terms yields;

PDPKl = -^'^-
{

^ ^ "^
) ,. y „-K. t } ^ r r _K t - e -" -e ^ ,

K2-K1 K2-K1 VH ^ 1 ^+K^^e 1 "-^^^^ ^^2"%

PDPK12 = La ,
^2 [(-te""^^)(K2-V . (e'^^l^ - e-^2t)

^ (K,-K,)]

(K2 - K^'*
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2
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+ r
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Simplifying and collecting terms yields:

PBPK12 = La , -J^_ ,., -,t
^ ^

(e-^^; - e'^^^)
^ _ %jf

^^

(K2 - Kp2

H- (B.r.s) t K2. e~^2^ ,Jl,£^
h'

(A-4)

(K2-K1) • "" ^2- ^1
'

K2-K^

Ki te"^!*' _2
K')~K-| K^~K-| K,j""K.

, -Kit -K2t,

'^

(K2 - Ki)
3 ) (A-5)

o , ^
te~''2t (K2-K.) - (e-^l^ - e-^^2t) .^^-Kzt

PDPK2 = (KiLa-r) ^ 1-' tDae

(A-6)
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12 = (K;^ La - r) {
-t e 2 (K2-K3^) - te

(Ko - K,)^

PDPK2 . ^ . ^

te-K2t (K2-Ki)2 - (e-^^l^ - e-^2t) ^ (K2-K1)

(K2 - %)'+

+ t^Dae-^^t ^ (3,,^3)
["^2^^^-^^' ' ^^^-"^^ tK2^e-^2t_ (x-e-^^2t)2K2

3

K22

Simplifying and collecting terms yields;

K22 K2'*

22 = C;fV:^) te"^2t . 2 ' (e-^^l^ - e~^2t^

+ t^Dae
2t

+ (B+r+s) [te"^2t (_ A - t) + 2 (lz£_^)
] (A-7)

K2 K22

PDPR = J- (l-e-^2t:) _ ^^ (,-Kit _ ^-K2t^
(A_8)

K2
'^2~H

PDPR2 = (A-9)

PDPS = -I (1 - e"^"^^) (A-10)
^^2

PDPS2 = (A-11)

Substituting Equations (A-3) to (A-10) into Equation (A-2) and

(A-3) give the follovjing expressions for E(D) and Yar(D):

E(D) = D + i [PDPK12 (0^ 2) + pDPK22 (a, 2)] (A-12)
2

'^l
^2

Var(D) = (PDPKl)2o^, 2 + (pdPK2) ^ a, 2 + (pdpr) 2 2 + (PDPS) 2 o 2

K-^ K„ r s

(A-13)

The same procedure is applied to the equation for L, Equation (59)

to find E(L) and Var(L).

L = (La - ^ ^-Ht +_r_ (^_1^)
^1 \
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,2t „ ^2
E(L)=L.l[|^^,a,^^.|-|o/] (A-15)

Var(L) = (-^f a 2 + (5L) 2 (A-16)

Let PLPKl = -^ ;
" PLPK12 = iLl-"2

PLPR = ^ ; PLPR2 = ^-ii

Performing the partial derivatives yields:

PLPKl = -K. Lae-'^lt + r {
e"^l^ - 1-e"^^'' } (A-17)

K,

PLPK12 = Lae"^l^ (K 2-1) + r (e"^l^ [_2_ _ k^ - -^] - -^-3) (A-18)
-*- K-i "^l Ki

PLPR = A (1 - e"^!^ (A-19)

PLPR2 = (A-20)

Substituting Equation (A-17) to (A-20) in Equations (A-15) and

(A-16) yields:

E(L) = L + i (PLPK12 (a 2)) (A-21)
/ ^1

Var(L) = (PLPK1)2 a,, 2 + (PLPR) 2 2 (A-22)

\ r

Equation (A-12) , (A-13) , (A--21), and (A-22) can be used for

deterministic Da and La. Wien the equations are used to determine the

deficit at the ends of each reach, additional terms must be included

because of the stochastic nature of Da and La. These are given below:

Let PDPDa = ^ ; PDPDa2 = ^?-

^R-
; PDPLa2 = ^^

8La 9La2
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PLPLa = -^
;

PLPLa2 = —L_
La La

PDPDa = e~^2t (A-23)

PDPDa2 = (A-24)

PDPLa = 3_. (e-^lt - e-^2t^ ^^25)
K2-I<i

PDPLa2 = (A-26)

PLPLa = e~^l^ (A-27)

PLPLa2 = (A-28)

Letting the subscript i refer to the reach number and including the

Equations (A-23) to (A-28), the recursive application of the stochastic

equations for the deficit at the end of reach i is:

E(D) . = D. + 1 [PDPK12 (a„ 2) + PDPK22 (o,, 2)] (A-29)
J- -1- 9 Ki Ko •

Var(D). = (PDPKl)2o„ 2 + (PDPK2)2 o, ^ + (PDPR) ^ a ^ + (PDPS)^ a 2

1 K-j^ K2 r s

+ PDPDa (Var(D)^_-L) + PDPLa (Var(L) ._^) (A-30)

E(L)i = L. +
I

[8LPK12 (Oj, 2)] (A-31)

Var(L)^ = PLPKl (Oj^ ^-) + PLPR (o 2) + pLPLa (Var(L)._ ) (A-32)

The expressions for the partial derivatives have been coded in

computer language. The equations in the Appendix are in the listing

of subroutine DODEF in Appendix B.



B. PROGRAl-I LISTING
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C WATER QUALITY DYNAMIC PRCGUANnNG ALGORITH?'
DIFENSICN X( 15) ,T( I:n ,STRDD(15) , S TRCCD (I 5 ) , FK ( 2 1 , 3 ) , FK

P 1( 2 1 , 3 ) ,

1 VOL { 6 , 2 1 , 3 , 3 ) , QUAL ( & , 2 1 , 3 , 3 ) , bCiC 1( b , 2 1 , 3 , 3 ) , no 1 ( 8 , 2 1 , 3

,3) ,

2 SHORT W( 15) .TCMPAI { 15) ,V, li\0( 15) , AIRVAPC 15) ,CC( 15) ,

3EPICEP( 15) ,AKA1( 15) , AK 1 1 (I 2 ) , RCCC ( 8 , 3 ) ,

4FL0(15, 12) ,B0D1,N( 12 ) , DL) I K ( 1 2 ) ,VEKEAiN( 12) ,DMcAN{ 12) ,TRA
TI (12 ) ,TCTRA

50( 15) ,ALPHAV{ 12) ,ALPHA0[12) , BET A V ( 1 2 ) , 13 ET AD ( I 2 ) ,

6CISREA( 12) ,TEf'.Ii\( 12) ,UATEKP(12) ,BEGTEfM 12) ,AVGTE("'(12) ,

AKA2(12)
COMMON GAKMA1,GA^•KA2, VUL,QUAL,CC1,DGC1,FLU,B0DIK,CCIN,

T E r-' I N ,

1 COM I X , D ODf-n X , Vi I ND , C C , S h GRT W , V E f-' E AK , DN' E A [\ , TR A T I , X , T , T T

,
RAD,

2ALPHAV, ALPHAD,RETAV,BErAC,UISR[:-A,lNATEN'P,BEGTEf'', AVGTEK,
AKA2,

3 AK 1' 1 , S T RUQ , S TRBOC , F AC TG R , E P 1 D E P , AK A 1 , T E f'' P A I , A I R V A P

COf^MON MRE ACH , N , NWL , NL , PK 1 1*^; , SMI K , PKAX , SMAX , RDGC
INTEGER GAfiKA 1 , GAf-'KA2 , VCL , GGAL , X , T , SO , SfU N , PM K , TO , PMA

X,EPICEF,
ISMAX
INTEGER STGR1,ST0R2,STGR3,TEM1 ,T£M2,TEM3
DR'.EK'SICN GEC 1{ 8,21,3) ,CEC2 (8,21,3 ) ,DEC 3(8,2 1,3) ,CEC4(

8,21,3),
1BEC5(8,21,3) ,DEC6(8,21,3) ,i:EC7(e,21,3) ,r,EC8(8,21,3) ,DE

C9(8,21,3 )

,

2CEC10(8,21,3)
DATA FK/63-C.0/,FKMl/63-"0.O/

C BEGIN READING DATA
READ(5,500C) KEYl , IK8,

1

AERAT,DDRELS
500 FGRKAT( 315, F 5.0)

READ( 5 , 500 1 ) NREACH , N , i\KL ,NL , SM I K , SKAX , DM INAL , U IKCRE , F

ACTOR, NW
5001 F0RMAT(4I5,2I I0,3F10.0, 15)

READ(5, 5002) (ALPHAV( I ) ,ALPNAD( 1 ) , B ET A V ( I ) , C ETAG ( I ) , D I

S

R E A ( I ) , I = 1 , N
IREACM)

5002 FORMAT ( 5F 10. 5)
READ{5,5CC3) RME AN , SF EAN , RS TO

,

SSTC,AKlSTD,AK2SrD
5003 FORMAT ( 6F1'J.C)

REAC(5,5GC^. ) ({RD0C(I,J),I = l,8),J=i,3)
500^ FORMAT (8F5.C)

REAC( 5, 5005) { EP I DE P ( I ) ,
I - 1 , N

)

5005 FORMAT ( 81 IC)
REAC(5,5006) (AKAK I) , 1-1,N)

5006 FORMAT ( 8F ICO)
C READ ANNUAL DATA

1 READ(5,5007) SO , TO , DO I , BCD I

500/ F0RMAT{2I1C,2F10.0)
READ(5, 5008) {X( I) ,T( I )

,

STRD0( I ) ,STRBCD{ I ) , 1 = 1 ,N)
5003 FORMAT( 21 i: , 2F10.2)
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1

5010

6005

6006

60 IC

6011

6031

6032

READ(5,5C09)((FLO(I,J),J-l,K), I=1,KREACH)
FGK;'.AT( 7F6.C)
READ(5,5010)ITEMPAI(I),AIRVAP{1)

FORMAT ( 10X,F10.&,F10.8,F1G
KR I TE { 6 , 600 5 ) N , K'V-:L , SO , iJL , TO , BOD I

FORMAT ( lliO, 51 rC,3F10.5)
WR I TE { 6 , 6006 ) ( X ( 1) , T (I ) , STRCO (I )

TEMPAI { I) ,V, IND( I ) ,AIRVAP( I ) ,CC( I

FORMAT! 1HO,2I10,2F10.2,HO,5F10.
WRITE (6, 60 10) (ALPHAVt I ) ,ALPHAD(

,VJI.ND( I) ,CC(I ) ,SHORTW(
I ) , I = 1 , K )

.9,F10.9,F10.7)
,DCI .FACTOR

,STRbOC{ I )

,

EPIDEP( I ),S
HCRTUI I ) ,

) , 1 = 1 , m
2)

1 ) ,E£TAV( I ) ,DETAD( I),D
ISREA{ I ) ,

1 I-1,NREACH)
FORf'-ATC 1H0,5F1G.6)
WRI TE ( 6 , 60 1 1

)

NREACH , DM1 NAL , NW , W

I

FOR!-'AT( IMO, 'NREACH = '
, 1 5 , F 1 . 2 , I

VJR I TE( 6,603 1 ) RMEAN, Sf E AN , RSTD , S

FORMAT ( 1HP,6F1G. 3)

WR I TC{ 6,60 32) ( ( RI3GC ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 3 )

FORMAT { 1HG,3F10.2-)
KNUM =

DETERMINE PM I N , PMAX , INCRE , ALSO

CALL RACCAL{SO, IKCRE, ITCAVR)
INITIALIZE STATE VARIABLES
K = I

CALL EQUIL{K,E, AK2

)

STAGE = DEPTI-;{SC)

STAGEl = STAGE-EPICEP( 1

)

VOLUME = CAPAC( STAGE )-CAPAC( STAG

NCRE
10, F10.2)
STC,AK1STD,AK2STD

, 1=1,8)

CALC TOTAL RADIATION,
TOTRAD.

El)
VOLUMl ,0- VOLUME

SO

10

6 3CC

3 3

6012

IF(KL.Er^.l) VOLUME
DO 10 I = l,i.hL

CO 10 J=1,NL
FKMK I, J ) = 0.
CO 10 K=1,NL
IF (K. ECU VOL ( 1,1, J, K)

IFIK.EQ.2) VCLlltlfJiK)
IF (K. EC. 3) VOL( 1, I , J,K)
QUAL( 1, I, J,K) = TO
IFIK.EC .1.AND.NL.In!E.1 )

BOCK 1 , I, J,K) = BODI
CO.K 1, I , J,K) = DO I

CONTINUE
V;RITE(6,63CC ) ( VOL( 1 , 1 , 1 , I ) ,GUAL

= VOLUME
= C
= VCLLMl

CLAL ( 1 , 1 , J,K) = E

FORMAT( IHC, 21 10)
BEGIN DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
JMl = NV.L

K = 1

WRITE( 6, 60 12) TOTRAD (K)

FORMAT( IHQ, • TOTAL RADIATIO;] FOR
IF(p;.NE.l) CALL ECUIL (K,E, AK2)

( 1 , 1 , 1 , I ) , I - 1 , N L )

K IS STAGE NO.

KTii PERIOD IS' ,F10.2)
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6

6013

31

27

25

23

T2= (E:-32. )i:5./9.

SAT = (1/H.652-.A1022

DO 60 I=I,NRLACH
eC)OIN( I ) = 2.

IF{ I.EC.NV'J) BODIKtl
COINd) = SAT
IF{ I.tQ.NWj DOIN{NW
TeKIN(I) = T(K)
l',RITE(6,60i3) { r£Kl.\(

* T 2 + . 00799 1 * T 2* T2- . C00077 7 ?''( - T 2 * *^3

2.0

FOKiMA

MAXAL
ITEST
IF {MA
JMAX
Jl =

Kl =

I F I I

K

BETA
GAf'f^A

GAf>'KA

IGAMl
IGAM2
iga;^3

IKll
IK22
IK3 3

K IXl
IP3 =

J2 =

K2 =

IF( IK

J3 =

I F { J 3

IFl IP

DETER
CALL

T( 1 1-10, /t El 0.2)
L = K*Pi',AX
= ITCAVR-(K-K)

XALL.GT.ITEST)
= ( MAXALL-K«-PKIN
1

1

8.GT.C) Kl = 3

J) ,FLO( J,K) ,CLDI!\( J) ,DLIN( J) , J = l,

NREACH)

it P M I K

FAXALL = ITEST
)/INCRE+l

.OEIO

= C

= C

=

=

P t' I N

1

1

b.GT.O) K2 = 3

J1-J2H 1

.G T.J I'M) GO TG
3.GT.PrlAX) GO
MINE tlALITY CF
DISCI A(K, J3,K1 ,

24
TC 26
RESERVOIR RELEASE.

K2, l-'IXl , IGAM I , IGAf'22, IGAr''33, IKll,
IK22, IK33,

WRITE( t

6003 FORMAT (

«

u,600S)GAf-'f-'.Al,
'

, 'GAr-'MAl

GOIF(GAf'T'A] .GT.O)
ALAWLO = 0.

GO TO 3 6

35 IF(DGIilX.LT.DMINAL.A
DETERMINE ALLOWABLE
CALL ALLOV,A(K,Nl-, ,'WIN

ISSTD,AK1STD,AK2STD)
DETERMINE AUXILIARY

36 CALL AUXCOS(ALAkLC,C

ga;'I-'A2 , mi XI

,

dck I X

,

bgdmi x

',I1C,« GAf-'MA2 =',110,' f-'IXl =',
I10,2F10.2)

TO 3 5

ND, lAERAT.GT.O) DGf'IX ^ DORELS
WASTE LOAD.
CRE , DF.I NAL , A LA V,LC , f'NUM , E , Al< 2 , Rf-' E AN

,SMEA[\,RSTD,

UNI T COST.
GST2,TEMIN(l\i.) )
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W R I T E ( 6 , 6 C 2 ) A L A li L C , C C S T 2

6002

21

'ALAhLCFOKKiAT ( • • , ICX
EQUATICjU (t2).
ALPHA = C0ST2 + FKM ] ( J 3 , K2

)

IF( ALPHA-Bt:TA)21,22,22
A

•,F20.2,' CCST2 • ,F20.2)

BETA =

IKl =

IK2 =

IK3 =

FIX =

IGAMl
IGAN'2
IGAK3
IQUANl =

IQUALl =

ALPH
I K 1

1

IK22
1 1< 3 3

K I X 1

= iGArai
= I GAM 2

2

= I GAM 3

3

GA^'^'lAl

GAFMA2

22

2^

26

J5AVE = J3
KSAVE = K2
r-'NUM = 2

K2 = K2+1
I F ( K . E C . 1 ) K 2 = N L + 1

IF(K2-r\L)23,23,2A
IP3 = IP3+IKCRE
J2 = J2-i-l

IF( J2-J 1)25,25,26
WRITE {6,6020 I QUAN 1 , I GUAL 1

,

IK1,IK2 IK3, IGAKl, IGAiV2,

F3, JSAVE,
IGA

IKSAVE
6020 FOKMAT( ' • , lOIlO)

: TRAKSFCRK RESERVCIR
CALL TRANSKIK, J1,K1

TC DiCCISlCNS.
,f^IX, IK1,IK2 ,i'k3, IGAM, IGAI 2, IGAf-'S,

1 GUAiNil,

,E,KLY1)
^ BETA

, Kl)
, Kl)
,K1)
, l< 1 )

, K 1 )

,K1)

28

IJ 5 AVE, KSAVE
FK(J1,K1) -

DECKIC, Jl
OtC2(K, Jl

DEC3(K, Jl
D E C A ( K , J 1

D E C 5 { K , J 1

DEC6(K, Jl

DEC7(K
DEC8{
CEC9(K, Jl,
DEC10(K» Jl

Kl := Kl + 1

IF(K1-KL)27,27,
Jl = J 1 + 1

IF( Jl.LE. JHAX)
BLOCK TRANSFER

iC

, JljKl )

, J 1 , K 1 )

\\ 1 )

,K1

IGLANl
IQUALl
IKl
IK2
IK3
IGAMl
IGAy2
IGAr'iS

J SAVE
-- KSAVE

28

GO TO

32 CO 'iZ I = 1,JKAX
CO AO J = l,i\!L

AO FKMK I , J) = FK( I , J)

WRITE( 6,6C03) ( (FKMI ( I , J

)

6003 FORMAT ( IHO , lOX, 3F2C .2/ )

J-1,NL) , 1=1, JMAX)
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60CC

JKl = JI-'AX

K = K+1
IF{K-N)33,33,3-^
DETERMINE GPTIP.AL DLCISICNS
WRITE(6,6C0C)
FORMAT ( 1H1,59X, 'QUAKTI fY KITHDRAWN" /'

IMPERATURE LAYER WITHCkAwN

3AVE'/
213X, 'ACRE-FEET

PERI CD TOTAL D

ISCHARGE TE
IN ACRE-FEET FRCM LAYER ',5

X.'JSAVE KS

DEC. F',11X,'FR0M^ ,9X, '1 • ,6X, 'Z' ,

7X, ,//)
BETA = l.OtlO
JIf\DEX = 1

IF( IK8.GT.0) Jir-jDEX = 3

DO 80 J ^ JINDEX.NL
CO 00 I = l,Jf'^AX

TEST = FK(I,J)
IF(TEST-BETA )81,f]0,80

81 BETA = TEST
ISAVEl = I

J SAVE 1 = J

6C CONTINUE
Jl = ISAVEl
Kl = JSAVEl
DO 5C I = l,i\

K = K-I+1
IQUAfsl = CECKK, J1,K1)
IQUALl = DtC2(K, Jl ,K1)
IKl = DEC3(i(, JljKl)
IK2 = DECA(K, J1,K1)
IK3 = CEC5(K, Ji,Kl)
IGAfa = DEC6(K, J1,K1)
IGAM2 = UEC7(K, J1,K1)
IGAM3 = DECeiK, J1,K1)
JSAVE = 0EC9(K, Jl.Kl)
KSAVE - CEC10(K, Jl.Kl)
J I = JSAVE
Kl = KSAVE
WRITE(6,6001)K, IQUAM , I GUAL 1 , IK 1 , I K2 , I K3 , IGAfl , IGAf'2, I

GAf'3, JSAVE,
IKSAVE

6001 FORMAT! IHO , I 6 , 2 1 1 4 , I 9 , 2 I , 1 ] , I 8 , I £ , I 8 , 1 7

)

50 CONTINUE
V^R I TE{ 6,603

6030 FORMAT! 1H1,22X, 'STGRAG:-; IN LAYE R • , 22X ,
• TE KPERA1 URE IN

LAYER' ,//
1' PERIOD ONE TWO THREE

CNE
1 TWO THREE')
Jl = ISAVEl
Kl = JSAVEl
CO 70 1=1,

N
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604

604 2

6041
7C

C

c

K = N-I+1
STCRl = VOL(K, JI.Kl ,1

)

ST0R2 ^ VUL{K, Jl.Kl ,2)

STGRS = VCL(K, J1,K1,3)
TEKl = GUAKK, Jl,Kl5 1 )

TEK2 = GUALCK, J1,I<1 ,2)

TEM3 = QUAL{K,J1,K1,3)
J SAVE = DEC9(K, J1,K1 )

KSAVE - DEC10(K, J1,K1 )

Jl = JSAVE
Kl = KSAVE
lE(NL.EQ.l) GO TO 604 2

WRITE (6, 60 40) K.STGRl, S TCR2 , ST0R3 , TEKl , TE M2 , TE P

3

FGRiMAT( IHO, 16, I 14,2110, 115,2110)
GO TO 70
WRITE(6,6041) K,ST0R1,T£K1
FORMAT { IHG, 16, I 14,2CX,I15)
COi'vTINLE
READ ANNUAL DATA.
GO TO 1

END
SUDRGU T I NE AU XC S ( ALViALC , CO ST 2 , T EM P )

ROUTINE FUR DETERMINIl^G THE COST OF AUXILIARY Uf\SJc

EATKENT.
BOD = 99994. 5984«( .C2*( TEf'.P-32

TEST = BOD-ALWALO
IF( TEST.GT.C.5) GU TO 1

C0ST2 = 0.

RETURK
VOLUME = T:-:ST»75./{bGr;*.79)
IF( V0LUME.GT.7 3. ) GO TO 2

COS = .01^3. /( VOLUME*^-. C311 )

C0ST2 - CGS*V0LUi"E*lCC0.«30.4
RETURin!

WHEN THE UiWiT CANNOT REMOVE

)-"-5./9. + .6)

THE NECESSARY BCD THEN CCS
T2 IS MACE

NUMBER.
1 I' ^- '^

f^

A LARGE
C0ST2 ^

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE R ADC AL ( SC, I .\CRE , J TCA VR )

CETERMINATICN OF PM IN , PM AX , I NCR L , AND TGTRAD.
DIMENSION X{ 15) , T ( 1 5 )

,

STRCO ( 1 5 ) , STRBOD ( 1 5 ) , FK ( 2 1 , 3 ) , FK
M 1 ( 2 1 , 3 ) ,

1VGL{ 8,2 1,3, 3 ) ,OUAL( 8,21 ,3,3) ,BCC1 (8,21 ,3,3) ,00 1(8,21 ,3

,3),
2SH0RTW( 15) ,TEMPAI ( 15) ,l-iIKD( 15) ,AIRVAP( 15) ,CC( 15) ,

3EPIDEP( 15) ,AKAl(i5) ,AK11(12) ,RDCC(8,3) ,

4FL0{ 15, 12) ,BaDIN( 12) ,C0IN(12) , VEMEAN( 12) ,DMLAN( 12) ,TRA
TI( 12),TGTRA

5D( 15) ,ALPHAV( 12) ,ALPHAD( 12) ,BETAV{ 12) ,BETAD(12) ,

6DISREA( 12) ,TEM,IN( 12) , V.ATEMP ( 1 2 ) ,BEGTEM( 12) ,AVGT EM ( 12) ,

AKA2(12)
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COMKON GAMMA1,GAFMA2,VC;L,QUAL,DC1 ,BCD1,FL0,B0CIK,CCIK,
TEFIls,

1 DCM I X , BDDM I X , W I fJC , CC , SHORT W , VEKEAN , DiME AK , THAT I , X , T , TOT
RAD,

2ALPHAV, ALPHAD,CETAV,BETAC,DISREA,hATEKP,BEGTEK,AVGTEM,
AKA2,

3AKll,STRD0,SrRB0D,FACT0R,EPI0EP ,AKAl,TL-f''PAI jAIRVAP
COMKGN NREACH, r\l ,NWL , ML , PMIN , SM II\ , PKAX , SKAX , RDGC
I NT EGER GAKf/A 1 , GAMFAZ , VOL , QUAL , X , T , SO , St- 1 N , PKI l\ , TO , PKA

X.EPICEP,
ISMAX

C MINAQ = K,IN. ALLOWABLE RELEASE. r^AXAQ = MAX. ALLOCABLE RE
LEASE.

C ISFIK = r'IN. STORAGE IN CCTCBER. EVAP = AVERAG£ EVAPCRATI
CN TOTAL.

DATA KINAQ,MAXAQ, I SF I N , £ VAP /24 1 25 5 , 9C^i 70A , ? 3500CC ,

./
I SUM =

DO '20 1 = 1,

N

SHORTW(I) = SHORTVil I )»3.68
BETA = CL0IJC0( AIRVAPd ) ,CC( I) )

. TUTRAD(I) = .gS^tSHORTl-,! n + {BETA*4.l5E-06) ^;-(^60.+TE/''PAI

{ I ) ) r.K4

X( I ) = X( I ) /FACTOR
ISUf^ = ISUF. + X( 1 )

2C CUIMTINLE
ITOAVR = ISUf' + SO-ISF[,\'-EVAP/FACTCR
AVG = ITOAVR/N
IF(NV.L-2) 1,2,3

1 PMIN = AVG
PMAX = AVG
INCRE = AVG •

RETURN
2 PKIN ^ AVG-15CC/FACT0n

PIIAX = AVG-i 1500/FACTOR-
GO TO 3C

3 IF{N'.-.L-'^)^i,5,6
'^ PHIN = AVG-1500/FAClOR

PMAX = AVG+ 1500/FACTOR
GO TO 3C

5 PMIN = AVG-2000/FACTCR
PMAX = AVG+^CCC/FACTOR
GO TO 3C

6 PMIN = AVG-3000/FACTCR
PMAX = AVG+dOOO/FACTGR

3G IF( PMAX.GT.f^'AXAQ) PMAX = MAXAG
IF(PMIN.LT.MINACl) PKIN = MINAQ
INCRE = (PMAX-PMIN)/{NiJL-l)
RETURN.
END
SUBROUTINE EQU I L ( K , E

,

AK2 )

C ROUTINE FOR CALCULATIN:, ECU I L I BR I UM TEMPERATURE BY ECU
ATICN (2;;)
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anl; table 1.

dimension cd(6, 3)

DIMENSION X{ 15) ,T( 15) ,STRDCj(15) , STKBOD ( 1 5 ) , FK ( ?1 , 3 ) , FK
M 1 ( 2 1 , 3 ) ,

1VCL(8, 21,3,3) ,0U A L{ 8,2 1,3»3) , BOCK U, 2 1,3,3) ,DC 1(8,21, 3

,3),
2SH0RTW{ 15) ,TEMPA1 (15) ,WIKD( 15) ,AIRVAP{15) ,CC( 15) ,

3EPIUEP{ 15) ,AKA1( 15) ,AK11( 12) ,RDGC{a,3) ,

^(-L0( 15, 12) ,30DIN( 1 2 ) , CO I ,\ { 1 2 ) , VEKF A,\ ( 1 2 ) , Df^EAK ( 12 ) ,TRA
TI( 12) ,TCTRA

5C( 15),ALPHAV( 1 2 ) , AL PHAD { 12 ) , BE T AV ( 1 2 ) , BE T AL' ( 1 2 ) ,

6DISREA{ 12) ,TFMIN{ 12),WATtHP( 12) ,BEGTEM( 12) ,AVGTEfM12) ,

AKA2( 12)
COKKGW GAKMA1,GAMMA2,V0L,QUAL,[;C1 , CUDl , F LC , ECC I K , DO I N ,

TEKIN,
1 DOM I X , BCDM I X , W I ND , CC, SHCRTW , VEM E AN , DF:E A K , TKAT I , X , T , TOT

RAD,
2ALPhAV, ALPHAD,3ETAV,BETAC,DISREA,l-.ATEKP,BEGTEM,AVGTEF,

AKA2,
3AK11,STR(JQ,STRB0D,FACTCR,EPIDEP , AKA 1 , T t NPA I , A I RVA P

CO.VMON NREACH, N ,N.WL ,NL , PP IK , SMI K , PKAX , SPAX, RDCC
INTEGER GAKMA1,GAMMA2, VC L , CUAL , X , T , SO , S f I i\ , PH I ^• , TO , PPA

X,EPIDEP,
1 S K A X

DATA CB/45., 55., 65., 75., 85., 95.,. 2 91,. A 05,. 55 53,. 66 6 7,
.990,1.2 89,

1-5.-^7,-11.22,-2 0.15,-27.80,-53.33,-89.23/
AHR = TOTRAU(K)
TA = TEiMPAI(K)
EA - AIRVAP(K)
W = Vj I .\ D { K )

IF(TA.LT.5G*)Ga TO 5

IF(TA.LT.60. )GC TO 6

IF{TA.LT.7C. )G0 TO 7

IF(TA.LT.80. )GG TO 8-

IF(TA.LT.90. )G0 TO 9

ISAVE = 6

GO TO 10

5 ISAVE = 1

GO TO 10
6 ISAVE = 2

GO TO 10
7 ISAVE = 3

GO TO 10
8 ISAVE = 4

GO TO 10
9 ISAVE = 5

10 El = C B { I S A V E , 1 )

17 Bi = 0.26 + CE{ I SAVE, 2)
AK2 = 15.7 + E1'^(73.+7.3*K)
B2 = ( AHR-lBOl. ) /AK2
B3 = ( AK2-15.7)/AK2

11 B4 = l.+El«.051/AK2
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C

c

c

c

c

If = (E2 + B3^f ( { .26»TA/C1 )-i (EA-CB(ISAVE,3) )/Bl) )/B4
E2 = ABS(E-L-l)
IF ([32-1. ) 16,16,18

18 iN2= L-

Nl = N2/IC-3
IF(M-ISAVl) 12, 13,14

12 I SAVE = I SAVE-

1

El = E

GO TG 17
14 I SAVE = ISAVE +1

El = E

GO TO 17
13 El = E

GO TO 11

16 CONTIIJLE
RETURN
EKC

SUB ROUT INE DISCHA(K,J3,Kl,K2,r-'IXl,IGAMll, IGAM2 2, IGAF33
,IK11,IK22,

1 I K 3 3 , I F 3 )

ROUTINE TO DETERMINE QUALITY CF RELEASE.
CI MENS ION X{ 15) ,T( 15) ,STRDu( 15) ,STRBuD{ 15) ,FK(21,3) ,FK

H 1 ( 2 1 , 3 ) ,

1 VOL (8, 2 1,3, 3) ,QUAL(8,21 ,2,3) , BOC 1 ( 8 , 2 1 , 3 , 3 ) ,001(8,21,3
,3),

2SH0RTK ( 15) ,TEMPAI ( 15) ,V, IND{ 15) , AIRVAP( 15) ,CC( 15) ,

3EPIDEP ( 15) ,AKA1( 15) ,AK1 1( 12) ,RCCC{8,3) ,

4 FLO ( 15, 12) ,BODIN{ 1 2 ) , CO I N ( 1 2 ) , VEF E AN { 12 ) , Uf' E AN ( 1 2 > , T RA
TI(12),TCTRA

5C( 15)

,

ALPHA V{ 12) ,ALPHAD{12) ,EETAV{12),BETAC(12),
6DISREA( 12) ,TEMIN( 12) , WATEMP ( 1 2 ) , BEGTE M ( 12 ) , AVGTEI-; ( 1 2 ) ,

AKA2(12)
COMMON GAK.MAl , GAf-'MA2 , VOL , QUAE , DC 1 , BCDl , FLO , ECC I N , CC IN ,

TEMIN,
lOGiM I X , BOOM 1 X , W I ND , CC, SHORTW , VEME AN , DME AN , TRAT I , X , T , T GT

RAD,
2ALPHAV, ALPfiAD,8ETAV,EETAD,0ISREA,hATEFP,BEGTE:^, AVGTEM,

AKA2,
3 AK 1 1 , S T RDO , S TR BOD , F AC T OR , E P I D E P , A K A 1 , T E I-' PA I , ^ I R V A

P

CONMON NRE ACH, N , NWL , NL , pr I N , SM 1 1\ , PMAX , SMAX , RCOC
INTEGER GAMMA 1 , GAMMA2

,

VCL , QUAE , X , T , SO , 3M I N , PM I N , TO , FMA
X,EPICEP,

ISM AX
IF THE SELECTED LAYER DOES NOT HAVE RECUIRED VOLUME, TH

Ef\ THE
ADDITIONAL VOLUME IS TAKEN FROM ANOTHER LAYER AND ALL

QUALITY
PARAMEI ERS ARE MIXED.
IP4 = IP3
IP2 = G

TEST TO SEE IF THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STORAGE IS EXCEED
EC, IF SC

RELEASE ENOUGH TO SATISFY THIS CONSTRAINT.
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J3,K2

ITCVGL = C

DO 100 1 = 1,

M

ICO ITOVOL = ITGVOL+VOL (K,
IF-( ITOVCL + X(K)-SMAX ) ICl, 101

102 IPiMIN = ITGVGL-Sf^AX + X(K)
IF(IPMIN-IP3 )101, 101,103

10 2 IP 3 = IPMIi;

101 IF( I ITCVGL- IP3)-SMIM) 20,
2 Nl= IP3/PMII\'

26 IF(N1)22,22,23
2 3 IP2 = {Nl-l)i^PWIN

IF( ( ITGV0L-IP2)~SMIN)24,
2 A K'l = Nl-1

GO TO 26
25 IPA = IP3

IP3 = IP2
GO TC 21
MIiJIKLK ALLCV.A3LF STORAGE

,1 )

,102

21,21

25,25

CCi\STPAI(\T KU5T BE SATISFIED

22 =

21

GAyfMi
MXl =

IKU =

IK22 =

IK33 =

I GAM 11 =

IGAM22 =

IGAM33 =

GAf''iMA2 ^

RETURN
IF VOLLf-'c Ii\ LAYER IS SLFFIGIENT, THEN

Kl

iKil = IKl
MIXl-0.

AND

GAi-'MAl =V0L(K,J3,K2
IF{GAMMA1-IP3)2,1,1
GAMi^,Al = IP3
GAr.KA2 = GOAL (K, J3,K2,Ki)
KI/.l =

I K 1 1 = K 1

COMIX =D01(K, J3,K2,K1)
J3,K2,K1 )
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I GAM 2 2 = VUL(K, J3,K2,K1 + 1)

1 F ( ( I GA fU 1 + I G A M 2 2 )
- I P 3 ) 6 , 7 , 7

; MUST MIX ThG UPPER LAYERS.
7 I6AM22 = IP2-IGAM11

KIXl - 1

IK 11 = Kl
IK22 = Kl+1
IK33 = C

GAFKAl = IP3
1GAM2 3 =

BOOM IX = (BQDl (K, J3,K2 ,K1 )!>IGAM11 + B0D1{K, J3,K2,K1 + 1 )«I
GAI',22)/IP3

COMIX = {DGKK, J3,K2,K1)*IGAK11 + C01 (K, J3,K2 ,KH U^IGAK
22)/IP3

GAMMA2 = { UL AL ( K , J 3 , K2 t K 1) i: I GAM 11 + CUA L ( K , J3 , K2 , K H- 1 ) « I

GAr22)/IP3
GG TO 28

; MUST MIX ALL THPxEE LAYERS.
6 IGAM33 = V0L(K,J3,K2,3)

IF( ( IGAM11 + IGAM22 + IGAM33)-IP3)8,9,9
9 IGAM33 = IP3-( IGA!'11+IGA;'22)

MIXl = 2

IK 11 = 1

IK22 = 2

IK33 = 3

GAM MAI = IP3
BUDM IX = ( CGDl { K , J3 , K2 , 1 ) - I GAMl 1 + BGDl ( K , J3 , K? , 2 ) - I

G

AM2
2 + EGCUK,J3,

1K2,3)J>1GAM33)/IP3
COMIX = (DOKK, J3,K2,1 )

"• I GAM H- DC 1 ( K , J3 , K2 , 2 ) - I GAM22 + C

01(K,J3,K2,3
1)*IGAM33)/IP3
GAMMA 2 = (QLAL(K, J3,K2 , 1)*IGAM11 + CUAL(K, J3,K2,2)*IGAM2

2+GUALlK, J3,
1K2,3)^^IGAM33)/IP3
GO TC 28

; RELEASE EXCEEDS ALL STORAGE--SCMETH ING IS URCKG.
8 WRITE(6,6CCC)

6000 FORMAK 1H1,10X, 'RESERVOIR DISCHARGE WILL EMPTY STCRAGE
)

CALL EXIT
MIX LUl->ER TUG LAYERS.

A IGAMll = GAMMA 1

I GAM 2 2 = VGL(K,J3,K2,3)
IFI { IGAMIH 1GAM22)-IP3) 10,11,11

11 GO TO 7

10 IGAM33 = VLL(K, J3,K2, 1

)

IF (( IGAMIH IGAM22+1GAM33)-]P3)8, 12,12
12 I GAM 3 3 = IGAM22

IGAM22 = IGAMll
IGAMll = IP3-( 1GAM22^ IGAM33)
MIXl = 2

I K ] 1 - 1
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IK22 = 2

IK33 = 3

G AN MAI = IP3
BOOM I X = ( bOD 1 ( K , J 3 , K2 , 1 ) » I GAM 1 1 -f BCD 1 ( K , J 3 , K2 , 2 ) « I G A f'2

2 + BGi:i(K, J3,
1K2, 3)" IGAM33)/IH3
COMIX = ( 00 1 { K , J 3 , K2 , 1 )

i:- IGAH 1 1 + DUi ( K , J3 , K2 , 2 )
*: I GA|.'22 +

01(K,J3,K2,3
1)« IGAM33)/1P3
GAiVf'A2 = (QUAKK, J3,K2, ].)«-lGAMl 1 + COAL ( K , J 3 , K2 , 2 ) * I GAM2

2+aUAL(K, J3,
1K2, 3)^^IGAM32)/IP3
GO TC 2 8

5 I GAM 11 = CAI-'I;A1

IGAM22 = V0L(K,J3,K2,2)
IF( ( 1GAM11-)IGAM22)-IP3) rijl-^itl^i

l^ IGAMll = 1P3-IGAM11
IGAM22 = IP3-IGAMH
IGAM3 3 =

MIXl = 1

IKll = 2

IK22 = 3

IK33 =

GAMMAl = IP3
BODMIX = ( BODl ( K, J 3 ,K2 , 2 ) * 1 GAMl'l -!-BCC 1 ( K , J3 , K2 , 3 ) * I G AM2

2)/IP3
DOM I X = ( DO 1 ( K , J3 ,

K2
, 2 ) * I GAM 1 n- COl ( K , J3 , K2 , 3 )

^' I G AM2 2 ) /

rP3
GAMMA2 - ( IJLAL ( K , J 3 , K 2 , 2 ) - I G AMI 1 + CUAL ( K , J3 , K2 , 3 ) ^^ I G AM2

2)/IF3
GO TO 2 8

13 IGAM33 = VCL(K, J3,K2, 1

)

IF( ( IGAM11+1GAM22-UGAM32)-IP3)8,15 ,15
15 IGaM33 = IGAMll

IGAMll = lP3-( IGAM22+IGAM33)
IKll - 1

IK22 = 2

IK33 = 3

Ml XI = 2

GAf^'MAl = IP3
BOCMI X - ( BODl ( K , J 3 ,K2 , 1 ) * I GAMl 1 + BCC I ( K , J3 , K2 , 2 ) i:- I GAM2

2+BCCl (K, J3,
1K2,3)*IGAM33)/IP3
DOM IX = ( GGIIK, J3,K2, 1 )*; IGAMIULGI (K, J3,K2,2) »IGAM22-^D

1 1 K , J 3 , K 2 , 3
1)«IGAM23)/1P3
GAMMA2 = ( QLAL ( K , J3 , K2 , 1 ) ^^ I GAMl 1 -iCUAL { K , J3 , K2 , 2 ) * I G AM2

2+QUAL(K, J3,
1K2, 3)« IGAM3 3 )/IP3

2 8 COMINLE
3C IP3 = I PA

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE 1 RAIM SK { K , J 1 , K 1 , H I X , I K 1 , I K2 , 1 K3 , I GAf 1 , I GAF^ ,

IGAf-'3,KUAMl
1, JSAVE,KSAVb",E,K[-Yl)
ROUTINE TO TRANSFORM RESERVOIR INTO NEXT PERIOD .

DIMENSION X( 15) ,T( 15) , STROO( 1 5 ) , STR BCD ( 1 5 ) , FK ( 2 1 , 3 ) , FK
M 1 ( 2 1 , 3 ) ,

lV0L{8,21,3,3),QUAL(S,21,3,3),B0Dl{e,2I,3,3),n01(8,21,3
.3) ,

2SH0RTW( 15) ,TEMPAI ( 15) ,'wIND{ 15) ,AIRVAP(15) ,CC( 15) ,

3EPIDEP( 15) ,AKA1{ 15) ,AK11(12 ) ,RDCC(&,3) ,

AFL0(15, 12) ,B0DIN{12) ,DOIN( 12) ,VEKEAN(12) ,DK[-AN(12) ,TRA
Tl ( 12) ,TCTRA

5C{ 15) ,ALPHAV( I 2 ) , AL PHAD ( 1 2 ) , BET A V { 1 2 ) , 3ETAD ( 1 2 ) ,

6DISREA( 12) ,TEMIN( 12) ,KATEMP(12) ,BEGTEr'(12) ,AVGTEM{12) ,

AKA2(12)
COf^MCN GAM(-iA 1 , G AKMA 2 , VOL , QUAE , DE 1 , BCDI , F LQ , BCD I N , DC I N ,

TEf'IN,
IDCM I X , BODiV 1 X , WI .-iD , CC , ShLRTV) , V EMEAf'sl , DN E AN , TRAT 1 , X , T , T QT

RAD,
2ALPHAV, ALPhAD, BET AV , BET AD , D I SRE A , W ATEMP , BEGTE f-' , A VG TEM ,

AKA2,
3AK1I,STRD0,STRB0'd,FACT0R,EPIDEP,AKA1,TEN'PAI ,AIPVAP
COMMOfJ NREACH,!-i ,NWL ,NL, Pf«'IN, SMI i\, Pr^'\X, Sf'AX, RDCC
INTEGER GAMMAl,GAMMA2, VCL.QUAL, X , T , SO , 5F I N , pr-' I i\ , TO , FK A

X.EPIDEP,
ISMAX
JJ = JSAVE
KK ^ KSAVE
IF{NL-1)18,19, 18

19 CALL RESMIX(K, J1,K1 , JJ,KK, ICUAiU)
IFIKEYI .GT.C) GO TO 21
ITO\/CL = VCL(K+] , JljKl . 1)

STAGE = DEPTH( ITLVCL)
KATVAP = ViAVP{QUAL(K+l , J1,K1, 1) )

CALCULATE EVAPORATICN
EVAPLQ = (73.+7.3«WIND{K) ) --

( VJA I V A P-A I RVAP ( K ) ) i:-. CO 05 02 2

4

IF(EVAPLO.GT.O. ) GO TO 4C0
EVAPLO = C.

400 STAGE = STAGE-EVAPLC
ITOVCL = CAPAC( STAGE)
V0L(K+1 , J1,K1, 1) = no VOL

2] CO.'JTINLE
RETURN
SUBTRACTING CUTFLCh

18 IF(KIX-1 ) 1,2,

3

1 VOL (K+1, Jl.Kl , IKl ) = VOL(K, JJ.KK, IKl )
- IQUANl

1F( IK 1-2) 4, 5,6
4 VCL(K+1 , Jl ,K1,2) = VOL (K,JJ,KK, 2)

VCLd'x+l , J1,K1,3) ^ VOL (K, JJ,KK, 3)

GO TO 10
5 V0L(K+1, J1,IU , 1 ) = VCL(K,JJ,KK, 1

)

VCL(K+1 , J1,K1 ,3) = VCL(K,JJ,KK,3)
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C

C

C

C

IC

12

GO
VCL
VUL
GO
VOL
VCL
IF{
VOL
GO
VOL
GO
VCL
GO
VOL
VOL
VOL
FIN
IF{
t-'lX

QUA

TC 1

( K + 1

(K+1
TO 1

(lO 1

(K+l
{ IKl
(K+l
TC 1

(K+l
TO 1

(K+l
TO 1

(K+l
(K+l
(K+l
D LA
T(K)
W I T

L ( i; 4

11

1''.

1{VGL(K+
V0L(K+1
QUAL(K+
QUAL(K+
GO TO 2

I F ( T ( K )

K 1 X W I T

GUAL(K+

1(V0L(K+
V0L(K+1
QUAL(K+
GUAL(K+
GO TO 2

f' I X WIT
1?3 GUAL(K +

1(V0L(K4
VGL(K+1
QUAL(K+
GUAL(K+

2C CONTIiNL
ACDING
FINC TO
ITOVOL
DO 3C I

3 ITOVCL
STAGE =

IF(KEY1
WATVAP
CALCULA
EVAPLO

C

, J 1J< 1 , 1 ) -

, J 1 , K 1 , 2 ) -
r\

, J 1 , K 1 , I K 1 )

,J1,K1, IK2)
+ IK2 )-/+)?, 8,

,J1,K1,3) =

,J1,K1,2) =

,J1,K1, 1) -

, J 1 , K 1 , I K 1 )

, J1,K1, IK2)
, J 1 , K 1 , 1 K 3 )

YER FOR INFL
-GGAL(K, JJ,K
H £P I LIMN ION
1 , J 1 , K 1 , 1 ) =

1 , J 1 , K 1 , 1 ) + X

, J 1 , K 1 , 1 ) =

1 , J 1 , K 1 , 2 ) -

1,J1,K1,3) =

-QUAL(K, JJ,K
H HYPOLIMMO
] , J i , K 1 , 3 ) -

1 , J 1 , K 1 , 3 ) + X

, J 1 , K 1 , 3 ) ^

1 , J 1 , lU , 1) =

1 , J 1 , K 1 , 2 ) -

G

H TFERMOCLIN
1 , J 1 , K 1 , 2 )

=

VOL (K, JJjKK, 1)

V0L(K,JJ,KK,2}

= VUL(K, JJ,KK,1K1 ) - IGAr-1
= ViJL(K, JJ,KK,IK2) - IGAF2
9

VOL(K, JJ,KK,3)

VOL (K,JJ ,KK,2)

VOL (K, J J ,KK, 1)

= VCL (K, JJ,KK,IK1) - IGAPl
= VOL(K, JJ,KK,IK2) - 1GAK2
= VCL(K, JJ.KK, IK3) - IGM'2,
CV,

K , 1 ) ) 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 2

(CuAL(K , JJ,KK, 1 )'-VCL(K+l, J1,K1, 1 ) +

X(K)«T(K) )/

(K) )

V0L(K+1, Jl ,K1 ,1 )+X(K)
QUAL(K, JJ,KK,2 )

GLAL{K, JJ,KK,3)

K,3) )1^, 14,15 .

I\

(C-.:UAL(K, JJ,KK,5)^>VCL(K+1, J1,K1 ,3) +

X ( K ) « T ( K ) ) /

(K) )

VCL (K+l, Jl,Kl5 3)+X(K)
GOAL (K, JJ,KK, 1

)

G L A L ( K , J J , K K , 2 )

1, Jl

. Jl,
1, Jl
1 , Jl
E

AND
TAL
= C

-!,;>;

= n
(3 E P

.GT .

= V;A

TE E

- ( 7

, K 1 , 2 ) + >;

K 1 , 2 )
-

, K 1 , 1 )
=

,K1,3) -

SU'iTRAGT
VCLUKE I

L

CVOL + V

Th( ITCVC
C) GO T

VP(UUAL(
VAPORATI
3.+7.3«V,

( G C A L ( K , J J , K K , 2 ) * VC L ( K+- 1 , J 1 , K 1 , 2 ) +

X ( K ) ii T { K ) ) /

(K) )

V0L(K + 1, Jl,Kl,2)-i-X(K)
GLAL(K, JJ,KK, 1)

QLAL(K,JJ,KK,3)

ING IhFLCW AND CUTFLCW IS CCI-'PLETED
N RESERVOIR

OL{K-i 1, J1,K1,I )

L)

2^
K+l , J1,K1,1) )

ON
1 NO ( K ) ) ;;-

{ V.AT VA P-A I RV AP ( l( ) ) * . 0005022
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IFCEVAPLG.GT.O. ) GO TG 3C0
EVAPLC = 0.

300 STAGE = STAGE-EVAPLG
22 TTOVCL = CAPAC(STAGE)

ADJUST LAYER VULUMES TG KEVr EPILIKMCN CEPTh
STAGl = STAGE-EPIDEPIK)
IVOL^ = CAPACt STAG] )

IVDL6 = ITGVGL-IVCL')
IVGL7 = IVGL6-VCL(K+1, Jl ,K1 , 1 )

II- ( I VOL 7) 5C, 3 3,33
33 IF( IVGL7-VGL(K+1,J1,K1,2))3A,34,35
3A GUAL(K+1, Jl.Kl, 1) = (VGL{K+1,J1

C

c

1(K+1,J1,K1,2))/{V0L(K+1,J1,K1,1
VCL(K + 1, J1,K1, 1 ) = VCL(K + 1,J1,K
V0L(K+1 ,J1,K1,2) = V0L(K + 1,J1,K
GO TG !3C

35 IVCL8 = IVCL7-VGL {K + 1, J1,K1 ,2)

]V'CL9 = VQL(K + 1, Jl.Kl, 2)

QUAL(K + 1, Jl.Kl, 1) = (VCL(K+1,J1

1 ( K+ 1 , J 1 , K 1 , 2 ) H- 1 VOL y*QLAL ( K-f 1 , J 1

VCL(K+1, JI.IU, 1) = VOL(K-tl , Jl ,K

VGL(K+1, J1,K1 ,2) =

V0L(K+1, J1,K1,3) = V0L(K+1 , J1,KI,3)-IVCL8
3C QUAL(K + 1, Jl,Kl, 1) = E

SET CUALITY FOR NEXT PERIOD.
DO 60 J=1,aL ,

TI = (QUAL{K+ 1, J1,K1, J)-32. )»5./9.
D01(K+1,J1,K1,J) ={1A.6 5 2-.A102

,K1 ,I)--QLAL(1<-H,J1 ,KI ,]

)+IVCL7«CLAL
) + I VCL7)
1, 1 ) + IVUL7
1,2)-IVGL7

,K1 ,1)*QLAL(K + 1, J1,K1 ,1

)+IVCL9*GLAL
,K1 ,3) )/ ( I VGL7 + VCL(K + 1,

JI,K1, 1) )

1 ,1)+IVGL7

1)«R00G{K+1, J )

8GD1{K+1,J1,Pn1, J) =2.0
60 CGiNTIKGE

I F ( CGA L ( K+ 1 , J 1 , K 1 , 1 ) . G E . QU A L ( K -i-

ITBAR =( VOL(K-H , J1,K1, 1)-CUAL (K

1 + 1 , J 1 , K 1 , 2 ) ) / ( VOL I K + I , J 1 , K 1 , 1 ) +

CUALCK-f 1, J1,K1, 1 ) = ITBAR
CUAL(K+I, J1,K1 ,2) = ITDAR

AC K^i = K+1
RETURN
END
SU3RGUT INE RESMI X { K , J 1 , K 1 , J J , K

ROUTINE TG DETERMINE TEN'PERATU

EQUATION ( U: ) .

DIMENSION X( 15) ,T ( 15) ,STRDG( 15)

I VOL ( 8 , 2 1 , 3 , 3 ) , QUAE ( 8 , 2 1 , 3 , 3 ) , EC

2ShURTW( 1'5) .TFMPAI (1 5) , V>IND( 15) ,

2'-Tl-i-.007991<Tli;U-.C00
077774*Tli;-«3

1 , Jl ,K1 ,2) ) GC TG ^0
+ 1 , JljICl, 1 )+VGL (K + 1, Jl,

KI,2) «QUAL(K
VOL (K+1, Jl ,K1,2)

)

K , IGUANl )

RE GF MIXED RESERVOIR U

SING

,STRBGD( 15) ,FK{21,3) ,FK
M 1(21,3),

CI (0,21 ,3,3) ,CC1(8,21,3
,3) ,

AIRV;>P( 15) ,CC(15) ,
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C

C

3EPIDtP( 15) ,AKA1( ] '^i) ,AI<11( 12 ) ,R(3CC(8,3) ,

^FLC)( 13, 12) , BOO IN (12) , DG I ,\ ( 1 2 ) > VcME AN ( 1 2 ) , DME AN ( 12 ) , TRA
T 1 ( 1 2 ) , T C T R A

5D( 13)

,

ALPHA V( 1?

)

,ALPHAU{12) ,BRTAV( 12) ,bETAC( 12) ,

6C1 SKEA( 12) ,TEMIiM( 12) ,UATEf''P{ 12) jBEGTEiM 12) ,AVGTEM( 12) ,

AKA2(12)
COiMKCN GAMMAl , G ANMA2 , VCL , QUAL , DC 1 , BUD 1 , F LO , COD I K , DC I N ,

TEFIN,
lOOiUX , BODKl X , WIND , CC , SHORT W , VEMEA!^ , Df'E AI\ , TRAT I , X , T , TOT

RADt
PALPHAV, ALPHAD,BETAV,BETAD,ljISREA,VJATE,VP,BEGTEF,AVGTEM,

AKA2,
3AK1 1,STROO,STRBOO, FACTOR, tPIDEP,AKAl,T E^'PAI ,AIRVAP
cot-' MCN NREACH , N , N W L , NL , PM I N , SM I N , P f>' AX , Sf^AX , RDOC
INTEGER GAiMH A 1 , GAMM A 2 , VC L , LA L , X , T , SO , S M I N , P f I K , TO , FMA

X,EPIDEP,
ISMAX

1 = 1

IVl = VOL(K, JJtKK, 1

)

IV2 = I V1-IQ0AN1 + X(I<)

ITl = GLAL(K,JJ ,KK , 1

)

IT = ITl
IVBAR - ( IVH-IV2)/2
C =: DEPTH ( IVBAR )

AREA = SURAR(D)
CI = Ar<EA"3C.4/62.A
C3 = 7 3.+7.3«WIND(K)
BEGIN TRIAL AND ERROR ROLTINE UKTIL AVERAGE TENPERATUR

E VII LL
SATISFY EQUATION (18).

1 C 2 = X ( lO ^M 1 ( K ) - I T 1 )

VIATVAP = VjAVP( ITl )

AGB = A .15E-08^--.97* (A60. + lTl)--^i
AQE = C3*( WATVAP-AIRVAP(K) )

AQH = 0.26-C3^-( ITl-TEf,PAI (K) )

IDELT = ( (TOTRAO(K )-A"QH-AQB-ACH)'':C1 + C2) /IVBAR
IF(I.GT.20) CALL EXIT
I I EST = IT + IDELT/2
IF( IABS( ITEST-lTl )-l)3,3,2

2 IF ( I .EG. I) GO TO A

ITl --= I TEST
IF(1,GT.2) ITl = { ITEST^IT2) /2
IT2 = in
I = 1+1
GO TO 1

A ITl = IDELT/A +1T
1 = 2

GO TO 1

3 CUAL(K-i 1, JljKl, 1 ) = IT+ICELT
V0L(K+1, J1,K1, 1 ) = IV2
T2 = IT+IDELT
Tl = (T2-32. )"o./9.
C01(K+1,J1,K1,1) =(1A.6 5 2-.A1022^'T1+.007991-T1^T1-.COO

07777/i*Tl «*;3
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C

C

c

c

1)^>RDGC(K + 1, 1 )

eOCKK+l, J1,K1, 1 ) = Z.rj

RETURN
END
SU3F<0UriME ALLOliA(K,Nh,'.-, INCRE jDK I KA L , ALV, ALC fl'.iMLIS E , AKZ

,RMEAM,Sf-'EAN
l.RSTU, SS TD, AK1STD,AK2STD)
ROUTINE FOR FINDING ALLCKAHLE kASTE LLACI.NG.
CIMENSIGN ALA{2:0C)
CIMEKSION X( 15) ,T( 15)

,

STRUG ( 1 5 ) , STR BCD ( 1 5 ) , FK ( 2 1 , 3 ) ,FK
f
- 1 ( 2 1 , 3 ) i

1 VOL (8, 2 1,3, 3) ,CUAL(3,21 ,3,3),B0C1 ! b , 2 1 , 3 , 3 ) , DC 1 ( 8 , 2 1 , 3

,3) ,

2SH0RTW( 15) ,TEMPAI( 15),lilf\'0( 1 5 ) , A I R VAP ( 1 5 ) ,CC ( 1 5 ) ,

3EPICRP{ 15) ,AKA1 ( 15) ,AKil{12) ,RDLC(3,3) ,

^FLOI 15, 12) ,E00I;\=(12) ,DOIN{ 12) ,VEKEAf\!(12 ) ,Df'EAi\(12) ,TRA
T 1 ( 1 2 ) , T C T R A

5D{ 15), ALPHA VI 12), ALPHAD( 12),BETAV{12),BETAD(12),
6D1SREA( 12) ,TEMIN{ 12) ,WATEf^P(12) ,DEGTErM12) ,AVGTEf-1(12) ,

AKA2{12)
COMMCr^ G AHM A 1 , GAr-'^MA2 , VC L , QO AL , OC 1 , bOU 1 , F L , BCD 1 N , DC I N ,

TEf'IK,
I DOT: I X , BfJDf-' I X , v. I i\D , CO, SHURTh , VEM.EAN , DFEAN , TR AT I , X , T , T OT

RAD,
2ALPHAV, ALPHAD,BETAV,bETAD,DlSRZA,WATLf''P,BEGTEK, AVGTEM,

AKA2,
3AK 1 1 , S 1 RDO , STRBOD , FAG TCR , E P I DEP , AKA 1 , TE f-'PA I , AI RVAP
COK.'^GN MRE ACH , ,\ , NWL , WL , P F 1 1\ , Sh' J K , FK AX , SK AX , RDGC
I .\ T EGER GAl'KA 1 , GAMi^' A2 , VCL , QUAE , X-, T , SO , SMI N , PM I N , TO , PMA

X , E p I D E P ,

ISMAX
IMAX =

IXX = C

IT = C

IFC^KUi-- ) 1, 1,2
1 lAQ - C

K^ =

FOR FIRST IlERATION SEE IF THE STREAF CAN TAKE ALL V.AS

TE— IF SC
NO KEEC TO CALC. AL^.ALC.

2 1 = 1

RODIN(!\W) ^ 160.*( .C2* ( 1 EKIN(NW)-3 2, )-!f5./9.+.6)

50 IF(K.i\E.KA) GO TO 5 1

IF(GAi-'i-'Al.EG.IAa) GC TG 60
CALL HYDRA FOR DIFFERErU RELEASES.

51 CALL hYCRA(K)
CALL SIRMO FOR DIFFEREiMl RELEASES AKD RELEASE TEKFERAT

ORES.
60 CALL STRM0(E,AK2,K)

DETER.MINE MI.NIiVUf D.C..
^ CALL DCKO ( W. I N , N'a , K , FNUf' ,Rr:E Al^ , SKE AK , RS TD , S SI D , AK 1 S TD ,

A R 2 S T D , I X X ,

II MAX, KEY)
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IT = IT+1
IXX = 1

TEST = CKIN-DMINAL
IF( I .GT.l ) GU TO 2 6

IF(T[:ST.GT.C. .AND. IT.EQ.l) GO TO 20
2 6 IF( IT.GT.2C) GO TO 2

A

27 IF(K£Y) 22, S,23
DETERMINE NEW l.ASTE FOPx NEXT TRIAL.

2 2 BOOIN(KW) = B0DIN(frrt)-3C.
IF( BCUININW) .GE.C. ) GO TO '^

GO TO 10
23 BaDir«i(KV.) = EODINlNlO+i.lKCRE

GO TO ^i

5 IF( ABS (TESl )-0.C2) 20,20,7
7 IF( I.G1 .1) GO TO 18

ALA (I) = EOCIN(N'.v)
IF ( TEST .LT.G. ) GO TO 15
BGDINlKv-n --^ BOOIM(NW)+WINCRE

17 Cf-'IN2 = DKIf\

I = HI
ALA( I ) - BCCIN(NV,')
GO TO A

15 BOBIIJIKV.) = DOCINCNV.)-"-. 75
GO TO 17

Ifi IF(DMIi\2.EQ.[)MlN) GO TC 19
FRAG = {DHIN2-DMINAL)/{DPIN2-DyiN)
BODINdM-i) = ALA(I-1 )-FRACfM ALA( I-1)-ALA{ I ) )

GO TO 17
19 BODINIM-J = E0DIN{N'.-O+2.*WINCRE

GO TC 17

IC ALWALC =0.
RETGRii

2A IF( A[JS( TEST) .GT.O.O'i ) BCDININW) = G.l
CALCULATIOi^l OF ALLOWABLE LOAD.

2C ALwALO = FLG{NV-^,K) *BCD I i\ ( Mn ) *;- . 6^^ 6 v £ . 34
21 I AC = GAM-I-'Al

K4 = K

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HYDRA(K)
ROUTINE FOR DETERMINING FEAN VE LOG 1 T Y

,

MEAN DEPTH, AND
TRAVEL TIKE.

DIMENSION X( 15) ,T{ 15) ,STRDG( 15) ,STRBCO( 15 ) rFK(21 ,3) ,FK
M 1 ( 2 1 , 3 ) ,

1 VOL (B, 2 1,3, 3) ,QUAL{ 8,2 1 ,3, 3) ,BG01( rj,21,3,3) ,DU1 (0,2] ,3

,3),
2SH0RTl-,( 15) ,TEMPAI (15) ,\.IND( 15) ,AIRVAP(i5) ,CC( 15) ,

3EPICEP( 15) ,AKA1(15) ,AI<11 (12) ,RDCC(8,3) ,

4FLO(15, 12) ,BCDIN( 12) ,DGIN( 12) ,VEMEAN(12) ,DMEAN(12 ) ,TRA
TI ( 12) ,TCTRA

5C( 15) ,ALPHAV(12) ,ALPHAD( 12),BETAV(12),3ETAD(12),
6DISREA{12),TEMIN( 12) ,V.ATEMP( 12) ,BEGTEM( 12 ) , AVGTEM ( 1 2 ) ,

AKA2(12)
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COKMUW GA!1(-iAl,GAMMA2,V0L,QUAL ,DC1 , UOO 1 , PLC , BCD I N , DC I N ,

TEMIK,
IDOM IX , aODM I X , V^l I NC , CC , SHORTW , VEF EAN , DKE AN , TR AT 1 , X , T , TOT

RAD,
2A L P E A V , AL Pi

i
A D , Ei E T A V , B E T A D , D I SRE A , K A T E K P , B E GT E M , A VG T E f^ ,

AKA2,
3AK11,STRD0, STR30D

,

FACTOR , EP

I

DEP , AKA 1 , TEFPA I ,AIRVAP
COKMCiN NREACH , N ,NWL ,NL , PM K , SFI K , PKAX , SFAX , RDCC
INTEGER GAMMA 1 , GAMMA? , VCL , GOAL , X , T , SC , SMI N , PM I K' , TO, PNA

X,EP1DEP,
ISMAX
AQ = 0.
FL0(1,K) = GAMMAU'FACTOR
CO 2C 1=1, NREACH
AQ = AC + FLO( I ,K )

OHEAN(I) = ALPHAC( I)<tAC'.;*BETAD( I)

VEMEAN{I) = AI.PHAV( I J-i^AC^itBETAV { I)

TRATKI) = CISKEA( I )/( 16.36*VEMEAN( I) )

2C. CGKTINCE
RETLRN
END
subroutine strmg ( e , ak 2 , k )

c routine for determimkg streak tem ferature , re aerat i cn
am:

c oeoxygenaticn means.
DIMENSION X( 15) ,T( 15) ,STKD0(15) ,STRBCD{ 15) ,F!<(2i,3) ,FK

^ 1 ( 2 1 , 3 )

,

1 VOL (8, 2 1,3, 3) , QUAE (8, 21 , 3 , 3 ) , BCC 1 ( 8 , 2 1 , 3 , 3 ) , CC 1 ( , 2 1 , 3

,3) ,

2SH0R1W( 15) , TEMP A I ( 1 5 ) , '.v I ND { 1 5 ) , A J R V AP ( 1 5 ) , CC ( 1 5 ) ,

3EPICEP{ 15) ,AKA1( 15) ,AK11 (12) ,RDCC(a,3) ,

^FLfJC 15, 12) ,eGDIN{ 12) ,DOIN( 12) ,VEMEA.H(12 ) , CMEAN( 12) ,TRA
TI(I2),TCTRA

50 ( 15), ALPHA V( 12),ALPHAC(12),BETAV(12) ,BETArj(12) ,

6DISREA( 12) ,TEMIN{ 12) ,V;ATEMP(12) ,BEGTEM(12),AVGTEM( 12) ,

AKA2(12)
COMMON GAMMA 1 , GAMMA2 , VOL , QUAL , DC 1

,

bODl , FLO , BOCI N , DO I N

,

T £ M I K ,

1 COM I X , BODM 1 X , W 1 NC ,CC

,

SHCRTW , VEM EAN , DME AK , TR AT I , X , T , TOT
RAD,

2ALPHAV, ALPHAD,BETAV,BETAD,DISREA, WATEMP,BEGTEM,AVGTEM,
AKA2,

3 AK 1 1 , S T RDO , S TR BOC , F AC T U R , E P I D E P , Al< A 1 , T E M P A 1 , A I R V A P

COMMOiJ NREACH, N ,NWL ,NL, PMIK, SMIi\ , PM AX , SM AX , RCOC
INTEGER GAMMA 1 , G AM M A2 , VC L , QUA L , X , T , S , S M I N , PM I N , T C , P H

A

X , E P I C E P ,

ISMAX
TI = 0.
AO = 0.
TEMIN( 1 ) = GAMMA2
CO 2C 1==], NREACH
Tl = (TEMIN( 1 )-:.rLO( I,K )+/.a-TI )/ (ACHf L0( I ,K) )

AO = AC + FLO( J ,K)
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BEGTEM( I ) = TI
VMl = VEMEANI I)*864CC.
AX = VMl'-'TRATK I )

R2 = AK2>>AX/(62.A'^[J(-'EAN( I )^^VK1)
TI = ( TI-H)»EXP(-R2)+E
WATEMP( I ) - TI
TI = {f;EGT£f'{ I )-32. )*5./S.
T2 = (TI-32. )>"5./9.
AK22 = 5.027-M VEKi1-:AN{ I ) *« . 92A ) / ( Df'E AK ( 1 ) ^^ ^:- 1 . 705 )

TT- (Tl-i-T2)/2.--20.
AKIKI) = AKA1(K)»EXP(TT*.C46)
AKA2(I) ^ AK22*EXP( TT*.C16)

20 AVGTEM( I ) = TT
RETURN
EKC
SUBROUTINE COMG (DM I N ,Nh , K , ^'^U^' , RKE AN , Sf-' E Ai\ , RS TC, SS TC, A

KISTO,
1AK2STC, IXX, IMAX,KEY)
RCUTINE TO CALCULATE f-'lNIPUF D.C..
DIMENSION X(15) ,T(15) ,STRDG(15) ,STRBaD( 1 !5 ) , FK ( 2 1 , 3 ) , FK

M H 2 1 , 3 ) ,

1V0L(8,2 1,3,3) ,QUAL(0,21,3,3) ,BnC] («,21,3,3) ,DG1(8,21,3
,3),

2SHURTK(15),TEMPAI (15) ,V, IKD{ 15) ,AIRvAP{15),CC(l'3) ,

3EP1DEP( ]5),AKA1(15) ,AK11(12) ,R0GC(3,3) »

AFLO( 15, 12) ,BCDI,\( 1 2 ) , CO I N ( 1 2 ) , VEMEAN ( 1 2 ) ,Df'EAK(12) ,TRA
TI ( 12) ,TGTRA

5G(15) , ALPHA V( 12) ,ALPHAC( 12 ) , B ET A V (1 2 ) , C ET AC ( 1 2 ) ,

6DISRFA( 12) ,TEM1N(12),KATEMP(12) ,BEGTE^(12) .AVGTEfM 12),
AKA2(12)

CCI^,^CN GAMKA 1 , GAKMA2 ,VGL ,QUAL , DC 1 , ?.GD1 , FLO , BCC I K , CG If\,

TEh'iIlN,
IDOM I X , BGDM J X , W I ND , CG , SHGRTW , VE MEAN , DFE AI\ , T RATI , X , T , TOT

RAD,
2ALPHAV,ALPFAD,3ETAV,BETAD,DISREA,V,ATEf-'P,BEGTEK,AVGTEK,

AKA2,
3AKll,STR00,STRB0D,FAGTUR,EPIDEP,AKAl,Tr:MPAI ,A1RVAP
COI'N'ON NRE ACH , N , N WL , NL , P T-' I N , Sf' I N , PKAX , Sf'' AX , RCOC
INTEGER GAC^-'Al ,GAf'MA2 , VCL, CUAL , X , T , SO , SM N, PF I !\ , TO , F.YA

X,EPIDEP,
ISK.AX
DIMENSION FLOW{ 16 ) , CI SOX Y { 1 5 ) , A L A ( 1 5 ) ,ALA0{]5) ,Cr-'INK(l

5)
KEY =

DKiIN = 20.
IF( IXX. EQ.O) GO TO 1

I 1 = NV;

GU TO 2

1 BEGTEM( 1) - GAKKA2
D0 1N( 1) = COMIX
BOCIN(l) = CODMIX
ALA(l) = C.
FLOW(l) =0.
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CISCXY( 1 ) = C.
II = i

BEGIN CALCLLATlOr; CF C.C. AT ENC Gh EACH REACH.
2 DC 2C I=I1,NREACH

AQ = FL(J'.j{ I ) + FLO( I ,K)
ALAO(I) = (BODIN{ I )»FLC( I ,K)-l FLCW( I )*:ALA( I ) )/AQ
IFII.EC.K'vn VL = ( .C!3^^FLC( I ,K)«[iGUIMNV,)+FLClj( I )*VARLL

)/AC
ALII = ALAC( I )-£XP{ .C2*AVGTEf'. (I ) )

DOI = (DOIrJd ) *FLO( I,K)+FL0W( I )^;DISCXY{ I ) )/AQ
FLGW( I+l ) = AQ
T2 = 3.^MCEGTEiV{ I )-32. )/9.
CSI = lA .652-.^^1022•>T2^ .C07991*T2 « T2-. C0CC777 74-T2 « «3

•

CAI ^ CSI-COI
T2 = 5.«(V.ATEKP{ I )-32. )/9.
CSF = 14. 652-. -^1022*^12+. C07991*T2-;:-12-.CC0077774«T2^^^3

C

c

E = (CSF-CSI )/lKATI ( I

)

Bl = AKllI I )*TRATI ( I

)

B2 = AKA2(I )*T?<ATI( I )

B3 = EXP(-Bl)
E4 = EXP(-.:;2)

lYY =

USE STGCHASTIC FORI' LL A T I CN .

CALL CC1:EF(6,B3, B4, AKIK r ) , AKA2( I ) , ALI I ,DA] , D AF .RNEAN ,

SNEAK, RSTC,
lSSrD,AKlSTL,AK2STD,ALLA, IVY,IMAX,I ,DAD,TRATI (I ) ,VL,VAR

LL)
ALA( 1 + 1 ):=ALLA/rXP( . 02* A VGTEfS ( I) )

CISCXY{ 1 + 1 )=CSF-CAF
CMIi^JKt I ) := CSF-DAB
IF(DISGXY( 1 + 1) .LT.O. ) DISCXY(I + 1) = 0.
IF( CMIi\M( n .1 T.C. ) CMIN.M(I) ^ C.
IF( 1 .LE.Nl-i) GO TC 2C
IF{CISCXY{ J ) .LE.CISCXY( 1 + 1) .AKC,CISCXY( I) .LT.CISCXY( I-

1 ) ) CG TG 3

GO TG 2C
WHEN G.G. CLRVE BEGINS TG INCREASE, CALCGLATE MNIf-'Gf'.

BY EXAiVINING
THE D.G. AT THE THIRD PCINTS OF THc LAST TWC REACHES.

2 IF( BGDlf.'(N'/;).EQ.C. ) GG IG 19
J - I-]
no IC 12=1,2
TT = TKATI ( J)/3.
ALII = ALAG( J )*EXP( .G2»AVGTEM( J)

)

CGI = (DOIi. ( J )<^FLO( J,K)+FLGV. { J)^DISOXY( J) )/ (FLGV. ( J) +FL
G { J , lO )

T2 = 5.«(BEGTEi--i( J)-32. ) /9.
CSI = 14.6 52-.4 102 2'"'T2 + .007991^"T2kT2-.C000 777 74ijT2«*-'3

CAI = CSI -CGI
T2 = 5.^;(WATEMP( J)-32. )/9.
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CSF 1 A . 6 !5 ? - . ^1 1 2 2 ^f T 2 + . C 7 9 9 1 « T ? « T 2 - . C C C C 7 7 7 7 A V- T ? « « 3

C

c

c

B = (CSF-CSI )/ ftlATI (J)

CO 15 Jl=l,2
Bl = AK11(J)*T1
B2 - AKA2(J)*;Tr
B3 = EXP(-Bl)
DA = EXP(-C2)
lYY = 1

CALL DCDEF(B,B3,B''^, AKll ( J ) , AKA2 ( J ) , AL I I , DA I , D AF , Rf-'E AN ,

S P E A K , R S T i: ,

1SSTD,AK1STU,AK2STD,ALLA, lYY, If'AX, I ,DAB,TT,VL,VARLL )

CISO = (CSI+E*T D-DAB
IF(DISL.LT.G. ) DISO = 0.
IF(DKIi..LT.DHINh'( J-1) .ANC.DriKi.LT.CISG) GO TC 15

IF{DISC.LT.DfaKF( J-1) ) DKIK = CISO
I F ( DK I N H ( J- 1 ) . L T . D I SO ) D i^^^

I N = DPI M I'
( J- 1 )

15 TT = 2.«TT
IF(I2.GT.l) RE TORN
I F ( CM I N . L T . Cy I Nf ( J ) ) RETURN
CKI'-^ = CMINK(J)

IG J = J+1
19 IF(Cf'IN-DN,INM{ I ) )2C,2C,£
6 Cr-'IN = DMINP( I )

2C CONTINLE
IF(C['IN.NE.2G. ) RETURN
SLOPE = DISOXY{ U )-CISGXY(lC)
IF{SLCPE.EO.Oc ) SLOPE = D

I

SCXY ( 10 ) -D I SOXY ( 9 )

IF{ SLOPE. ECO. ) SLOPE -' D 1 SOX Y ( 9 ) -D I SOX Y ( 8 )

IFISLOPE.GT.O. ) KEY = 1

IF KEY IS POSITIVE, TFEN KG OXYGEN SAG OCCURREC.
IFISLOPE.LT.C. ) KEY =-1
IF KEY IS NEGATIVE, THEN THE STREAM NEVER BEGAN TO REG

OVER ANC THE
LOAC FiUST CE DECREASEC.
CHIN D^'Ii.^'(N; XH)
RETURN
ENC
SUBRCUTINE CGU[:F(B, P,C,K1 , K2 , L A , DA , DAF ,R,S,RStSS,KlS,K

2S,ALLA,IYY,
UMAX, I ,DAB,T, VL ,VAI<LL)

STOCHASTIC CISSOLVEC C/YGEN EQUATION.
REAL K 1 , K2 , L A , K 1 S , K 2 S , f' , L , N , K 1 2 , K 2 2 , f-'2 , K3
DIMENSIGiv! Cl( 13) ,G2(13 ) ,C3( 13) ,CA(13) ,C5{ 13) ,C6{13) ,C7

(13) ,C&( 13) ,

1C9( 13) ,C10( 13) ,C11( 13) ,C12( 13) ,C14( 13) ,VK1 ( 13) ,VK2( 13)

,C13(13) ,

2C15(13) ,C16( 13)
OIMENSIOM VARL ( lA ) ,VARD( ] -i ) ,AL { 14) , AU( 14)

J = I

K = I

1F( I .tC.''i ) VARL( I ) = VL
VAr<L( 1 ) = C.
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VARC( 1 ) = C.
ALIK) - LA
AD(K) = CA
IF( lYY.EQ.l ) J :

IF(J-II.'AX) 2,2,1
K - P-Q
K12 = K1*K1
K22 = K2'--K2

M = K2-K1
M 2 = M if M

SKI = K]*K1S
SK2 = K2«-K2S
VKKJ) - SKI*:- SKI
VK2(J) = SK2i:-SK2
Y = B + .R + S

Tl =

T2 =

PI =

Ql -

C&( J)

C8( J)

13

C9( J) .

C1C( J)

CIK J)

C12( J)

C 1 3 { J )

Cl^(( J)

C 1 5 { J )

C 1 6 ( J )

IF{ A[;S(

C 1 ( J )
--

C2{J) =

C5(J) =

GO TC
Cl( J)
C2( J)

C5{ J)

T-!'P

T*Q
l.-P
l.-C
= Y*(T2-ai/K2)/K2
= Tl-T
- Y*{T2*{-2./K2-T) + 2.*:01/K22)/K2

) = -N/K, + Q1/K2
Q1/K2
KI*W/H
R-(T1-P1/K1)/K1
R*(2.-^P1/K12-T1
Y*C1/K2
N / f''

) .LT.0.0] ) GC TC
(K2«N/iV-Kl-Tl )

/(V

R*(Tl-.\/F)/!'
(T2-N/M)/M

(T+2./K1 )

)

/Kl

4

T*P« { 1 .-Kl/'T)
R«TkT"-P
-T*TifQ

A IF{ ABS(KJ.LT.0.02) GO TC 5
C 3 ( J )

CAf J)

C7{ J)
GO TC!

C3( J)

C4( J)

C7{ J)

C17 =

K2'*(-TU2.*K/f>-) /|V2-T1>( l.-l
R*{T1-M2./M-T)-2.>-^k/|V2)/K

(T2*-(-T-2./M)+2.*-,N/f-'2)/M

1 * T + K ] / f' ) / ,v

= C2(J)'.^T
= 1' i:- T •!: T * Q
K1«AL (K )-R

l^T-2. ) )

EVALUATHJiJ CF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES AS GIVEK IK APPEKCIX

PDPKl = ( (AL(K)v:Cl( J)+C2(J) )"r2)*VK] (J)
PDPK12 = (AL(K)-^C3( J)fCA(J) )^-VKl(J)
P0PK2 - ({{C17)=fC5( J)-AD(K)^.^T^:-C + C6{J) )<HJ2)«VK2(J)
PDPK22 = (C17=fC7{J)-iAD(K)*C&(J)+C9{J)).VK2( J)
POPR - C10( J)::C10(J)vRS4H<S
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PDPS =

PDPLA
PDPCA
PLPKl
PLPK12
PLPR =

PLPLA
D = CI
EPO =

VARCCK
EPL =

VARL(K
CAF =

CAB =

ALLA =

IMAX =

IF( I.E
RETURN
ENC
FUNCTI
STAGE
TOV =

R = 76
S = (A

TEMP =

I F ( T EM
DEPTH
RETLRN
END
FUNCTI
SURFAC
D = 35
SURAR
RETURN
ENC
FUNCTI
VOLUME

= 35
CAPAC
RETURN
END
FUNCTI
KATER

Hi
C12
Q*(J

( (-

(T«
(PI
p«p
CI6
.5«
)

=

L(K
) =

D

D + 1

PL

J)»CI1( J)»SS»SS
(J)«C12( J)«VARL(K)
*VARD(K)
T1»AL(K)+C13(J))*»2)«VK1(J)
T«P»AL(K)+C141J) )»VK1( J)

/KI)*«2)*RS*RS
»VARL(K)
{ J) + AC(K)*Q + C15( J)
(PDPK12+PDPK22)
PDPK1+PCPK2+P0PR+PDPS+PDP0A+PDPLA
)-R/Kl)*P+R/Kl+.5»PLFK12
PLPKl+PLPR+PLPLA

.645*SQRTJVARD(K+1 )

)

(

7»

C +

+ 1

(A
+ 1

EP
EP
E

K

Q.3) VARLL = VARL(K+1)

CN DEPTH! ITOV)
VS. VOLUME FLNCTICN.
ITOV
.25396825
.1806 2-TOV/10CCCCC.)/.CC063
R»R-S

P.LT.C.) TEMP = 0.
= 35C.-(R-SGRT(TEMP) )

CN SLRAR(FOOT)
E AREA VS. STAGE FLNCTICN.
C.-FCCT
= ( 1G4.66I65-1.92IL9*D+*0095*D«D)«1000.

CN CAPAC(FCaT)
VS. STAGE FUNCTION.

C.-FCOT
= (4.1806 2-.C96C8»D+.C006 3*0»C)»1COCOCO.

X =

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
CI
C2
C3

IT

X

X

X

X

X

A

A

A

CN WA
VAPOK

EM?
-AG.
-63.3
-76.
-88.
-ICO.
2*A3*
1»A3»
1*A2*

VP( ITEMP)
PRESSURE BY FIFTH ORDER LAGRA;\GIAN PCLYNC

MIAL.

AA»A5*6.2/24I57A4.
A4»A5»15./(-268239.'!.559)
AA»A5»23./131673.6
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C

C

CA = Al*:-A2*A3*A5^.-33.8/{-]7C726.4)
C5 = Al*>A2*A3*A4»4a. 8/63^176.
WAVP = Cl+C2 + C3 + C^. + C5
RETbkN
END
FU.NCTICN CLGDCO(VAPPRE,CCOVER)
FUNCTION PROGRAM TO CALCLLATE ATI^OS PI- ER IC RADIATICK FA

CTGR
VAPPRE - VAPOR PRESSURE OF AIR Hi i^ [' . OF KERCURY
CCCVtR = CLOUU COVER IN TENTHS
NCCVER = HCCOVER
GO TO ( 1,2,3,^1, 5, 6, 7,8,9, IC, 11) jNCOVER

] CLODCO = .738 + . 1 54«-V AP PRE /2 5 . A

RETURN
2 CLOCCO =

RE TURK
3 CLODCO =

RETURN
A CLOCCO =

RETURw
5 CLODCO =

RETURN'
6 CLODCO =

RETURN
7 CLODCO = .bC -J-

RETURK
8 CLOCCO =

RETURN
9 CLODCO =

RETURN
IC CLOCCO =

RETURN
11 CLODCO =

RETURN
END

75 +

7 59 +

772 +

783 +

79 2 +

811 +

825 +

845 +

865 +

15*VAPPRE/25.4

. 148»VAFPRE/25.4

. 143*VAPPRH/25.'^

.. 138*VAPPRt/25.'^

. 125*VAPPRE/2 5.A

13 3--VAPPRE/2 5.4

. 13C*VAPPRE/25.4

. 118«VAPPRE/25.'^

. 105*VAPPRE/25.A

.C'3C*VAPPRE/25.'^



C. GLOSSARY OF PROGRAMMING TERMS

AIRVAP: Air-vapor pressure.

AKAl: Deoxygenation coefficient at 20°C.

AKA2: Reaeration coefficient adjusted to temperature.

AKll: Deoxygenation coefficient adjusted to temperature.

AKISTD: Constant for computing variance of deoxygenation coefficient,

AK2SD: Constant for computing 'variance of reaeration coefficient.

ALLOWA: Subroutine for calculating allowable waste load.

ALPHAD: Constant in Equation (67).

ALPHAV: Constant in Equation (66).

AUXCOS: Subroutine for calculating cost of auxiliary waste treatment
unit.

AVGTEM: Average temperature difference above or below 20°C in reach.

BEGTEM: Temperature at beginning of reach.

BETAD: Exponent in Equation (67).

BETAV: Exponent in Equation (66).

BODl: Matrix for BOD in the reservoir.

BODI: Initial BOD in reservoir.

BODIN: BOD of tributary flow entering reach.

BODMIX: BOD in reservoir release.

CAPAC: Function for calculating reservoir storage.

CC: Cloud cover.

CLODCO: Function for calculating B in Equation (2).

DECl: Matrix for decisions on quantity to be released.

DEC2: Matrix for decisions on temperature of release water.

DECS: Matrix for decisions on release from laver one.
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DEC4: Matrix for decisions on release from layer two.

DEC5: Matrix for decisions on release from layer three.

DEC6: Matrix for decisions on quantity released from layer one.

DEC7: Matrix for decisions on quantity released from layer two.

DECS: Matrix for decisions on quantity released from layer three.

DEC9: Matrix for decisions on quantity released in previous period,

DECIO: Matrix for decisions on released layer in previous period.

DEPTH: Function for calculating depth of reservoir storage.

DISCHA: Subroutine for determining quality of reservoir release,

DISREA: Distance of reach.

DMEAN: Mean depth in reach.

DMIHAL: Minimum allowable DO.

DOl: Matrix for DO in reservoir.

DODEF: Subroutine for calculating DO deficit.

DOI: Initial DO in reservoir.

DOIN: DO in tributary flow to reach.

DOMIX: DO in reservoir release.

DOMO: Subroutine for determining m.inimum DO.

DORELS: DO level to be maintained by aeration at reservoir.

EPIDEP: Depth of epilimnion.

EQUIL: Subroutine for calculating equilibrium temperature.

FACTOR: Constant to convert cfs to acre-ft.

FK: Matrix of costs for present period.

FKMl: Matrix of costs in previous period.

FLO: Matrix of tributary flows.

GAMMAl: Release quantity from reservoir.
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GAMMA2: Release temperature from reservoir.

HYDRA: Subroutine for calculating mean depth, mean velocity and travel
time in reaches

.

lAERAT: Control variable — positive means aerate release.

IKS: Control variable — positive means release from hypolimnion.

INCRE: Increment for discharge rates.

KEYl: Control variable — positive means do not calculate evaporation
loss.

N: Number of time intervals.

NL: Number of layers.

NREACH: Number of reaches.

NW: Reach into vjhich waste is discharged.

NT"IL: Number of withdrawal rates.

PMAX: Maximum V7ithdrawal rate.

PMIN: Minimum withdrawal rate.

QUAL: Matrix for temperatures in reservoir.

RADCAL: Subroutine for calculating TOTRAD, PMIN, PMAX and PMIN.

RDOC: Reservoir dissolved oxygen constants.

RESMIX: Subroutine for calculating temperature of mixed reservoir.

RMEAN: Composite term, r, in Equation (52).

RSTD: Standard deviation of RMEAN.

SO: Initial storage in reservoir.

SHORTW: Short-wave solar radiation.

SMAX: Maximum allov/able storage.

SMEAN: Composite term, s, in Equation (53).

SMIN: Minimum allowable storage.

SSTD: Standard deviat]on of SMEAN.
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STRBOD: Inflowing BOD to reservoir.

STRDO: Inflowing DO to reservoir.

STRMO: Subroutine for calculating stream temperatures.

SURAR: Fuiiction for calculating reservoir surface area.

T: Temperature of inflows to reservoir.

TO: Initial temperature in reservoir.

TEMIN: Temperature of tributary flows to reaches.

TEMPAI: Air temperature.

TOTRAD: Total absorbed radiation.

TRATI: Travel time in reach.

TRANSK: Subroutine to transfer reservoir state variables according
to optimum, decisions.

VEMEAN: Mean velocity in reach.

VOL: Matrix for volumes in various layer of reservoir,

WATEMP: V.'ater temperature at end of reach.

WAVP: Function for calculating vapor pressure at temperature of

surface water.

WIND: Wind speed.

VJINCRE: Increment of waste to be used in determining allowable load,

X: Inflow volumes to reservoir.
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